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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
The importance of seventeenth oentury and modern metaphysical 
poetry in the English literary tradition is very seldom disputed by 
t~e twentieth century oritic and scholar. This poetic style, which 
was generally ignored irithout study fifty years ago, is today a center 
of attention in the world of letters. The enormous volume of oriticism 
and soholarship devoted to both early and modern metaphysical verse 
testifies to its popularity with modern students and critics, while many 
of the best Amerioan and British poets are wr:i.ting toc:,ay in an essentially 
metaphysioul tradition. In fact in both the sevententh and twentieth 
oenturies almost the Whole field of poetry has seemed to reflect meta-
physical praciice in some measure. 
The tremendous impaot of the metaphysioal style upon the modern 
mind is suggested in the best available bibliographicp.l guides to this 
field, Studies in Metaphysical poetry, by Theodore Spenoer and Mark Van 
Doren. In the introduction to this work Professor Spencer points out 
that a lis·t of titles of works dealing with the entire nineteenth oentury 
wO_lld be only half as long as a similar list of works treating the seven-
t"enth oentury metaphysical poets alone. 
This abundance of material, he continues, reflects "not merely an 
antiquarian ouriosity, but a real excitement about a type of poetry whihh 
reoent poets tlaVe muoh admired, and which was the expression of a genera-
tion faoed by many problems similar to our own."l Indeed this muoh-
disoussed similarity between the seventeenth and twentieth oenturies is at 
1. Spenoer, Theodore; Van Doren, ~rk, Studies in Metaphysical Poetry, P.3 
-~-
the orux of the problem of the wide attention given metaphysical verse 
today. 
It is very difficult to say precisely when this new interest began, 
but a glance through the poetic works of Emily Dicki:-.son will indicate 
that she was thoroughly familiar with the seventeenth century meta-
physioal poets about three score years ago, and found their tho~ght and 
technique very oongenial to her own vsrse writing and psychological make-
up. In England, the lively intelleotual worHplay of Gerald Manley Hopkins 
and the complexity and irony in the verse of George Meredith also suggests 
a renascence of the metaphysi~al way of thinking. Probably the first 
landmark in the movement was the publication in 1912 of Herbert Grierson's 
definitive edition of the poetry of John Danne, the most famous of the 
seventeenth century metaphysie~la. Examining the place of Donne and the 
seventeenth metaphysic ls in the world literay tradition, Grierson set 
a model for scholarship in his exhaustive efforts to arrive at the cor-
rect poetic texts and to determine the dates and authenticity of the 
poems usually attributed to Donne. Since that time popular edi tiona 
of the works of Abraham Cowley, Andrew Marvell, George Herbert, Henry 
Vaughan and others have been published, and metaphysic~l verse--early 
and modern--has remained in high favor. A growing interest was also in-
dicated by the appearance of carefully edited editions of suoh com-
paratively minor poeti as John Cleveland and Henry King. 
Not to mention the appearance of an influential group of modern 
metaphysical poets, the enthusiastic studies of many contemporary 
critics, a number of them metaphysical poets in their own right, have 
probably done much to stimulate an interest in metaphysioal verse. A 
group of essays written by T. S. Eliot in the 1929' s for instanoe, .;i.e, 
-----
probably among the most impor"cant of the interpretative and critical 
works dealing with the seventeen centu~ metaphysioal poets and their 
general cultural environment, and oertainly Bliot's thesis ooncerning 
the "unif'ied sensibilityll of' the seventeenth century man as opposed to 
the "divided sensibility" 01' the average nineteenth and twentieth 
oentury man has come to be aocepted almost as a truism. 
Another indioation of' the widespread twentieth oentury af'finity 
f'or the metaphysioal spirit is seen in the public-"tion in 1945 of 
ftCritical Remarks on the MBtaphysical Poets," which contains twelve 
line drawings by Kurt Roesch. ~e new accent on metaphysical poetry 
in the tbited States has come in 8. large measure thropgh the effortw 
of Southerners. John Crowe Ransom and Allen Tate have created a new 
interest in this kind of' verse through both their own poetry and their 
critical essays. Probably the boldest and most oomplete attempt, ho~­
ever, to relate seventeenth and twentieth century verse is found in 
cleanth Brooks' Modern Poetry end the Tradition. Explaining that there 
is a mixture of wit, irony and "high seriousness" in the metaphysical 
verse of both these periods such as is seldom found in romantic and 
classic poetry, Brooks emphasizes that "the significant relationship 
betvreon the modernist poets and the seventeenth century poets of wit 
lies here--in their common oonception of the use of metaphor •••• The 
significant relationship is indicated by tile fact that the metaphysical 
poets and the modernists stand opposed to both the nee-classic and 
Row~tic poets on the issue of metaphor." 1 
As Eliot has remarked in his essay on "The Metaphysical Poets," it 
is exceedingly difficult to determine a clear-out line of demarcation 
between "metaphysical poetsll end a number of' other poets ""Titing at the 
same time. 
1. Brooks, Cleenth, Modern Poetry end the Tradition, p. 11. 
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The distinotion perhaps rests in the degree to which various. poets may 
employ a metaphysical technique. Past scholarship~ hO'wever ~ has tended 
to single out a group of seventeenth century poets who have been labelled 
and aocepted as the "metaphysical poets." There has been a little lesl 
scho18rly agreement ooncerning the twentieth century metaphysioal poets. 
Metaphysica.l elements may be found in Italian Renaissanoe verse and 
in the work of many English poets from Sir Thomas Wyatt and the Earl of 
Surrey until the last quarter of the seventeenth century. The meta-
ppysioal style had its origin in secular verse~ but in the seventeenth 
century it bece.m.e EJ: medium for a group of secular poets and a group of 
religious poets, both of which apparently fotmd the::.r greatest inspiration 
in the verse of Donne. It should be stressed~ however. that metaphysioal 
expression is not neoessarily either seoular or religious, but a way of 
thinking and v~iting probably equally suited to both t,rpes of verse. 
The my~tioal tendencies of some of these poets became merGed with the 
metaphysioal teclmique to produce on many occasions some of the finest 
poetry in our language~ but this mysticism should not be considered as 
a oharacteristic attribute of metaphysical poetry. As the seventeenth 
century proceeded~ the work of such poets as Marvell and Abraham Cowley 
tended to merge with the inoipient neo-clas6ic tradition~ while such 
metaphysic~ll poets as Henry vaughan and Thomas Traherne anticipated 
Wordsworthian romanticism in their thought and style. 
Despite the interest today in this religious metaphysioal poetry, 
partic1il.larly since the publication in 1936 of Helen White's The Meta-
physical Poets, A Study in Religious Experience, the twentieth century 
metaphysicals are muoh more olosely related to the secular group. 
\ 
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Aligned with the religious group ~~re some of the best known seventeenth 
century metaphysical poets: John DorUle (1573-1631), George Herbert (1593-
1633), Richard Crashaw (1612-1649), Henry Vaughan (1622-1695), and Thomas 
Traherne (1636-1674), but the metaphysical elements in the verse of both 
Vaughan and Traherne, especially that of the latter, tend to become 
secondary to the mysticism. The secular metaphysical tradition is repre-
sented b~r Sir Walter Raleigh (1552-1618), in several of his best poems; 
Willirum Shakespeare (1564-1616), particularly in a number of his sonnets, 
Donne, Ed~rd, Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1583-l€48), who was George 
Herbert f s younger brother; Henry KiIlI1 (1592-1669), Jom Cleveland, (1613-
1658), Abrahrum Cowley (16l8-l667~, Andrew Marvell (1621-1678), and a 
number of other poets in whose verse the metaphysical elements are less 
conspicuous or less skillfully handled. 
The twentieth century m.etaphysic2l tradition is almost entirely 
secular and literary. The seventeenth oentury.poets were usually man 
of action or men of God before they were poets, but the twentieth century 
metaphysical poets are on the whele exclusively poets and critics. Al-
though Eliot f s religionism has played an increasingly important part in 
his work, his verse has proved to be the most metaphysical when it was 
the least religious. Among British and Amerioan poets the chief mata-
physioals are William Butler leats (1866-1938), Elinor Wylie (1886-1928), 
T. S. Eliot (1888- ), John Crowe Ransom (188- ), Allen Tate (1899- ), 
Robert Penn Warren (1906- ). and Wystan Hugh Auden (1907- ) 
TO examine this relationship between the poetry of the seventeenth 
and twentieth centuries it is of course neoessary to lmderstand What are 
the distincitve oharacteristics of metaphysical poetry, and more speci-
fically what are the distinctive characteristics of the seventctonll:h and 
I 
I 
;, : 
'/ ' 
t 
I 
twentieth century varieties. I shall attempt to point out ~~d il-
,-
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lustrate the chief s:imHari ties and dissimilarities in the mets:?hysicfl.l 
-rerse of both periods l and to show that mader:", metaphysical poetry 
contains elements of seventeenth century metaphysical and nineteenth 
century romantic technique a~ well as distinctly modern cP.aracteristics. 
In this chapter I hope to clarify and point up my findings in the GX-
amination of a series of four comparable poens indica tine: the reJ.ation 
of seventeenth and twentieth century metaphysical verse to other liter-
ary styles. In examining this series of poems and in studying the 
characteristic similarities and dissimilarities in seventeen.th and 
twentieth century metaphysical poetry, I shall consider three main 
aspects of the poptry: organization 'inc. methods of progression within 
the poem (0hapter'II) and the use of metaphor and other structural devices 
(Chapter III); the 4..nterpretation of human experjence, with special at-
tention to the wit, :!.rony and general cClm:;Jlexity t~'Pical of metaphysical 
poetry (Chapter IV), and the noet1s point of view--his attitudes toward 
himself 8.nd his socia) and intellectual world (Chapter V). l1y approach 
to these problems will be as objective and analytical as possibl~. 
********************.************* 
The four-poem series~ dealing with love poems in which the possi-
ble death of or.e of the lovers is considered, will consist of Shakespeare1s 
7lst sannet,("No longer nourn for me when I am dead ll ), Elizabethan; Donae's 
itA Valedictj(,-:.l: To My Name in the Window," seventeenth c3ntury metaphysical; 
Christina Ross9tti 1s "Reme1Jlr3r," nineteenth century romantis,and Yeats' 
"BrokAn Dreams," twentieth ce!ltury metaphysi~al. 
. \ 
I q~ote the Shakespeare sonnets 
No longer mourn for me when I am dead 
Than you shall hear the surly sull~n bell 
Give warning to the world that I am fled 
From thiR vile world. w5_tL vilest wonns to dwell: 
Nay. if you read this line, remember not 
The hand that writ it; for I love you so 
That I in your sweet thourhts would be forgot 
If thinki~g on me then should make you woe. 
0, if. I say, you look upon this verse 
V,lhen I perhaps oompo'lr.ded am with clay, 
Do not so much as my poor na'!l1~ rehearse, 
But let your 10ve even with my life decay. 
Lest the w2se world should look into your moan 
And nock you with me after I am gone. 
The poem is basi0a lly an elaboration of a relatively simple 
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argume"lt--or "structure," as Ranscm. would se.y. The poet asks in sub-
stance that his mistress forget him after his death because he loves 
her very much and doe~ !lot wish to bring her grief from hi s passing 
or mockery from the "wide world. II There is really no su[;gestion in 
the poem of a knotty human problem or of an actual exrerience. 
ThE" sonnet. completely lucid and in no way invol v.3d, pro gresses 
in a quit", logical manner. The progrec8ion is simple and repetitious. 
however, as the three quatrains develop vi:!:'tually the same idea with 
very little variation" while the clo:3ing couplet merely gives another 
reason why the mistr,;,~s should not "moanH for her poet-~over. This 
easy, smooth progression also depends hoavily ~.?on th~ regular rhythmics 
and lilting quality of the veree which suggests a. much closer a.lliance 
between music and poetry than :i s foul'_d in the more ruggtld, conversational 
rhythms of Donne. 
The sorJ.net shows principa.lly a successful attempt to d,neloR'::a 
rather conventional literary idea with a pleasine: textural elaboration • 
, 
'"; 
; " 
j t: 
~ 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
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The poem does not suggest that the poet is grappllng with a real 
problem--as Donne often does--or seeking to expres~ and communicate 
a cOI!lplex h-c::;nan experienc:c--ar:l the modern meta~hysicals frec.:.tently 
do. The reader is dGJtghted by the way in which the poet has 1e-
veloped his material .. rather than moved emotionally by the poetic 
si~lation pres~r.ted. The poet is not concerned with defining his 
relationship with his mistress, but rather witb his own thoughts 
and the literary tradition in which he i:::: writing. 1'his well bal-
anced sonnet style, with its accentuated musical met::-ics and its 
@,ppealing devel::>pment of a cox:"'1entional literary theme, in many ways 
typifies the Elizabethan lyric tradition. 
" 
In Donne's seventeenth oentury metaphysical style there is a 
new emphasis on some of these Elizabethan characteristics--the logical 
method of p::-o gression, for example--and a revolt against others, such 
as the lilting I:'.eaS'.lres and an adherenae to a literary convention. 
I quote Donne's itA Valediction.: To My Name in the Windows" 
I 
My name engrav'd herein., 
Doth contribute my firmnesse to this glasse, 
~ich, ever since that charme, hath cdene 
As hard, as that V'!~inh gray' d it, was; 
Thine eye will give it price enougr, to :nock 
The Diamonds of either rock. 
II 
'Tis much that rlasse should bee 
As alJ. confessing, and through-sldne as I, 
'Tis more, t.."'lat it shewes thee to thee, 
And cleare reflects thee to thine eye. 
But all such rules, loves magique can undo, 
Here you see mee, and I am you. 
III 
As no one point nor dash, 
Which are but accessories to this name, 
The showers and tempests can outwash, 
So shall all times find thee the same; 
You this ::intireness better may fulfill, 
Who have the pntterne with you still. 
I', 
I 
I 
\ 
IV 
Or if too hard and deepe 
This learning be~ for a scratch'd name to teach. 
I~, as a given deaths head keepe. 
Lovers mortali tie to pre~.ch~ 
Or think this r!l.gg,ed bony n8.r.'le to bee 
My ruinous Anatomie. 
V 
Then, as ft.ll ny- soules bee, 
Emparadis'd in you, (in whom alone 
I understand, and grow and see,) 
The rafters of my body, bOlle 
Being still with you, the Mtlscle, Sinew, and Veine. 
~~ich tile this house, will come a6aine. 
VI 
Till my returne reparie 
And recompact my scattered bo~y so. 
As all t~}.'3 vertuous powers wh:l.ch are 
Fix'd in the starres~ are said tc flow 
I::lto such characters, as graved bee 
When these scarres ha"!;:> supremacie: 
VII 
So since this name was c~t 
When love and griefe their exaltation had, 
No door 'gainst thi s nrunes influence shut; 
As much more lovin.g. as more sed, 
'Tv,ill make tr.~~; and thou shou:dst, till I returne, 
Since I die daily, daily mourne ~ 
VIII 
When thy inn?nsiderate hand 
Flings Op8 this casement, with m~.' trembling name. 
To looke on one, whose wit or land 
New battry to thy heart m~y frame, 
Then thinks this narrJ.e alive, an.d that t.hou thus 
In it offendst my Genius. 
IX 
And whe~ thy melted maid, 
Corrvpted by the Lover's gold and pese, 
n.s letter at thy pillow 'Hath laiC., 
!:lisp,·.ted it. and tam'd thy rage, 
.lind thou bep;in'st to thaw toward him, for t.his 
May my name step in, and hide his. 
-9-
~r,.··· , 
I 
r 
And if this t~8eson tlle 
To an O-I1~rt ac·~. and thou write againe; 
In superscribing, thj,s name flow 
Into thy fancy, from the pan€; 
So, in forgetting thou remembrest right, 
And unawaro to mee shalt 'I'.Ti te. 
XI 
:;j'ctt glas'3o, and lines must bee, 
No mennes our firme subRtErnt:i.all love to keepe; 
Near death infl iots this legarth:'e, 
t\r,d this I murmarG in my sleepe; 
Im:£,'.lte this j dIe talke, to t:hat I goe, 
F0r dying men talk often so. 
-10-
In this poem, one of several valedictions, or ferewel1l", that 
Dunne wrote to his wife, one fjnds a fusi~n of concrete figures, intel-
lecfval abstractions, and quiet, soul-felt emption,. Thi.s piece, ~like 
tr.e Shakespeare sonnet and much romantic verse, has no simple, ('lear-cut 
argument ext"Jnding throughout the poeI!1, but consists chiGfly of a tek..-
tu.ral su~.!erstructure in whieh the poet seems to treat a genuine per Ronal 
problem with rich d'C'l.ril :and sharp particularity. 
The refined 10 gic of' the valediction is evident in the rather irl-
v,~l ved extf';nsior of a basic metarhor and in the fact that the poem may 
be 'lnclerstood on tiff:) 1 evels. The whole poem is built ar(,und the meta-
phorir;el idel1tificatio:l ("If ~onne and the window in ".Vhich 1:i8 name i~ 
engraved. Holo.ing hie t:binl<.ir.g a::-nt'nd this device, the p00t, always 
preoccupied with death, is ch5.efly examining the question of how faith-
ful his wi.fE' will remain to him aft6r his dea.t~, 'but finally discards as 
idle fanc~T this desire to maintain a death hold on his wif3' s affections 
a~.d decides that, dAsritE. a feelin2; of lC'relinese, he will face death 
alone. ~8 e!l:phasis, however, on a personal problem, or mental conflict, 
j s characteristic of a great delll of seventeenth century metaphysioe,l 
441 
T 
SA 
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l_·oetr;r. 
I 
i lJonn.e is concerned a Inost entirel;,e death. 
I l)h"O metl10d of pro~re3sio:n in the "oe~ ~s 0usical 
s}~uo.:rets 71st SO~~13t, as is seen i:: tr~:..., t"\:}O rul,~:.t3d lev·(3].s o.r _.ca,}"li:c..' 
i 
\ 
elent:':rt i;.1~~he poen's l'ro'--ressiol1 as the~T CG.:;cb the r3:;,der's attentioE 
6Ln(l. Ct'l'vey lO:ical sl.ibtletj.os .iT vivid, c,were:;e i'i,.:::uros. 
~;e inscriptio~ ~ives 
to t:1(; "lass ~.is str811~"t;! so t at t:.G 'filnco,., because of th:'l ir:.scription, 
-\ 
T 
\ 
J 
\ , 
I 
• 1 
I 
! 
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the metaphQr logically. Donne re:f'ers to the reflecti V2! rowers of the 
8;lass to show thc.t "loves magique ll has made the two lovers one. The 
miracle of love suspends the natural laws 1:~r which she would see only 
her own Lnabe in the glas~. the poet s~ys, so that, 
Here you see mee, and I am you. 
His wife shall find him always as constant a~ the i~Q€structable 
name, for indeed ~he has the original pattern of ~o~~ the window in~ 
scription and his love. Continuing to extend and deva1o::? the m~taphor, 
the poet thinks that the letters are to the wIndow like the bones to 
the body and elaborates upon several aspects of this id~~. If identi-
fication in love is too difficult a 1esl'lor.. for a " scratch'd name" to 
keep, Donne tells his wife" re&·ard tr.is name as a death' s head which 
suggests lov<3's mortality as a skull makes us mindufl of human mortality. 
By a 10e,ical association of ideas characteristic of much metaphysical 
verse the refere:rc€ to the deatl-:.' shead 1 eads to the po et' s conceptions 
of the "bony name" as his IIruir..ous Al1atomie 'l' and of his bocy as a hous(' 
of w!'>.ich the ra.fters are his bones. 
In sta.nzas V and VI there is a com:!?lex of striking, concrete 
metaphor and fine~:;-spvn abstractions finely U1ustrati ve of the manner 
in which these rather contrasting elements are fus~d in seventeenth 
century verse. The reader fi'1-'..'" his progress through this tangl~d 
logic more p1ea~a.!lt and easy b.3caus3 of the she.rply visual images of 
the bony skeleton, the raftered house ar_d the engraved window. The 
metaphor in which the wife is instructed to keep and cherish his bones. 
the rafters of his body, until he can retllrn with the muscle., sinew and 
'geins seems apt and movjne; des;:-i te the unattractiveness of the li taral 
meani:;:u~. l'he illu.~ions to the bone are alse of course associated ·~rith 
the chiseled name, emblematic of the lovers' identificatjon and of the 
i I ... 
) 
'\ 
... 
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pattern of the poet.s love mentioned in stanza III. Done mee~s that his 
soul, his frame--his very essence--remains with his wife, and he bids 
her recompaot his soattered body from the bony name. 
The logic grows somewhat more complicated as Dor~e uses a figure 
based on his astrological lea.rning to further expand the basic metaphor 
of the inscribed nama. The poet complains to his wife with tenderness 
that, since the nama was cut under the asoendanoy of their love and 
grief, she shouild always be guided by its influence, and as he "dies" 
daily without her, she should de.ily mourn for his absence end perhaps 
for his death. There are a number of other deft touches built around 
the logic of the metaphor. Transcending the laws of science, the fir.mly 
engraved name trembles at his wife's inconstancy. Again, the idee. of 
his name floW"jng into her "fanc~r" from the pane is interesting, and 
provides another indication of Danna's observance of the subtle work-
inbs of the mind. 
In this poem the logica~ propUlsion of the piece and the use of 
m5taphor are closely related; yet it is important to examine the metaphor 
for its own sa.ke. It is clearly evident that the metaphor is of the 
elaborate, extended variety typical of the seventeenth centur,y and that 
it serves chiefly as a logical and pictorial device, makine the subtl, 
relationship between the lovers more vi~id and understandable. It is 
~portant to note that it is almost impossible to conceive of the poem 
without the metaphor. 
There are of course a few smaller metaphorical effects in the poem. 
Illicit passion perhaps seemed to Donne like a great fire, for the maid 
is "melted" and his wife "began'st to thaw." Again in stanza. VIII the 
I 
I. 
;, ~ 
I 
I 
\ ; 
I 
f 
Ii 
'f 
f. 
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poet thinks of an unlawful lover' $ wit and riohes as presenting a 
"new battery" to his wife's heart. Other metaphysioal devioes, such 
as the play on "write" and "right" in stanza X, are also found. 
As in most metaphysioal poetry, however, the logioal oomplica-
tiens of the poem are more than equaled by the matw'e expression of 
deep emotion, wit and self-inolusive satire found in the pieoe. A 
high, oonoentrated en~tional te~sion is maintained throughout the 
poem as the poet seeks to conwdtt this mental oonflict completely 
to the metaphorioal framework rather than merely to sugge8t it through 
a less rigid form. Because of the metaphor the piece assumes a greatei 
intensity and broader scope as though another dimension had been adced 
to the poet's thought. 
Having just spoken of love'S transcendent miracle, in stanza IV 
Donne becomes gently satirical in his attitude toward h~rself and his 
wife as he remarks on "loves mortalitie." It would almost seem that 
he anticipated Dryden's oft-quoted objection in his"Essay on Sgtire" 
that Donne in his amorous verse "perplexes the minds of the fair sex 
with nice speculations of philospphy, when he should engage their 
hearts and enterte.in them with the softness of' love," as he wrote: 
Or if' too hard and deepe 
This learning be, for a scratch'd name to teach, 
mt, as a given deaths head keepe, 
Lovers mortalitie to preach. 
Donne here appears to be self-conscious of the apparent incongruities in-
herent in the metaphysical technique, and perhaps a little amused at 
himself. But there is a deeper implic~.tion. Enduring love is not 
really "hard and deepe," but perhaps it is a lesson that the lady ad-
dressed cannot--or will not--leern. 
.. 
I 
,: 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
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From this changed viewpoint the inscribed name, although a symbol of 
love's magic, becomes a death's head, an allusion that is the first 
indioation that the poet's departure may also be his death. This 
touch of the maoabre is typical of the metaphysical style of Donne. 
Althought the closing stanzas of the poem are the most highly serious 
as a definite suggestion of infidelity is merged with a movine tender-
ness, there is at the same time a rich vein of playful wit as the po.t 
indulges in word-play and in an amusing fashion treats the eneraved 
name as a living entity. 
With an allusion to death again in the concluding stanza, the 
poetic tension mounts: 
Near death infliots this lethargie, 
And this I murmure in my sleepe; 
]myute this idle talks, to that I goe, 
For dying men talke often so. 
The poet's mental oonflict is resolved, and the oentral problem of the 
poem solved, as Donne deolares that he does not wish to dominate his 
wife's affections after death, although dying men often indulge in such 
idle talk. He will tmdertake his last journey alone. A feeling of 
self-pity is implied, but mastered by the poet. 
The point of view of the poet and the tone and mood of the poem 
are also characteristic of the seventeenth oentury metaphysical style. 
Although the poem is addressed to a loved one in aocordance with the 
Elizabethan-Jacobean convention, the poet is oonoerr-ed chiefly with 
himself and his own thoughts. Despite the change from a musical to 
a spoken style the poem is more rhetorioal than oonversational, and 
Donne fails to oonvey the illusion that he is actually oonversine with 
his wife at a particular moment. The poem is deeply emotional because 
the poet is concerned with his personal problems as an individual, as 
-
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opposed to Shakespeare1s apparently more narrowly literary concerns 
in his 71st sonnet. This rather straightforward attitude is reflected 
as the poet shows no consciousness of addressing an audience or literary 
clique. MOod does not playa large role in the piece, perhaps because 
Dorme does not develop the scene or background of the poem nor treat a 
specific incident. The emphasis is always on clear logic rather than 
vague cormotation. A brief recollection of the poem will reveal that 
it possesses most of the hall-mArks of sever:teenth century metaphysical 
poetry at its best in its bold metaphorical use of the name, skeleton 
and astrology, the web of abstract logic, the psychological realism 
of the problem exaJuined by the poe\;, and the mixture of playful wit 
and deep emotion. 
1 
Nineteenth century romantic verse loses most of the wit, logic 
and con~lexity of seventeenth century metaphysical poetry, but in turr 
anticipates a greater emphasiS on musical and oonnotative values 'in 
~ventieth century metaphysioal poetry. I quote Christina Rossetti's 
"Remember," 1862: 
Remember me when I am gone away 
Gone far away into the silent land; 
,Then you oan no more hold me by the ha.nd, 
Nor I half turn to go yet turning stay. 
Remember me when no more, day by day, 
You tell me of your future that you planned: 
Only remember me; you understand 
It will be late to counsel then or pray. 
Yet if you should f'orget me for a while 
And afterwards remember, do not grieve: 
For if the darkness and corruption leave 
A vestige of the thoughts that once I had, 
Better by far you should forget and smile 
Than that you should remember and be sad. 
1. The neo-classie per~oQ ~s not important in~he line of development 
of seventeenth and twentieth century metaphysioal verSe While, on the 
other hand, romantic poetry is an important influence on modern meta-
physical work. Nor does the neo-classic period offer mAny serious con-
tributions to the theme 1ID.der disc~ssion as the only thematically appro-
priate poemfound in an examination of neo-classic verse was Dryden'S 
"Rondelay," in which both death and love are treated with complete 
frivolity. 
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In its basic argument the poem is very similar to the Shake-
speare sonnet as the poet neither poses a serious problem nor pre-
jects an experience, but simply asks her lover not to grieve for her 
when she is "gone away." In the former, however, the poet is Chiefly 
trying to please through his skillful and clever handlin~ of a theme 
in the Renaissance "court of love" tradition, while Miss Rossetti, 
troating a very similar theme more emotionally, is more concerned With 
expressing the feelings imaginatively associated with this theme and in 
evoking lllOVing sentiments in the reader. Its sweet lyricism is opposed 
to the tortuous mental conflict, the intrioate logic and abrupt rhetoric 
of "A Valediction: To My Name in the Window. l1 
Although the organization of the poem is essentially logical in 
the symmetry attained in the t'1'10 quatrains and sestet of the sonnet, 
the method of propulsion in the poem depends heavily upon the psycho-
logical connotations of the phrases and ideas in the piece. Such ex-
pressions, for instance, as "gone away," "silent land," "no more hold 
me by the hand," tlla ts to counsell! and others seem to belong to a com-
mon associational cluster suggesting poignantly the tenderness and 
sorrow of parting. They not only help maintain a unified mood through-
out the poem, but also function in the reader's mind to suggest one 
another and similar emotive ideas belonging to the same cluster. This 
tech.'"lique is devilloped in a more extreme form in nineteenth century 
symbolist poetry, and is found in a great deal of twentieth century 
metaphysioal poetry and other modern verse. 
Th.is process of con...··lOtative progression is rendered more effective 
-18-
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by the musical quality and aocentuated rhytTh~ of the metrios. In 
this respeot Miss Rossetti tends to hark baok to the lilt of suoh 
a piece as Shakespeare's 7lst sonnet, and to register a dislike for 
the irregular, more oonversational style of Donne. The visual images 
in the poem are vague and connotative, as in "silent land," while 
seventeenth century metaphysical figures have no place in the poem. 
Although ther~ is a greater feeling of aotual experienoe con-
voyed in this poem than in the Shakespeare sonnet, only the margins 
of the experience, so to speruc, are treated. There is no great depth 
of emotion, suoh as is found at some po:i.nts in the Donne piece, but 
rather a small-scale emotive diffuseness, for the poet apparently 
does not wish to form.ulate her experience frankly and completely with-
i. 
in the poetic struot~re. She avoids all metaphysical com.plexity in 
treating only one aspect of an experience, introducing no wit, irony 
\ ! 
I" 
, " 
I or ratiocination i..'1to her attitudes. It is partly for this reason 
I 
that the sonnet &pproaches sentimentality. 
The same nineteenth cen~~ry romantic approaoh is refleoted in 
the poet's point of view. Despite the simila.rity in theme, distinct-
ly different viewpoints are represented in the Shakespeare and Rossetti 
poems. Villile Shakespeare utiliZes the theme to pay homage to his mis-
tress quite in the Elizabethan love sonnet convention, M.iss Rossetti, 
as a Viotorian woman, demons;;rates a' house-wifely ooncern for her lover's 
welfare after her death. vihile in the Rossetti piece a poet's interest 
in a lover seems to playa more important role than in the Shakespeare 
and Donne poems, she does not convey the notion of a distinct re'lation-
ship or of a definite moment in time--ideas which the twentieth century 
I 
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metaphysioal poet frequently does convey. Like most of the modern 
metaphysicals, she is a self-conscious artist, but her approach is 
personal and individual rather than philosophical or social, as is 
often the case today. Like Do~ne and unlike most of the modern meta-
physicals, she does not make her relationship with her audience, or 
readers rather, an essential part of the poem. 
In a modern poem such as Yeats' s tlBr-oken Dreams, II published in 
1919 in "The 'liild Swans at Coole," much of the complexity, the self'-
inclusive satire and the psychological realism of' the seven'l;eenth 
century melJaphysicals is found combined with the psychological pro-
gression and emphasis on mood and tone of the romantics: 
There is gray in your hair, 
Young men no longer suddenly catch their breath 
When you are passing; 
But maybe some old gaffer mutters a blessing 
Because it \~s your prayer 
Recovered him upon the bed of death. 
For your sole sake--that all heart's ache have known, 
And given to others all heart's ache, 
From meagre girlhood's putting on 
Burdensome beauty-for your sole sake 
Heaven has put away the stroke of her doom, 
80 great her portion in that peace you make 
By merely walking in, a room. 
Your beauty can but leave among us 
Vague memories, nothing but memories. 
A young man when the old men are done talki!lg 
Will say to an old marl, "Tell me of that lady 
The poet stubborn with his passion sang us 
lillien age 'might well have ohilled his blood. 
vague :memories, nothing but memories, 
But in the grave all, all, shall be renewed. 
The certainty that I shall see that lady 
Leaning or standing or walking 
In the first loveliness of womanhood, 
And with the fervour of' lII0' youthful eyes, 
Has set me mutterLng like a fool. 
-
i < 
l,i 
You are more beautii'ul than anyone, 
And yet your body had a flaw: 
Your small hands were not beautiful, 
.And I am afraid the.t you will run 
And paddle to the wrist 
In the mysterious, al"..-ays brimming lake 
Vihere those that obeyed the holy law 
Paddle and are perfedt. Leave unchanged 
~e hands that I have kissed 
For old sakes' sake. 
The last stroke of midnight dies. 
All day in the one ohair 
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From dream to dream and rhyme to rhyme I have ranged 
In rambling talk with an image of air: 
Vague memories, nothing but memories. 
I am sure that the twentieth oentury reader with a taste for poetry, 
even before making a careful analysis, would krow that Yeats's "Broken 
Dreems" is in many ways quite similar to Donne's itA Valediotion I To J(r 
Name in the Window, fI and that it is both like and unlike Eiss Rossetti's 
flRemember fl • Its mature viewpoint and its deep emotion oombir.ed with a 
rEtther satiric attitude toward both the poet and one beloved is reminis-
cent of Donne, but the poem's essential simplioity, its dreamy, oonnota-
tive quality, ar.d its smoothmetrics are part of Yeats's heritage from 
the romantic, partioularly the French symbolists. 
As with Donne, yeats is not nearly so interested in presenting a 
olee,r-out argumEmt that oan, be easily paraphrased as he is in enlllining 
the various faoets of his experienoe as he oonsiders the problem of his 
relationship with this lady and his attitude toward her death. The poet 
is day-dreaming of Maude Gonne, whom he loved and watohed as she grew old 
and embittered fighting for the Irish revolutiorist oause, and he glows 
wi th antioipation at the thought of' seeing her again in the full beauty 
of her youth, but he hopes that iE death she will not avive to lose 
thOSe little flaws in her beauty whioh he loved. 
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"Broken Dreams" in its organization is sharply op;]osed to Donnels 
valediction. In plaoe of' the logical tmity of' "A Valediction: To IrtV' 
Name in the Window," the Yeats poem has a psychologioal tmity. While 
the Donne pieoe is held together by an intrioate network of abstract 
ratiooination, Yeatsts poem is built arotmd the modulations and ~uiok 
ohanges of his rambling thought. Although a poem such as this should 
be considered a.s a vital process rather than as a statio structure, it 
'is possible to think of' it as blocked off into about five main sections 
''"''hich treat varying trains of thought and evoke changing emotional re-
actions. In the first stanza Yeats thinks with both nostalgia and bit-
terness of Miss Gonne's loss of' beauty, and then is lead to consider har 
lif'e and his rather tempestuous relations with her over a poriod of' years. 
In the seoond and third stanzas he thinks of' his own approaching old age 
with a certain whimsy. In the last stanza he oonsiders Miss Gonne's 
possible rebirth, and conoludes by returning to the theme of his own 
old age. These subjects are of' course related, but they are not linked 
by any objeotive logio exterior to the poet's mind. As L~ a number of' 
nineteenth centur,r English romantic poems and German Lieder, there is 
an alternation of what might be thought of as major and minor moods. 
The method of progression, then, in "Broken Draruns" is psyohologioal, 
a kind of "stream of consciousness" dynamism that is a more extreme de-
velopment of the oonnotative method f'ound in Miss Rossetti's "Remember". 
Again, as in French Symbolist verse and the German art song, there is a 
oonstant modulation between major and minor tones and varying degrees or 
intensity, an emphesis on connotative visual imagery, and a fundamentally 
musical struoture. 
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As in many of Donnets poems. the piece begins quite abruptly with 
a telling touoh of realism: 
There is gray in your hair. 
Young man no longer suddenly oatoh their breath 
When you are passing. 
This suggests the fu..'ldamental antithesis in the poem between the un-
compromising reality of the pres8nt and a remembered past of dreams 
and beauty. The soene of the poem is set. but it is set in the poetts 
roving mind rather in the kind of physical milieu of the type suggested 
by the engraved nama in the Donne poem. 
After the opening lines the poet reoalls that al~hough his lady's 
physioal beauty is fading, many remember her kL'ldness. But he turns 
back again to her past beauty and his life with her, and is oonvinced 
that tJor him her graoe and charm Vlill never pass away. But remembranoes 
of things long past bring him to thoughts of his own approaching old age 
and these lead to considerations of death and the hereafter. The myth 
of the "always brimming lake lt comes into his mind, and wi th amusement 
he imagines this beloved lady bathing in the lake to restore her beauty 
and to make forever lovely her hands, whioh are not beautiful. But 
thinking of her hands, he remembers that he has kissed them often in his 
youth and he feels again his deep affection for this vroman. His youthful 
thoughts again remind him of his age, and it is only hare at the conclusion 
of the poam that the aotual physical soene of the poem is set--the old 
poet day-dreaming in his ohair at midnight. 
As I noted previously. there is a rise and fall, an emotional 
oresoendo and decresoendo, in tho poem. as in muoh romantic music • 
.An emotional intensity is marked as yeats thinks of the beauty and peaoe 
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Miss Gonne oan bring a bout, 
By merely walking in a room. 
This feeling dies down as he thinks of his age, but rises more strongly 
as he envisions her._ 
Leaning or standing or walking 
In the first loveliness of womanhood. 
Again the tension lessens somewhat as he thinks a little ironically of 
death, then olimbs to the point of highest emotion in the poem as the 
old poet asks: 
Leave unchanged 
The hands that I have kissed 
For old sakes' sake. 
The deep feeling fades away in a kind of dying glow as the poet thinks 
of himself dreaming alone in his ohair &t midnight. It is also interesting 
to note the force of the poem's pictorial imagery, despite its dre~, 
tvnlight charaoter. The visions of Mlss Ganne suggested in the pieoe 
are impressionistio, rather than sharply particularized, but even in 
their vagueness they are grasped readily by the reader's mind. In 
general they have a rich connotative value suggesting the poet's nostalgia. 
-~ examination of the poem will show a correspondence between the sharp-
ness of the visual imagery and the intensity of the emotion. 
:!here is also in this poem a sharp change in the way in which the 
meter affeots the method of progression. As in the Donne valediction, 
the matrical structure beoomes irregular and oonversational as it is 
subordinated to the meaning of the pieoe. The poem is then opposed to 
the Shakespeare and Ross&tti verses where, if the poet makes any saori-
fice, be seeks to improve the metrical musio of his VGrse rather than 
its sense. In Yeats's work we find Donne's harshness softened by the 
more melodio romantio metrios. 
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But where Donne tended to be rhetorioal in the Renaissanoe tradition,,' 
Yeats is in~ormal, almost prosaioally oonversational. Although the 
poem has no regular repeated ra~rain, there is a remarkable rhythmio 
~oothness that seemB almost to be musio as it ~eeps unbroken through 
a number of lines--seven at the oonclusion o~ the ~irst stanza. These 
metrics are all-important in giving the e~~ect of a continuing, un-
interrupted stream o~ thought. 
In its rioh oomplexi ty the poem is similar to itA Va.lediction f To 
MY Name in the Window," and is oharacteristio o~ the twentieth century 
metaphysioal style. It brings into olear perspective the breadth and 
maturity, the everpresent irony and humor ~ound in Yeats's verse as his 
dreamy romanticism and ~rank realism play upon one another. Be suooeeds 
in merging the glow o~ imagination with the plainness of realii7j as he 
considers himsel~ as an aging poet and thinks o~ the bodily and spiritual 
per~eotions and blemishes o~ Miss Gonna, w~om he loved. In the ~irst 
section o~ the poem, with the mention in Yeats's homely idion o~ the 
"old ga~~er," as opposed to the "young men," his desoription assumes a 
somevmat pejorative tmle, but becomes deeply sympathetic in re~arriD9to 
1uss Gonne's wel~are work with the poor and her service as a nurse in 
Franoe durin g World War I. 
Another antithesis developes in the next ~ew lines as the poet 
draws upon his deep understanding o~ this woman. She has not only en-
dured "all heart's aohe," but beoause of her beauty and proud, paS-
sionata nautre she has brought heart's ache to Yeats and others. 
Nevertheless she brings great peaoe by"merely walking in a room." 
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There is a mixture here of' a simple. abiding tenderness and a softened 
bitterness that is remin18ee~t of the closing stanzas of Donne IS 
valediction as the seventeenth century poet warns his wife against 
infidelity after his deparlu.tr· ... or death. Yeats's approach here is far 
more subtle and complex than his stabs at Miss Gonnets "intellectual 
hatred" and "opinionated mind" in "A Prayer for JJty Daughter." 
The fina blending of ree.lism and idealism in Yeats's view of this 
lady is revealed again at the opening of the last section of the poem. 
To him she is more beautiful than anyone. but yet he is conscious of 
an imperfection of her beauty. .And there seems to be an insistent em-
phasis in the next few lines--as though he were anticipating a protest: 
And yet your body had a flaw: 
Your s:ma.ll hands were not beautiful. 
Her vanity, by which Yee.ts is rather tolerantly amused. is suggested 
as he fears she will "run" to the lake and "paddle to the wrist." 
His free-roving imagination is tempered with a satiric humor as he 
conceives of a physical rebirth. In his use of such a homely word as 
"paddle", as it is juxtaposed with the "holy law" and the "mysterious:, 
alvruys brimming lake", the poet infers that there is something childish 
about this great woman and her devotion to her beliefs. This whimiical, 
rather satiric mood is fbllowed by an expression of sincere affecticn-
an affection deeply rooted in realitY---Vl.'ilieh I ha VI! previously noted f'cS 
the peak of ertotional intensity in the poem: 
Leave unchanged 
The hands that I have kissed 
For old sake s t se,ke. 
Yea.ts's matohes this mixed attitude toward one beloved by him with 
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a similarly depr.sating attitude to'W8.rd himself'. Despite his humor 
the poet is painf'ully aware that he is an aging man with nothing le.ft 
but "vague memories" of' her beauty. There is a barbed, self'-inclusive 
irony as Yeats refers to himself' as "the poet stubborn," recalling his 
long suit f'or the hand of' Miss Gonne, who repeatedly rejected his of'f'ers 
o:f marriage. At the conclusion of' the poem his rOJIl..antic declarf,tion is 
immedietely qualified by a note of' poignant realism. He is merely an 
ole. man sitting "all day in the same chair, n indulging in rarnbling day 
dreruD.S of an "image of air.1t 
This self-irony which sometimes, as in much of the early work of' 
Eliot, amounts to self'-pity, has come to be a hall-mark of much twentieth 
century metaphysica.l verse. This element is found also in some mecsure 
in seventeenth century poem as "A Valediction: To My Name in the Window" 
as Donne forsakes his role as metaphysical poet a.s though a little amused 
at his own rhetoric and speaks to his wife more seriously--out of character, 
as it were. In general, however, the so-called self-irony of seventeenth 
century metaphysical poetry is a playful, satiric wit more often than the 
type of nineteenth and twentieth century romantic irony that reveals the 
poet dissatis:fied with himself' and usually, more particu~.arly, with the 
inadequacies of the modern age. 
Yeats's point of view as expressed in "Broken Dreams" is considerably 
more modern than that :found in any of' the pieces so f'ar discussed, for 
it is here that we f'ind the poet most concerned with the varying: aspects 
of relationships between two lovBrs. In the course of the poem Yeats and 
Miss Ganne are each etched clearly and the history of thai:' relationship 
is sketohed in braad terms. There is no need f'or any suspension of belief' 
in the poem because the figures seem to have a past, to exist in an actual 
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time and place environment, while in the valediction, Donne is con-
earned almost entirely with his own ideas and conflicts. Donne'E wife 
i I i \ is really not presented in the poem as either a psychological or physical 
reality, and the present of the poem seems almost wholly isolated from 
any past. 
Yeats's attitude toward his poetic material, including himself, is 
also altogether modern with its tinge of amused irony, but at the same 
time he does not share the propensity of a number of twantieth century 
metaphysicals to conceal personal feelings behind a mask of impersor,al, 
moro social writing. In this connection it is interesting to note that, 
although he is finished artist, he does not seem to write self-consciously 
for a theoretical third person assumed to be representative of a certain 
literary or int.llectual group. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The most important and most interesting idea arrived at through 
this study is the thesis that tvrentieth century metaphysical poetry is 
basically very similar to seventeenth century Merse, but that it h(;(s been 
affected by both Engli~h and French nineteenth century romantic poetry. 
In seventeenth and twentieth century metaphysical verse there is a 
thoughtful rummaging through ideas in an attempt to throw light upon 
soma problems or experience, while in a great deal of romantic verse the 
poem is provided with a simple, appealing argument, and often there is 
vtrtually no problenl at all. In the verse of both the seventeenth and 
twentieth centuries there are more contradi~tions of thought and emotion, 
making for complex, me ture writing. 
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Although there is virtually no use of mstaphor in the particular 
Yeats poem analyzed, on the whole Yeats and other modern metaphysicals 
nw,ke frequent use of mstaphor, and use many seventeenth century logical 
devices. 
The pictorial~ visual oharaoter of most seventeenth century meta-
physical verse is also found in. most modern metaphysical poetry. 
1he influence of romanticism is seen in the psycholo,::,ical progression 
of the yeats pieoe, its rathar impressionistic painting of persons and 
visions, the connotative quality of its ~ag6ry, the subtle ohanges from 
a major to a minor key, its emotional modulations, and its more musioal 
metrics. The romantic irony found in "Broken Dreams" has its roots in 
the nineteenth century, but this tendency to~~rd self-pity and self-
depreca.tion has become typical of the twentieth oentury. 
A twentieth century contribution is seen in Yeat!'s more familiar 
style, his more precise ex~iDQtion of a human relationship, and his 
sense of an actual past and present impinging on life, as in his brief 
allusion to World war I and Miss Gonne' s service as a nurse. 
In the next ohapter I shall discuss more completely and specifically 
the relation of twentieth century mstaphysioal poetry to its heritage of 
seventeenth century metaphysical~ ar"d nineteenth century romantic verse. 
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CHAPTER II 
POE TIC PROGRESS ION 
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Chanp;ing modes of poet:lc pro~~re3sion in the sevent32n"th <3..nc 
t;,vcnti,3th centu:::'ies will be conSi'lerGd in chis chajJt~:r. An eX"mination 
of mGG::tDh:13ical v','rae sho;'ts tjl~,t the seventeenth century "o:;.-k ue'~:mded 
upon a poatic organL,ati:m and propulsive LPG"c'!10Q3 ';~hc,'~ ",['Jr", fundament3.11y 
cholo<:icul. 
is 1~0 locl r at virtuaJ.ly the same ch;,ract"ristics in t.,o diJ'ferent wu:ys, 
st;:ttiC~1.11y anC:; cynalllicu.lly. \'i'hen "e cOY'.Clio.er tiLe or~anizl-,--tion of a pOC:1s 
"e think of hO':1 it is olocked off in spu.ce, 01. th,:) v8.riO'.ls plant,s 011 
1Jhich it "l~,[~ht be understood, and of the s;.rrn.",etry a:rv:~ rel"ti::m 0; its 
parts. 1'0 borro,) S 0)118 of tile t0rminclo?y 0:" Ranson, .. ;3 think of the 
relJ.tion 'within -ehe poem of' its "struetuYe, or l:,arEl:-:hrasaols arc::urnent, 
ana its "tex t;llre, II the added J?9. rti cu 1,', ri ty whi. eh is tan:--ent ial to the 
it l;i th a ri ch v21.ri e ty, 1hen cons icier -the lTIecnon of propulsion, or 
prot;re:sG:Lon, Iii thin the poem, ~,-" think 0::2 the pO'3m as it is pre:3(mteG, 
line by line a 1": (1 ir..iJ.ge by imaz;e, to t}:G: ,inc' of the reader. ·.i11cm \ iev.cd 
Ji :ricee of music be viel\'ed in mt:eh 
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liste::8r 8.S sOGe-thing that endtT8S sLCi beccT:l,GS in tirr,e. C111~" y,hen '{'"" 
Thou bli.uc fool, Lo':e, vihat dos': thou tc' rrire eyes, 
Thf.t the:;r behold, am1 [iee rot Whb.t the~r see'! 
Tho:,," .lr.nm\ wllht beau'~r :i.s, s8:'where it lLs, 
Yet ':;h~d; the best is, tR.ke tr·e "\'c'ors t to be. 
If e;les, corrr:rt by olTGr-r.artiI31 l00b" 
Pe anchored in the bey 'where all 'Y1en ride, 
iih~r of e~7es I faJ [::Ehox' has ';~ thOl"'h for:-"Gc
' 
hook", 
".Jlfjr~~to tllO jud('~eme:l.t cf r::.r heart is tied? 
'"h~'; C~;J)l~lc: r:,:,:' Lc;c.rt th'~n} th:?t a sev"re..l r~r.ot 
~ihid) !'":~- h:;8.r-:: 1:1]0;'8 the ,',j.oe vlorJd's CO'::'::011 pli:H;e? 
(.1' nine eyes, seein;; thiS, say t:r..is is not, 
'Fa !1l1t f& 1.:r t~J. th 1~ ~()l: s 0 fot~ 1 8. fs.c e? 
I1" thi1:::; ri~;ht true n:' ~:.r;9.rt anc:. ~ye:3 h0.YC err<;c., 
l'J..n:~ ~c -tJ"_ic false y~·lE~.r"ue l-~re tl:iey· DOli; ·;~ranf3;"erred. 
-
ant] t:iE_' S1~cce. :'0]'8. Also, &S in !"lost meta'oh;v-sicel poet~r, it is -'-:;]-',e poet's 
judgnent, are betrt;_:'in" him into love of a YiOrr/ill. 7:rJO s.;r's to hh:l to be 
!:lOlJt exce r·tic:n3.1, out in reality is fdrr..arS cor:n,on a.nd f,rorniscu0tls. 
Cons~:ruc-'::;ed 9,rol.:ncl thh; structure is a te:-ture which f:'r:i)"Ts p9.rticul&.ri ty 
and v&riety to 'clle poen. Thcr0 is of 00\'rS6 the i\mdamcnt!:.l anti thesis 
be~;'1li( en the e::ros 8,nc~ tLe hettrt and the s trikin r:ate r-:hor of tb: eyos 
anchored in i-.ho bay. aloe,do:: i~ e1'1'r::10;,;-0(: in such. nhrasoE: as "'see no;-
what they see," anc "ssein- ttis, say ~his is not," and ether 
anti thes s are S11 eS-!;ed j r: the contrasts oetTi8en "best" an(~ "v/orstll , 
U£,:;.jr" f-'l1d "foul", "true" and "faIse n , and "severB.l plot" G..nd "6on:'on 
YjlE-ce." RanS0r 2.rl The JTew Cd ticisL anci other works h8.s (~iseussed rd; 
textur9.1 det.Fd,l clothir. 0: tLe structure of a :-;OAT". 
Re-curnh,C" to the o,:",p~r,iza +;inn of tte r·oen, we see that it is a1-
tO~j'ethp.r Jor::i.cal and c:olf-conta:inec. the lor,:ic of the ':';oer.: is Cor'~)o.ratively 
simple, as the tLrc·'; quatr(;'<ins E:..T'.(~ eour;let contai:!1 virtua lly the s&'n;.e 
statelLent in different terms. Ir. the first quatre.in, Shakes):,are ac-
C\l:38S Love of' affecti rg' his vie i on So 7.h£\ t he takes the worst to be the 
best. }::r.:;:)loyir.r~ an oririnal Lota.rhor in the second quatrain, he asks 
ride," so thc:.t fl.[. he::\rt is ensne.red on the "hooks" of his corrurt€d vision. 
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!r the t}:jrC:. qUfttr£.5n he US0S anc~~her cOllceit, explf].irh"f th:'.-G he tl:.inks 
of ) . 111 S !n~stref:,s o.s e.n excerti, rlal "severE- 1 rIot" whUs she 
only a "com::,on place." In the cor:cludirr: courlEt the T'oet decle.r8s that 
hi:: heart D.nd e~res hays r·robabl;'· erred" bnt that nev:!"theless t:e rc.u3t 
rhetorical corr:plaint to love abc·ut his corrurtec. Y]810n. ,'nO. ir_ the 
clo~':i.Y"; COtlrh:t cO.r::.cludes his objeeti(Jh<> lOl"1"ic6.11y by exrlah:dn" that 
he :"s resir;ned to the pre,il.lcicecl vision of lov;'rs in vihich he really 
fir:cs srent hap:iness. 
This tyre of or"aniu', tion, ex l;~:rior to the T"sycnolo"ir,ri.l v:orkirF'.s 
of the peet's mind" is typical of seiTenteenth century tJoetry" anG it is 
notei;orthy that thei;nclish sonnet" in iillich U:is ty (; of suecinr.t, 
tte full £'lowerir.i"'. of seventE'O!:tt centln;i !1:etarhys:i.c,,;,l v"(or~e. Y;.stchinc' 
As in !'lost e~\rl:,' metaphysical [,oems, the Bethod of p'oy;ulsion de-
pends upon a lc.":iN'J. elaCor8.ti on of a. basic asst1J~T:ti:)n fOlmd in SOTI,e 
kind of It:3t'.rr:::'n'· or in a statcl"ent based on a m8ta'~ho~ antithesis or 
SO!tle other fi,,·tJre. In "j~ Valediction: To Ity 1!ame in the -{iir:.G(w;," the 
pro~ression depend.ed on the metaFhorjc[;~l identifj c[.tior. of tho poet 
and the inscribed l':indovl, and in this som:et i 1.; depends in a larse 
measure on the sharr and .. ell-develo ed antithesis be twe :Y' the eye and 
the heart, the outer part anc~ the inward part, the object:iY8 anc the 
su:::jective. Thi:: conceit not onlJ', rHreS throll"h t:is S O:'11e:- like a 
U::l:,fy"irI 0: cnrrent, bindjr'" to;~ether the secti~m.s of the sonnet, but 
arle2.rs B.G 8. tl:err'.E: thrCl,.c:hout almof.t the ent:.re sonnet sequence, 
., 
exertir;" a si:::lilar unifyir;<': ir.fluence. GrOV.f"~T·1.': freE thiE' ir',j'ortant 
!':otive :ls e. kind of chair.. of inter-locldn- ideas and m0tf,phor~ extenc1ir" 
ce-:::tion of the "over-partial lecks" ane: the eyes th:d:; "see not th2,t t"r.e:," 
see." Bece,l,se tr.e e:r0s are over-f,Brtial and. blind" they COnteot y;ander 
freely with open-rdnced jud:::-r:er..t, but are lIit~nchored" se.ctlrfll~/ tc thejr 
object. In a rush of fir~ures stl'Ui:F u~'on this thread of loo·j.c the poet 
refers to the "bay," the crooked. "fo"~:ed hookR," ~he h08rt "tied" to the 
huoks J al1(~ the "'hide 'V'!o~'ld 's cor!'r-on place" tho'l1."'ht b;l tr,e hook-ti.ec heart 
to be a"several plo"':;" spec::al to it. 
It c£tn be seen eu,sjly in a cloGe e.Th.'l.lysis of this e rl~T 6::am"le of 
nl'~tE'Fhysical verse that the poer: would pr 8Eent several incons:isteEcics 
ex(C,l::;=le, must r;rob9.bl~' be thu:~ht of 8.S e. seris"> of a;;2ocia.-cion conceits 
ef.l.sily ::~·e.sped b:; the :rr:ind. In this qnite et:.rlJT mete.(hysicecl riece there 
:is perhaps e .. :o:reater empw.s5s or leLia in the welJ-ba}8ncec sy::.metry of 
the or'?"]:.' Z~).t:io~; thay~ in the met;}>od of proic::ression. 
* * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ¥ * * * * 
The l37th sonm3t ShOltiS an e,,;r1:\! and rele.ti vel:,' sim;,l;e use of the 
Jl 
logical rode of 1)ror'l~lsion. The chan~,n~" conceptions of the poem as pro-
cess may be seen ire an G}:D.r·'in.:.tion of two m8..in t;yres of Toetie pro-
:T6:,sicn--tl'G seventeenth century lcr'ical y(~(;tho(: aYlC J;;he t.'!eni;ioth 
... 
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fonnc in the poetry of Donne t: is 1'I;')tho0. of Dromllsior charact"rj.s-sic 
of the seventeenth cent1)lJr proceeds in a refir..ec;., ;-,oin"t-cy-y:oir_t logic 
direct;}:; fron. ll[;.sic asstl!2pti ons to lOE;ieal cOI'clt:sj.cns v;:·, thin 8. frar2C-
1'fOrk of reftf]on th[,t is i'undaT'ielltally exterior to the poet's rr:ir:d. As 
in much Baroque music, there is in a logical rrof~ref]son an ela.bort!.tion 
and eXpICI'D. tiol} of thelae. tic 1':180 terie.l throur;h a preei SF., arti c·ti c he.ndli ng 
0:' comT)lexities of form 8.nd conten".:;. A frequently rhetoric91 st;yle. and 
the use of rictorial meta nhors and ot}::;,r fi'~ures of speech is also 
cha:rGebrj 8-:ic of this tYie of proe:ression. A s"trictl~/ syllodr,tic mode 
of pro}:,ulsion 9.110 a leo:':,";r assoc:).ational mode are the two rrir:cj.]:'lal v-ariants 
of this t;f'r,e. 
this type of prof~ressicn does not dec:end u~}on a lorie exb:rior to the 
mind, but seems to express in E', kind of Berr'sori8D floy,' the coy,t,inua} 
fJll:< and chnncin~ aSf;ocis.tir.r.s and meads of the Find. Tl:is r'rOC8"S S6ems 
to :'ive 8. more sensj -l;ive copsiceretion to actual 1:'sycholO f"ical 8xrerience 
and to convey a. much o;reator sense of t5.,e and. d1.U·~tiolJ# essentie.ls of 
most hUT;';8.n expe:rj.ence. There is less emdl6.sis 011 rhcto:dc an("~ lOc'ical 
fiF-:ures of speech and 8. greater s tress on cor:rotnticn, ruances of mood 
and musical metrics. Lo·rical eleI:lents often remain importar"t, but be-
come subordinate to the psycholo,o:iNtl r;roTl'ession. 
There is, the?!, a func1aT'!Gnt[cl, distinction between thFl 100 io£',1, 
objecti ve, denoJ,,:;[;ti ve method of pro['Tess ion tYfica1 01' the seventeenth 
centu~· 8.nd the r'sycho~_C'ldeEtl, subjective, conr1° +;n ti ve r,ethod cha.r8.cte-
rictic of the tv:entieth cer.tury. 
i 
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}iode:rn metaph;rsicc,l Foets ret,ain sOme esrects of the e~rlier r1'oce2s .. 
but their a:''-'1'oD.ch is influonc€-'c and modified bJr 5. farLilia1'it:y with 
ninetC::Gnth centur;r romanticisl11" includinr Fr6nch symbolj st roetrJT. 
A brief analysis of the rne~h()(' of rropulsie,n in seventeenth and 
17Nenti 6th centv!,;r :rr:etay;hys iCf.l V0rse wiLl cIa rify tt:e "':'O"jo;:" difj'ArenCcs 
between the lcdcal and psychologicsl :'!:odes of prof';re;;l?ion. A muoh 
more advhl::c(~d type of th'3 sarr:0 kind of lO""ical propulsion seen in 
She.kespeare fS 7lst sonnet is found in suet a poem as Dom,e 's "7hE~ 
Disflolvtion:" 
Shes is dead; And all 'which die 
To their first Elements resolve; 
And we were mutual Elements to us, 
And made of one another. 
1'~ body then doth hers ir.volve, 
And those thh:7s 'whereof I conp.} s t, hereby 
In me a.btmdant (':.rm';, and bu:cc.enouG, 
And nourish not, but smother. 
1~ fire of Passion, siVhos of ayre, 
IVa tel' of teare!t, and earthly sad des paire, 
Which MY rna. tcrialls bee, 
But ne,::,re worne out by 10Yes securi tie, 
Shee, to my lcsse J doth b;,{ her deat.he reDa.ire, 
And I mi.r,·ht lj'v6 Ion.; wr-:tched so 
But that my fire c1othl'lith my fuell g:row. 
lTOVl' as those Active Kinr:s 
Whose foraine conqnest treasure brin~'s, 
Pecei ve mo re" a11C' spenO. more" anc s oonE'S t breake: 
This(v,hich I am anaz Id thB.t I can speak) 
This death, hath with my store 
I.:y use encreas'd. 
And so my soule more earnestly releas'd, 
1'"iill outstrip heres; As bullets flowen before 
A latter bull'3t rn:;'.~r o'j,1 t.e.lce, the pouder bej.ng more. 
The l:96nl pro;,;resses lOGically i'rom one step to enothor, each de-
pendin!" upen the preced:ix:'· on.e, ver~r much &.s in the scholastic s;,rlloFism. 
Seventeenth centur~r meta~:h;ysic81 poems us;;ally derend for trlejr develc·p-
ment ur'on sonebit of eruc1i tic!! or a conceit, an.d "The Dicsol'ltiorl fl ts 
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qdte typic!?l ir. the.t it is based on the E;cholastic theolJ' of elements" 
althouc:-h it also incllldes allusions to a Dore modern science. As Dorme 
a'J.d his mistress wer-a "mutuall Blemen ts J" involvir_::.; one another, and all 
thinr:s T:hich die must resoive to their first elements, his .lady's death, 
unburdening u~t)on him a neVI abunda.nce of these e16I"ents, threatens to pro-
lone h~,s life B.nc. his mis;; 1)" res ul t:inr~ froy:! her dea tr.. Continu:i nr' this 
pseudo-scier;tifj.c discourse logically, the poet eXjlb.ins that the ?'reater 
pOVier crested by the added elements will, as in an eXFlosion, send his 
soul to outstrip that of his mistrG(;s. 
The syLo~~htic structure of the piece is quite apparent in the f01-
J cwin{ excerpt in which the parentheses" of course, have been added by 
the present writer to indicate more clearly the lor;ical orr;anization of 
the piece: 
Shee is dead; And all wh:'ch cie 
To their first eleY0 8n ts resolv9; (premises) 
(So she will do so;) (conclusicn understood) 
And as she will do so,) 
And VI? vrel'e mutu&ll Elener_ ts to us, 
Ar..(~ !!lade of one another. (premises) 
1'W body then doth hers involve, 
And those tJo.in'·s whereby I consist, hereby 
In me abundant grow, and burdenous, 
And nourish not" bu t smothGl'. (cor:clusion) 
This tyne of organization, in which one sylloz,ism seems t00'row from 
and cepend upon another, is essential1:'l different from the balanced 
Shakespea.rean quatrains, each merely re-dev-eloping: a p:iven idea. 'll'.ere 
is much !!lOre of a real logical rro.2ression here, because the lines are 
interlockin,":, each dependirL~ upon the precedir:f'" one and leadin"~ to the 
next. 
There is also a subtler vieb of lor:ic in the Foet's method of 01'-
r:a:r::i.zD.ticn and ,pro:reGsion, as these means are appe.ren<:ly used to convey 
T" , , 
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a J11uoh broader interpretf.-ticE of the "dissolution." The first portion 
of the poem harks back to an olo.er age unct older theory in both oontent 
and meta;-]:.or, wh:Ue the structure has a narked syllor::istic che.~,cter. 
As the poe!'! pro'resses , however" there is a sUer-estion of a disso~_ution 
of a vlay of th~.rkinn' as "ehe netaphors becoTi,es T'lOl'O rwdern in the al-
lusions to the Fovrd("r and bullets, as the fom. becomes freer, and 8,'5 the 
poet's sOlll is released frOlil its heaviness. Most of the me"eapr:ors in the 
piece a 1'6 of a scientific ne.ture, but the latter reference seems parti-
cuI8.rl~! to indic/:,-j:e an at':;'3T1rt to balance, !l'ct&.phorically smakin:, the 
old. a,-,:'1 iLS t the new. 
The imnorcance of metaphor in cevelopin:: and d vine; substance to 
this poem's abstr'3.ct 10[;ic is easily aprarent. FollcviJ1<"" Shakespear-.!~ 
lead, Dormc employs the four tradition:::.l elements to express his passion 
an d r: ri e f : 
MJr fire of p:tssion, sie;hes of a:,'1'e, 
liater of tears, and ee,rthly sad despaire, 
Which. my rna terialls bea •••••••• 
The ir..terdepe::1dent metaphors of the conquerin:c· kin;:s and the bullets are 
also essential to the prof~re;. sicn of the poem. These figures add a visu?<.l 
quali t:;r to the piece which corlrlemer~ts in sorEe measure the knotty ab-
stracticns and irregular rhythms which tend to retard. the reader's pro'·ress. 
The psycholoB:ical method of progf'es9ion, characteristic of tho 
twentieth cent'X~r just CiS the logical !'letI.tod w",-s typmcal of the seventeenth, 
conIc De ilhlStro.ted by referrirJt: to a}"'!ost an:" of the poems of Yeats J 
Eliot or the lettor modern metajhllsicals. Lot us consider a brief one 
by Eliot" "Morninr; at the Window." 
I·, , 
, 
) , 
The;,' are ra ttling breakfe.st nlates in bEcsenent 
ki tchens, 
And along the trampled edges of the street 
I am aViare of thA damp souls of housemaids 
flprou tinfc: des ronclentl;v- at a rAt? r:,a tes. 
The brovm w&.ves of for': toss up tc rr.e 
T7risted fe.ces froT.: the bottom of tte street, 
And tear from a passes-by 7.-i th mu( cy skirts 
An airrless smile th<;:"Cc hovers in the air 
And vanishes along; the level of the roofs. 
The title of the poer~: s1.1'"':-"e5ts the scene ofche poet stending at 
the window in the IT'.ornj nz, and the bod:,' of the 'Poem, [ro'Wir:<>: from mental 
impre~:sions cc..lled to mind by the scene and fro:m casual observations, 
in a continuin(~:, chan[,;int; stream of Yi::.u&.l and 9.'.lral i(:eas. The reader 
is never compleo~ely postiye whb.t is peroeived by the poet and what is 
imagined, fo::' in the n:ind the r"Jal am the unreal" the iTl'mcdiately ob-
served and the remembered, mer!'~e in an ' .. lnceclsin? f10'\'/ ol charcin" cor'!-
biraticns. The poen really takes : lace vdthir the mind of the poet 
and has very little relation to the tYijEJ of seventeenth c'3!ltury lc[:;ic 
w}::'ch is exterior to the Mind. 'fue rr,ind creates, rr:odifies and distorts 
in a ps:rchoJ.o'ice..l 'world poised uncertai:l1y betv'~ n reality ane. fantasy. 
In this tyre of ps~rcholc~~iee.l r:ror::ressicn conrlOtation and sU2~.',~esticn 
tend to supplant the denotatioTl and carefully formd& ted exr,;lic.;.tion of 
the more loCica1 approach. Despite their lack of lor;icel rela.tionshi:r: 
to one another .. ali these irrJabes are calcnla ted to sU~":est to the 
reader's mind the d5sagreeable .. 'wearisome routine of the cOl"1lnonp1ace 
in !l'odern life. The feelinc' of ~loor:Jiness s.nc de;::re;;"ion tha+, the roet 
feels hanrs over the city is reflected in his ref2rences to th·) rattlin';~ 
break..i'ast 1)lates, the streets worn by a monotonous trf'.illr;le back ane! forth, 
t1:.e "dar:m seuls" of housema.ids at area .r;::ates" the ~)r0Vln !,~of and the 7'1uc'idy 
p8.sssr-by 1':ho is probably a. pros ti i;ute. As t;hese iTl!ages 1:;8.(2 to one 
ar:other, it seons that their connote.tive v;;...lu0 is a dd'ir.ito ')~,rt of 
the poem' s pro~·re:Gion. Eliot's connotative meh;.[,hor1cal irr;9.' 03 in 
this poe!:] are of course closely r3latcd to the rr;ota!,hysical emt~h8sis on 
metaphor and other ficures. 
* * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * ~ 
A stress on a log;ic wr,ich has its roots in msdievc.l tilo1H::ht is seen 
ir a nurber of se-vcntcenth century poems. It was Domle, however, who 
d:i stilled this lo.o;ic to its highest subtlety. For example, a very C01:1-
plE'xly lOGice,l elabore.tion of a ~d.l"~;le, quite n,)~l-i!1tellectual idea is 
the l!;ost important feature of "Lovers Infiniteness.".rri+'j~,,: in a IjL~ht 
ar:orous COlw6ntion that at firs-l:; SEems aliel!. to the strict Ie 'ic of the 
hi:.; T'1~.stress I love, anc~ therefore if she h8.s after all only "iv'on him a 
D?,rt of her 10'18 he will never haVE> it all. To illUGtrs.te Dor..rti3 's mdthoa 
of vToo'kin.re Ol:,~ such cie1i[t,hted little love problems in terms of an almos t 
mathematical lo:,,:ic, I quote the cOY'.cludin· ·two stanzas; 
Or if then thou Gayest me all, 
All v.as but .. Hl, which thou haclst then; 
But if in they heart, since, thel'e be or Sh8.11, 
NeVi Love created bee, by oth8l' men. 
'dhich have their stocks intire, and c8.n in""teares, 
In shhs, in oathes, 8.nd letters outbid mee" 
This l':ml love may be~:et new feares, 
For, this love was r.ot vowed by thee. 
P.nd yet it wa.s, they o'ift oein" 0·enera1l .. 
Tl:e srounrl, they heart is mine, what eV7r shall 
Grow the!'e, deare, I should have it all. 
Y.t I would Yl.ot have all :r::t, 
ReG that hEtth all can have no more, 
And sir!ce t'!~r lo"e doth eY'3ry cay a dr1i t 
Now ,;rol',-th" thou sh,)u!.ds ~~ have new rewe.rds in store; 
Thou cans t not evo:r;." da:" 'd vo n'e tr.e;y heart, 
If thou canst :.iY6 it, then thou never ?av::st it; 
Loves ric.C:les are, the.t thou;:-.-h they hc;s.rt derart 
It staycs Cit hOMe, and thou with 10Bin-' savest it: 
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But wee vIill haye 2.",a-;;, !liOre liberall, 
Than chanj_nG hearts" to joyne then, so VIS shall 
Be one, ane. one another All. 
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Besides the strict, self-ccDtair.ed type ai' lO:'jer,l TlrOCT8ssion founc. 
in the Doems just discussed, there is 8. loos';r, a::;sociaticnal lop;ie 
which provid,;s a seeoEd irr:poFcant methoc of prcwre~'sjon in sf'vent(>"r::.th 
oentvTy T'1Gtaph;rS~.C8.1 poetry. This 1:",t1'oc, suor:ested in She.kespeare IS 
1:~7th sonnet, deviat s froD' the self-con-';air.od syllo;:-:istic lo~jc th::..t 
seems extsrio:' to the !'iind. The poem is carried forwarc: by more C8 sue,l 
e~sociaticms, rath'Sr the.n by 8. ri~'id point-bY-IJ()~.nt logic of necessity. 
there :'s a freer assoei2..tion of words and iu.eas, a 10ciea1 LO)aj~inf( from 
on8 idea to L related on~"throu.~~h '''hieh the poem ,~ains e. larF:er scope 
and +ovCrLE:S upon a "croat"),, more diverse body of materi8.1. This type 
of lcgieal progre:sion can be: stud;.Pcl in such poem:> as Donne's "The 
llelique" and Horbert's Artillerie." In the former wel1-kn07rn ~):)em Dorr.cc 
To 1:1;~lce their soule~:). c,t ~~b8 1.-3t OUSl:3 d~l.y, 
Heot at this ;rave~ 91"('1 '1"·?_l,:,'~ '1 littl'3 st".:r. 
The peem cOllcludes; 
I..:' ·c·,is fe.11 in <t time, or b.nd, 
~'nl':;':r'; :ni3-d.3votion dot:! co:~:n::tnd, 
T'nen, ho that digp.'es us up, will t1'i/l-:, 
',js" -~,) -:';'1;) Bishop" 1'l.'.lc!. the Kinf" 
To 1:1,;'-~~e us Reli'T_1G8; then 
TL.Ol:( si13.1t 08 Q Ivb.ry lAi';': t.tl'':ln" 8.n6. I 
A s or1et~li ~:l~~ elG e t~1.e r!3 b~/"; 
__ ill 7JOlTlOn .>h;;tll adOl"3 US, ;),nrl S orne Pl.'!!}; 
..:':..nd. [) i~co ~ t sue h til,'e, :rr .. i r,?~ cl ::; Ci 1'-'8 SOU ""11 t I 
I s auld h_"<.vrj t~lat n.;~e by ti1is p3.per tau::ht 
~n:.at mir-c13s weI) harmIc3se lovers -,vrou;:ht. 
" 
T 
1 
First, cia lov'd -:lIell a'l.ci. i'c1.t +;hi'~ll":.:T, 
Yet j:r~.':~T.r !lot ~.:.'h~.::~1~ '.N'-:,U l~vtd, nor '.-.;l~<t, 
Dif,~:"er\~rnce of' sex 110 wore ,VOG :-:n.J17, 
'2.'h~n ou:,' suarciian ;.11 0 '0.113 doe: 
':!O},1i:.1.:-" A.n::'. "oirl,:~, 1V88 
?ercll'!_1100 :"':1i:ht kissc .. -:)u-~: ::lo-l.; oai;N,; ~n -ttl':J.':::':; ~~e?tl'3G.; 
Our hanri.s 110 ':~ tOtJoht t~1.e ~eal(~s, 
ihich n?,i~t:r3. L'ljurcd b~T late 18.V[.f'3Gts~'r'Y;\.; 
'T'h'3.s'';'l'1ir~?cl)s ~vee did; ::;ut _'lOT! aLls, 
;'~ll :'1'2'D.3'1r'7:, am; all laP-::1.1oJ"3, I sIl:)'Jl" ?a:388, 
;Jho~ .. ·.ld I tell -/rhat a r:iracle s}le~? yvr;:t8. 
prOCJ8C:S b:'{ a,;.)ociati,')n to identii';y- the buri.·"d lover::; ',iith bud'3d r0-
lies. ,'is the )~e:!Tt;i(m of rslics sU"('e3-(;s T1ir:3.c13s. the poet 8..t onC0 
anc, oth:~r Do,me poems, thd unif'y:i.n'" factor L1 the8c~ Dssocinl:;io!1S is the 
of visual meta;;horical i;'!18.o;es is even ~!or(J j'''1·)or~'J.nt to tho pro 7'3S;lic:)!1 
in 9. ')00!~ of thi;3 kind "chan in ft more s cri·:: Ll:{ 1 ');:::iea 1 pi9ce • 
.'\.:rtillerie;!I 
il.S I "ne e\.re::11,1:~ sat D0tor".3 m~·'- cell, 
1,16 thou~~'clt c;, starre did shoot into ny l:3.p. 
I rose, and shoo~: m;:r clothes .. as kno->1Ll:~ ;'Jell, 
Ths.t £1'0(:1 sY".8.11 fir.e;s C01.18S oft 110 s,;:all :-nisll':qn 
~I!1"::'~ sudde:'117 I heard O~l'e nay, 
Do as t:1.0U nS'-:;;3t, rlisobe./ .. 
''''';~-l)-';'Tl-' ~:-o-o'-d--;-o" -1-; ""-n'"s--:P-r"O-;'l--1-1.1",,, r- I"C>C' .0.4-..c..A. 0__.:::. __ :L V._'''; .- ,:.. VJ. ~"J U ,.iw .. t:ajJ# 
~-'ih"' ch-h~:' ..... r~": "1:1.:-e"'-:-",:" -C'";,- ',.,-,:~ -t:; -1"",,"'- "b' ·U-c." -;;n'-~:;-:;:;' ~." '" .-_"_.L~""':~_~._.l_Q._, • ...,.~.::...k~ .:.. ... "':~, •. _ ..... ~.".~~ ~~ .. "'_~::: ... J._v_~.}.-':. 
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I, YJh.o 11~i.d J18<:;..rd of' iJUg::.i~!';': i t1 -:ll(~ sphores. 
But 110t 01' speaccl in starrcs, ~)e ··~:·~.ll to lnU39: 
But. tur:ni:.::~~ to r.r;r Gorl, ,vho::;e l11il~ist:"rs 
The Gtac~r,;s and all th:jn's are; if I r'3i'uS<1$ 
Droad Lord, s>dd I, so o:f'·J~ ":ly~ood; 
Then I refl:ne not '37' '11 wi t~ blot~r5 
~o "wV .:.[; h a"vva;' :'J.~\r S ,·t~lb born ·~!J.0u:-~h -t;: 
~p'lOl.''' I 'Hill do, or suI'~.\3r 1'j}1~;.t I ou·~:ht. 
Fhe I haV3 8.1so st.."trr.:s anCi sh'Jot::rs[.:)c), 
.Born ",there thy sGrv:::mts Doth artilleri3s US". 
!:,ty t::~a "5 anr; :;:>raye rs n:L:ht [i,n(~l da;;r do wooe, 
;.nel nori :: un to thee; yet tI"1ou dost refuse. 
ITot but I am (I must say stiU) 
l~)ch nore obLi "d. to do thy wIll, 
~h':\.n thot' to 'J'rn,nt r.1ine: ~'J~lJC bec.~\. use 
'rhey premise nm'! hath ev'l1 set thfte 'they la·ws. 
Then we are shoo~'~~~s bot:1., and thou dost de:i.~~n8 
To Gl1t3r combe.tivith us .. and cont3st 
,d.th thine ovme clA.Y. But I 1EulcJ. parley fain: 
Sh,u1l1.G not my arro~'Ts, and br:3hOld l'l~r br'3as t. 
Yet if thou shnn::les t, I am thine: 
I must be so, if I am nine. 
'l}18r3 is no a,rti elL1.' v!i ".:;h thee: 
I amlJut f'ini te, y-:3t thine infL1.i tely. 
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TI1e associa,tion~;.,l e11c.in tha'!~ links to ,'otiter s.ll t}-',e vario'i, strands 0f 
t:1is 1)081'1 is not difficul t to fol·l.Ow. T1:o antirG poem devG L;T)3 ,'3 , of 
fer:mce .... 1'0·.13 the wi tty cOrH)8.rison of "mnsic in the 3']he1"38" and "spe' eh 
i''1 5tar1:os," amlcne Lon;,'s a11us:'on to "tood :nottons," 
Thinkin;~ 01' the ::;hootL1.'· star as God's 'lrtill,''lry, the poet recalls 
th2.t he can reuly to his Lord's fil"8 with his o',:n ba f; l;0 ry of' tears and 
pray:::rs. This orin;8 into the poem the concopt of a bR.ttIe and Herbe-:t 
lizht j.:.1. style but serious in n9aninE~' in whic!-~ lies tne core 0.L' the poem. 
The eSS3'~lti::,,1 VF.ic of the v:rse is SG8n in the DOGt 's co:'!str'l~ tion of 
f 
.r, 
t 
to God. 
built 8.roun6 a series of prGL1ises ?-nd l'Jo"lcl'.lsions, and the as()Ocj.',ti'!8 
l ~rev3r-Ghel'33s on some occasions th3se t?lO imr'or-:;ant methods of pro-
) pulsion do not extend throu;rhout a poem co~'nl-3tel;)T. an5 the ~iece is 
~. ro:.lly or;'anized episodically, with Chd poet cha.n(,:;L'l',· from one lo:~ic:al 
system to 9.not11,-'1". 
tr,c::s,3>1i th the world ':0 soul, the poot ·slabot"11.t;es stt'ip by step upon t~1.is 
molo;.;i.::Rl concept of the world's soul introc1UC9S a s(3ries of rcf2rr;mc83 
Despite occasi~lbrcaks in the contil",-uity ;;f' sevent'3enth centur;y" 
Inetaphysical poetry, almos-t; all of this v0rse has a sySt9E\ of abstracf 
10':io at il,s CO!"'3. It is essent;j:'1.1ly a speci3.1 V':lrse, ar..ci in read5.:1.g 
a seven~3enth centu::.:; poen we are seldom nor·:) consciovs of a sense of 
tLD8 ~1.nci L"l.1.r:c ... tion than Vff) Vlol'ld be in rS8..UilF a lenth:." ?ro)",osition in 
ceom0-Cr.fe The verse char-act :Jristically s ,'·3ms '3xterior to t:1e m:ind in 
thD.t it is a reorr$aniz~,tion of the poet 1~3 exp3riencc in te:rms of' re-
fined lOi!'ics.l f'orns and l;;l.ws. 
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SGventGenth centur~r metaphys ieal tech.ni ques a~d nineteenth century 
rO!TIanti~ elements. The modern r.leu-:l. phys:i cal::; hark back in s or~e cas·)s to 
a nronouncerl emphas"-s on the earlier method of' l:Ylical pro:re,;sion while 
maintainin~ an Gssenth .. lly ;'100i)rn ,lncl psycholoc::ica1 al)~)ro~H<h. I qUOGG 
cha~2tct'3ristic illustr:J.tion oj' the noct:;rn mctay-:hYsiJ"ls utiliz~-l.tion of 
edrlier techniques: 
The instrument 01' yo")r reas'::m bein e · tun C'3d 
To leIlo pitch or !'1adness and d:::sl!'e to ilound, 
You would not tirin1~ my h )a1 th save i'rom her (;18.ss 
Fha cirinks my de~lth: can such thi.yVS come to pass? 
But I cons iclered, s tri vi:1'" to 00 ,jns t 
CliD0 strive not to De lovin?:., for I ::nust), 
T11;:;\.''; ':.'8, youj,~ valla1s ·oound oy eViJry oath, 
Ar8 thus your ve~j3els, and you ,:,rink fro!;) both: 
~"h5.t she and I, bein~: each of us a wonan-, 
'lastr:) tho Glixir o.i' your lips in COi"r."lon; 
Thou.··h I alone am privy t the :f:''1.ct; 
I have yovr half, and lesser th~-;n exact;: 
lli9.<, I, hCiVL'l'~ S'"lO.rn I would devote my pO'v'13r3 
Tc ad1rD.llCe her int;~re." "GS as Viall as yours.-
Am therefore chattel of yourself and her 
And so di videc1 i::lto share and share. 
Should I not. count me more unfortunate 
L:' from two cups you Qrank my sin ~'L) n,te, 
1'1:an no'", when both of ;<cron set lips to one 
~;'nd from its sole brim (irinlc divisi0n? 
Fcr ~rou ha.ve drunk ne .ioy and she despair 
In t:'lG sa::ne wine, tha<~ served you ":la1''3 anCt share, 
But never share anli S11&.1'3 ali~.ce: the !Tlood 
L"'l which ~TOU dr"tnk transformed the wine to hlood. 
A1thou,:::h :rour mood was tlc.ck it did dis till 
Such essenc::s 8.S conld not ,.ish me ill; 
::mj,le she, who smiled to drid: !ny mortal pai!:, 
Brmved hell itself within hal' Sr:1al:L,:st vein. 
The poem cO'1.t::i"\18S in the G~,me vein viith s:LniI8,r finely-spun arcUIn,2)nts-, 
The cUP is levin;,,', havLlf, kissed you once. 
i 
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~'ven the structu!"e of the first four linas su::ests tile law of cause and 
effect. Because YOl l !" reason has be~n turned away into rnadnesR, you;,;ive 
yourself to hoI' ~-lho "lould drink my death, the poet S'lYs. There i'ollows 
the syllogism. The u.vo prer,1ises, ia!;roduced in lines 7 and 13, be".in: 
The conclusion follows: 
And so divided into shar3 al1d share. 
Because the poet says in subs i.:;ance, she ",nd I are yov.r vassals ane, share 
you in COID;10n ann becD.use I he.ve s,wr21 to advance the int-:;re"ts of both 
of you, I ar::. therei'orethe vassal oi' both you ana her. The 1'3118.:i.nder 
of' ':;he quoted excerpt is someHht'i.t reminiscent of Donne':> "Lovers In-
finitenoss" in iss aelicll.te web--,iOrk of nS3udo-lo~~'ic and mathenr.1.tics. 
Conmitir..'; the touchy problems of this reLrt:;ionship to the .l:;vin:" cut! 
i'io:ure, Mrs. f~rlie explains ~'lit}· SUO-1:;19 re:\s~)niilS th",-,::; she is ~;lv.d her 
lov:-cr and her rival drank from one CUD inst'3c~d of -L-wo, bec:'luse his drink-
in;,; from the cup distills the whol'3 into eS3enCI~S boneficial to her. 
Si::J.ce her 10'1'031' has a role in this rel9.tionshi!" it cannot rz)u.lly bode 
her ill. As in Donne':> work, met~phor ano -.. ord-play are vi tal to the 
meani:1." and pro,':ressio!l of the poem. 
tec}mique. In ~pirit it is w!1011y modern. The lo[~ic is !lot e:x;)ou~1ded 
rhetorically, as in )'1ost Donne poems, but veiled beneath an easy oon-
vars:;;.cional tone, s1[1i1a,,:, GO tr.at found in uBroken Dreams," 7ihich is op-
posed to ooth the rather pompous rhetoric of the sixt.eenth and seventeenth 
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centllri3s and the affi.ther sin~~son::' rhythms of the ni'leteenth century. 
The underlyinG lo::;ic of the piece is :!J.oj~ so obvi::>l1S nor so taut as in 
of' essentially par:::tnthetie8,l rema:::-ks. "Tho Lovinr; Cm," is also characte-. 
riGtic oi' most 110riClrn metaphysicl:.Ll verse in that the poet nresents a 
specific incident--the mor,1cnt v.hen :<1er lov,.,r a::1.d her riV'dl drank to-
'"ethdr from the same ,(~la::;s, excluciin;c: h3r--an6 tr<:lftts vd.eh extreme 
deftne::;s a relati,:mshii, betilreen throe D,?l'SOl1S r,?,tlnr than sho.iin[~ a 
conc;'rn chiefly for J1'3rself. 
This UG8 oi' abstract lOi'~ic is part of' the heri ta[;e 1NhichbJiTontieth 
century :'1etaphysiclll verse has received Iror.1 the seventeenth century. 
A propulsion de'i~enctiYv; upon a lo:(~ical aS30ciati';m of successive -dOraS 
in tile 'bientt'3'ch cent1.u-,y, however, when such a chain of loc~ic ,:~ives wa~r 
to a psycholo:;ic&.l "str8am oi:' consciousne,;s" pr06re~;;;;ion. l!;ven 1\11181'2. 
1,:).';ic p1·3.Ys an important ro13 in mod'3m metaphYSical verse, it is 
u3U8.l1y subordi;,'1ated to this Dsycholoic'-cl apnroach. 
Ber;sonian senS8 of flo-.'I, du:-ation and unprodict':l.ble creativitJ" as op-
posed toche ,Tlore ri:,id c'onstrL1.0tion of s8v8:J.teenth century poems vlhich 
develop a lcric'll ar.;ument frO):1 be;'L1'1i:"l:, to cODcl·,Jsion. I-c also 3e3ms 
a3sociabhd -:vith tho rise of exr.;re?,si:mistic art ;::..nd lite"atnr,~ YThich 
tre:::tts a scene as ta~ci 11 i" pli;,.ce ·,.i thin -(';11.8 hl.l.i~&.n mi:'1cl. It c', ~'tai:1. re-
presents one phEI,S8 o i.' an effort to captUl~3 more of the livil1:T, truth and 
r0ality of hunan experience. 
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9.nd it probab13T Iu:;,d its most oirect in~;-Jact on )";1oC:,,)rn rret9.C)h"'!~ical verse 
tl18 :?rel1Cl1 sy-:nboli.:::t ponts. 
this psycholo'ical :m(;:~hod of nrot'oroG:3ion is foun(! 
the sestet fron th::.s sonnet by Jor.n Keats: 
Aft~)r 0.Hr:i: vapol's h&~le opres; 'd ourpL:.il1s 
F.r n. l::nli~ dreary se~1.sonl COr:1~-;S a clay 
,3 0 r::l ot tho :c:cnt18 South, a:'16 clears 8.:way 
FrO!'l1 the sick hcav":lns all unseel7l1y stains. 
ThA hr~"'{iot1s monthl relieved o:i' ic;s Fains. 
Tcl:-:;s as a long-lost ri;;bt the f",81 01' Eay; 
The eyeUds vv'ith the pa.'3sinf'> coolness ~lay 
Like ros,? leaves idth the dri;; of' GU!JIll8r raiYls. 
The cn.l'nGs':~ thorh'i;::.; C0!'18 rOUl1cl us; as of leaves 
Buci.dinr.;--fruit riOel1i:1.E~ in stillness--,'\.'ltt1l.1:1. suns 
S!'lilLr; at eve upon the qUi,?t sheaves--
S'rV80t Sap ho'::; cheek--a smLin~; inl'sj1!:'3 breEtth--
J'he ;:;radual S~lnCl that tlu'otJ "h 8,n hour-,,,;lass runs--
A v/oodl3.nd rivu13t--n. Poet's death. 
The pro~:re~;sion hore is perhaps sa;'Dwhat artificial" out tho nasca~~1? 
in "!3ro~'::Gn Drsams tI" a fr3ely rovinE; mi:'1d 
op~rat~Yl~' 8.tJrJordins to its own nature processes. The entire sestet 
soeDS hel'~A t02;eth:;r by the strongly co;~not.d;j,vo oV3rton::!3 or the poet's 
easy succe~;3ion of icHe l ba:"my visions. 
devGlop1Gnt is founo in a rc..ther si;:1:2.1:;,.1' Frcl1nh sy::r.~olis;:; poem l Jules 
Lafor,(~ue 's "Crej"')uscule de Dimanche " " d'ste," in vihich th'3 ljOet f s tho~Y'hts J.. ~.1 
seem to -nell U'-' at random und0r the ini'llJence of ~che moody sun.Der evenin": 
. , 
JOu rYlfV3., Un caIn"') ". Cr,3])US cu 1 e Una belle 
ltentront l sans se douter que teut est ridicule, 
:~n frott?nt du mouchoir leu~· be8.tJ_'c souliers pouc'lreu:x. 
-
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A banale ranoouer de notre faroe humaineL 
Aujourd~hui, jour de ~te at gaiata des faubourgs, 
Demain Ie dur travail pour route la semaine. 
Puis £ate, puis travail, fete ••• travail ••• toujours 
par lazures tendre et fin tournoient les hirondelles 
Font je traduis pour moi les milles petits cris. 
Et peu a'peu je songe aux ohoses eternelles, 
Au-dessus des rumeurs qui montent de Paris. 
Ohl tout la-bas •• la~bas •• par la nuit mystere, 
Ou dono es-tu, depuis tant d'astres, a'present ••• 
A fleuve chaotique, ~ Nebuleuse-mere, 
Dont sortit Ie Soleil, notre p~re puissant. 
The Sunday twilight, petty noises of the street, thoughts of the weary 
monotony or existenoe, and a sense of the sublime mystery of life--
all of these merge in a psychologioal progression within the poet's 
mind. 
This method, found in a far more advanced USe in the stream of 
consciousness teclmique of Jrunes Joyce, 1homas It>lfe, and other, is 
carried to an extreme in such a piece as "The Heart's Desire" of'Mrs. 
Wylie, one of the more important of' the twentieth century metaphysicals. 
1he poem begins: 
Anger tht is not anger, but bubbles and stars 
of colour, blood in the brain beating the nerves 
into a f'renzy or inner light, magnified moons and 
suns sw~g in the secret understandir.g that 
is more the body than the mind, the soul upon the 
lips for no reason at all, or at the sound of a 
door or the tinkle of gold and silver money in 
the street, faces best known and most remembered 
estranged and a million miles away, and strange 
greasy faces passing in the dust of evening and 
now returning illuminated into godhead, oruelty 
where it oannot be, kindness where hatred is as 
~evitable as the white rising of a morning where 
morning may after all never more rise, disintegrate 
yet exquisite destruction of the heart at the mo-
ment of waking, desire for death like the vagyeness 
of a thirst for thin extravagant wine, unredeemed 
by fear, mortal and importmlate sClreams of why, 
why, why in the extreme desolation of regained con-
sciousness ••••• 
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Ideas. images. memories and worries ~loat to the surface o~ the poet's 
mind in no perceivable logioal order, and with only the thinnest psy-
ohologioal thread connecting them. The progression seems to have its 
basis in the semi-consoious mind o~ the poet. while the reader also 
needs temporarily to suspend his conoern with logio. The poem, filled 
with the connotative visual imagery and easy rhythmic underourrent 
typioal of muoh modern verse. retains virtually no vestige of that 
seventeenth oentury metaphysioal logio whioh proceeds point by point 
through an argument to a oonolusion. 
This psychological mode of progression is found in many varia-
tions and in differing degrees in most modern poetry. It should be 
noted. however, that modern metaphysioal poetry also is oharaoterized 
often by another form stemming from the rom~tic tradition. a nar-
rative or semi-narrative method whioh is frequently seen in con-
junction with a psychological progression. This narrative type of 
progression will be considered after an examination of the more 
striotly psyohological types. 
The kind of psychological progression sean in "Bro~en Dreams" 
and "Morning at the Window" is typical o~ the later work of Yeats, 
the earlier and more metaphysical poetry of Eliot, and o~ the verse 
of other moder.n metaphysical poets. This tecpnique is illustrated 
vary clearly in several longer poems such as Eliot's "The Love Song 
of J. Alfred Prufrock" and "Gerontion" and Warren's "The Return: An 
Elegy." Certainly the musings, memories and fears of "Prufrook" 
have no actual soene other than the poet's mind, and the stream of 
his thought is responSible for both the breaks in the logical con-
tinuity o~ the poem and the juxtaposition of different times, places 
and aotions. "Gerontion" is frankly: 
I 
i 
'I 
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Thoughts of a dry brain in a dry season. 
In Warren 's elegy. filled with the oompressed metaphors and the 
oomplex olashes of irony and sensitive feeling oharaoteristio of 
modern metaphysioal VGrse. the poet presses his faoe to his Pullman 
pane as he returns to his Kantuoky birthplaoe.and his mind. flitting 
from deep emotion to flippant saroasm. wanders over the landscape. 
his new learning and childhood mema- ies. After thinking of old ladies 
that "oough and wake" and of his dead mother. the poet continues in 
Pursue down baokviard time the ghostly parallels 
Pursue past culvort out fill embankment semaphore 
Pursue down gleaming hours that are no more. 
The pines. black snore 
turn backward turn baokward in your flight 
and make me a ohild again just for tonight 
good lord he's wet the bed oome bright a light 
~t grief has the mind distilled 
The he art is unfulfilled 
The hoarse pine stilled 
I oannot pluck 
Out of this land of pine and rock 
Of the fpllen pine cone 
Of red bed their season not yet gone 
If I could pluck 
(In drought the liaard will blink on the 
hot limestone) 
In this elegy. ttprufrook" and other poems to quote from Eliot's 
"Rhapsody on a Windy Night": 
The memory throws up high and dry 
A orowd of twisted things; 
In a number of the shorter poems--and a majority of metaphysioal 
poems are relative briaf--are found the same emphasis on a basioally 
psychological progression. a wide Use of visual imagery and a fami1ia~ 
,. 
oonversational style whioh avoids alike abstract oomplexities and metri-
cal irregularities. These qualities mark suoh pieces as Ransom's 
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"Bells for John Whiteside's Daughter," the same poet·s "Spectral 
Lovers I" and Tate' s "The Paradigm," I shall eXJl!lline briefly the former 
Ran som poem I 
There was suoh speed in her little body, 
And such lightness in her footfall, 
It is no wonder that her brown study 
Astonishes us all. 
Her wars Were bruited in our high winder.v. 
We looked among orchard trees and beyond, 
Where she took arms against her shadow, 
Or Harried into the pond. 
The lazy geese, like a snow oloud 
Dripping their snow on the green grass, 
Tricking and stopping, sleepy and proud, 
l~o cried in goose, Alas, 
For the tireless heart within the little 
L-sdy with rod that made them rise 
From their noon apple dre~s, and scuttle 
Goose-fashion under the skiesl 
But now go the bells,and we are ready; 
In one house we are sternly stopped 
To say we were sternly vexed at her brown study, 
~ing so primly propped. 
With a lightness, a sophistication and a senSe of humor in time of 
tragedy which are typical of modern metaphysical verse, Ransom is 
here at the peak of his own variety of "high seriousness." I shall 
refer to the poem again in a discussion of the complexity of ex-
perience in metaphysical poetry. It may seem a strange elegy to 
readers bred on John Milton and Alfred, Lord Tennyson, and SOllla of 
its strangeness no doubt lies in the fact that on the whole it is 
based on the natural flow of the mind rather than on a more artifi-
cial form. 
As in Yeat·s "Broken Dreams," the actual physical scene of the 
.\ 
I I 
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piece is realized only at the end when the poet speaks of the funeral 
bells and the house where the little girl is so "primly propped." 
Brought face to face with har "brown study" the poet is astonished and 
recalls how he watched from his window as the robust little girl played 
with the ducks; but his thoughts are stopped short, so to speak, by 
the tolling bells which remind him of the :funeral and the pr-lm little 
body. Because the poem depends upon a psychological progression, it 
seems quite natural--rather than out of place--that theee stanzas should 
be devoted to her undignified playing with the waddling ducks. They 
are for the most part not conventional funeral thoughts, but they are 
the memories that oome almost of neoessity to the poet.s mind. 
Typical of the most seventeenth and twentieth oentury metaphysical 
verse is the sharp visual clarity of the remembered soene 1Iamong orohard 
trees and beyond," and the house where the little girl is found in her 
"brown study. 11 !he oompletely easy, unrhetorioal character of the 
metrics and the language, however, and the setting of the poem as a 
specific incident, suggests twentieth oentury practice. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
~le narrative progression is another form Which attained a re~ 
fined development in the romantic period before finding a new importance 
in modern metaphysical vorse. While not particularly popular with Donne 
and the seventeenth century mataphysicals, who favored exposition and 
argument, this old form regained new life in the more personal verse of 
the English romantics and to a lesser degree in that of the French sym-
bolists. Endowing the narrative form ,dth a characteristic touch of 
irony and complexity, many modern metaphysical poets have written a 
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number of little poetic narratives which might be aptly described as 
parable-like. Ransom's grimly amusing "captain carpenter" and his 
SOl'lJ.'let sequence of modern life and love, If 1\Vo Gentlemen in Bond s," are 
typical. 
Another oharaoteristio example is Tate's liThe Paradigm'.' A brief 
narrative expounded in logical, somewhat abstract terms after the seven-
teanth century fashion, it is neverthele ss pre santed th:'ough the mind 
of the poet, the third person who witnesses and reports the soene :f'rom 
his own perspeotive, as in Ransom's "Speotral Lovers" and other similar 
metaphysioal poems. I quote: 
For when they meet, the tensile air 
Like fine steel strains under the weight 
Of messages that both hearts bear--
Pure passion once, n.ow purest hate. 
Till the taut air is like a oold hend 
Cle,sped to cold hand and bone to bOlle 
Seals them up mn their icy land 
(A few squate feet) where into stolle 
The two hearts turnir.~g quickly pass 
Once more their impenetrable worle.; 
So fade s out a e.ch heert I S looking glas s 
~~ose imaga is the surface hurled 
By all the air; air, glass is not; 
So is their fleeting enmity 
Like a hard mirror oreashed by what 
The quality of air must be. 
For in the air all lovors meet 
.Af'ter they've hated out their love; 
Love's bu t the eoho of retreat 
Caught by the sunbeams stretched above 
Their frozen exile from the earth 
And lost. Eaoh is the other's crime. 
This is their equity in birth--
Hata is its ignore~t paradigm. 
The poem seems a little tale narre.ted through logioal figures. 
Briefly, ~o former lovers meet, greet one another with a tense 
r j 
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eoldnass~ losing all their sensitive understanding of one another. 
Their love beoomes for the moment the "eoho of retreat" and is lost. 
The poet conoludes this little narre.tive, typical of a number of other 
brief meaningful inoidents described by Eliot ~ Mrs. Wylie, Ransom, 
Warren and Auden, with a little philosophtzing. 
This poem, however, depends ohiefly on the extension of the 
metaphor of the tensile, steely air. In its negative aspect this 
binding structure becomes the basis of a fine irony and gentle satire 
as the poet speaks of the lovers as though their quarrel is ohanging 
even the air about them, but in its positive aspeot it is extended with 
strict logic on both the metaphorical and implied psychological planes. 
As the loveBs are sealed in their few square feet of icy stares and 
mutual coldness of spirit their hearts s.re transformed into stone by 
the coldness, and each heart's mirror~ which formerly reflected only 
the other heart (a Dorme device) is creashed by the "surface hurled/ 
B.y all the air," and the lovers' mirrored images fade out. The pair's 
doting love of one another seems destroyod by this new feeling - an 
artificial feeling the poet intim.~~te s. The metaphors of the last stanza, 
as well as the use of logic, are reminiscent of seventeenth century 
practice. 
Despite the imporltance of narrative and logical fonns in the poem, 
the underlying method of progression is psychological. The reader is 
given the idea that the poet is witnessing the incident and :1nter-
preting it through his own personalit7. The physical metaphor of the 
"Taut air like a cold hand" is suggested to his mind by the lovers 
coldness of spirit. His observing of the inoident leads him to a 
little hasty meditation on love and hate. 
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The poem is ostensibly an attempt to describe this psychological ex-
perience of' seeing and thinking about the lovers, and the poet IS subtly 
complex attitude, gently ironic while sincerely sympathetic, colors and 
modifies this experience in his own mind. In numerous other modern 
metaphysical poems, also, logical and narrative modes of' progression 
become essentially subnordinate to the psychological method, which is 
a hall-mark of' modern V6rse and of modern metaphysical poetry in 
particular. 
** ... * ......... * * * ............ * ... * * ... * ... 
It is seen, then, that the method of' progression in sevent0enth century 
metaphysical poetry is essentially logical, primarily abstract and syl-
logistic. as in "The Dissolution", or logically associational, as in 
"The Relique." There is on the whole a greet,' .... subtlety and variance, 
however, in the modes of' progression in modern metaphysical verse. 
This tvrentieth century poetry retains certain logical seventeenth 
century f'orms, but in its method pf' progression it is essentially 
psychological rather than logical. This psychological approach and 
a greater interest in narrative are a contribution from nineteenth 
century English romantic poetry and French symbolist poetry, as the 
~entieth century concern with abstract logic is a heritage from the 
seventeenth century. vVhile the conversational tone of modern meta-
p~ysical verse was suggested in the rhetorical seventee~th century 
variety, the easy, f'amiliar conversational style of twentieth century 
Dl6trics was not attained without example of the more musical, regular 
fOrmB of the intervening romantic period--an example which Eliot, Yeats 
l -57-
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~~d others revolted against, however, in attempts to arrive at a freer 
style and more natural convorsational rhythms. It is difficult to 
overemphasize the importanoe of sharp visual imagery, metaphors and 
other figurea ch~racteristio of both seventeenth and twentieth century 
metaphysice.l poetry. 
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CHAPTER III t METAPHOR 
Because critics and poets alike acknowledge the importance of 
metaphor as a hall-mark of metaphysical poetry, its utilization in 
the seventeenth and twentieth centuries deserves special attention. 
As I noted in the preceding chapter, Brooks asserts that the "Signifi-
cant relationship" between early and modern metaphysicals lies in their 
"common conception of the use of metaphor." And Ransom, writing in 
The World's Body, explains that seventeenth and twentieth century poets 
have "the courage of their metaphors," proceeding from a "partial ana-
logy" to a "complete identification" through a kind of "miraculism." 1 
Neither these critics nor others, however, have treated the tunda-
mentally different functions of metaphor and other poetic figures in 
the metaphysical verse of both periods. This changing use of metaphor 
parallels vary closely the changing methods of progression just dis-
cussed. Two main types of metaphor are found--reflecting the same 
trend from the logical to the psychological seen in the study of 
poetiC propulsion. 
Logical Metaphor: This type of metaphor, most typical of the 
seventeenth century, is characteristically a logical, extended inter-
pratation of something in terms of the metaphor more vi~d and under-
standable and is intellectually pleasing because of the aptness and in-
genuity of the logical elaboration. 
1. Ransom, John Crowe, "The World's Body, p. 135 
2. In discussion of metaphor I shall use the terminology of I. A. 
Richards who employs "tenor" to refer to the basic situation 
or theme which the metaphor describes and "vehicle" to refer 
to the figure ampligying or illustrctting this basic subjeot. 
This combination of tenor and vehiole is the "metaphor." 
i 
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Usually something abstract is explained in terms of something more 
sensate and physical. A logical metaphor often depends upon a direct 
predicative statement of identification in which the comparison, like 
seventeenth century progression, is essentially exterior to the poet's 
mind--logical rather than psychological. l 
Psychological metaphor: In this type most characteristic of the 
twentieth century, the logical aptness of the metaphor becomes less 
important as the figure is used mainly to evoke a mood, to suggest a 
very subtle experience. or to express a satiric or ironic attitude.2 
1. J4a.rio Praz in his Seventeenth Century Imagery notes the close relation 
between the seventeenth century metaphor and the emblem, which usually 
consisted of a small representation of a symbolical nature and an ac-
companying motto. and was in many ways an illustration of a conceit of 
metaphor. On the other hand. a metaphor may be described as a werl 
picture of an emblem. In both forms the stress is placed upon concen-
tration and the striking representation of one thing in terms of another. 
Probably the first English work to treat these emblems was the Choice of 
Emblems. by Geoffrey Whitney. a contemporary of Edmund Spenser.besides 
the verse of the poets under discussion. the works of Thomas Nashe. 
Robert Greene. John Marston. and John Webster refl'9ct a knowledge of 
these devices. Praz explains. 
Praz quotes an interesting passage from a Renaissance figure. Danielle 
Bartoli. which is most significant because. although it was intended as 
a discussion of the emblem inlays. it is equally relvvant as a commentary 
on seventeenth century English metaphysical poetry, I quote: 
Is not the source of wonder. and therefore of delight. in such 
works the fact that one sees one thing used to represent another? 
The conception being all the more innocent in that in the whole 
composition of a false thing there is yet not one element which 
is not true. The same happens when we take anything from history, 
from fables, fram nature and art, to represent something in the 
moral order which it is not in such a way that there should be 
so much appropriateness and correspondence of reciprocal relations 
between truth and its likeness that the whole, so to speak. should 
not seam to be an artifice of the brain. but the philospphy of 
nature. as if nature had written almost in Cipher her precepts 
everywhere. (p. 15) 
2. Metaphor plays an important ,role in the work of several modern 
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The psychological metaphor is sometimes extended elaborately~ but in 
its most typical twentieth century form is concentratem and compressed. 
The metaphorical identification may be relatively vague and grow ap-
parently from a subjective~ empathetic state of mind. 
poets not treated in this study~ such as Hart Crame~ E. E. Cummings, 
and Archibald MacLeish. In "For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen~n 
"Lachrymae Christi," "The Broke Tower,"'!The Bridge", and other pieces 
Crane employs a mass of ever-changing metaphors which~ however, are 
often exceedingly subjective and expressionistic~ sometimes rather 
intuitional id character, frequently lacking a certain preciSion in 
their interpretation o:f experience which tends to be characteristic 
of metaphysical verse. "The Broken Tower" is an extreme example of 
Crane's overwhelmingly intense, and rather vague subjectivism~ but 
provides a clear illustration of the general trend of his metaphorical 
expression. I quote the first four stanzas, 
The bell-rope that gathers God at dawn 
Dispatches me as thought I dropped down the knell 
Of a spent day--to wander th'9 cathedral lawn 
From pit to crucifix~ feet chill on steps from hell. 
Have you not heard, have you not seen the corps 
Of Shadows in the tower, whose shoulders sway 
Antiph~nal carillons launched before 
The stars are caught and hived in the sun's ray? 
The bells, I say~ the bells break down their tower; 
.And swing I know not where. Their tongues engrave 
Membrance through marrow~ my long-scattered score 
Of broken intervals ••• And I, their sexton slavel 
Oval encyclicals in Canyons heaping 
The impasse high with choir. Banked voices slaiJ!l 
Pagodas, campaniles with reveilles outleaping--
o terraced echoes porstrate on the plainss--
One metaphor is piled upon another as clear tenor-vehicle relationships 
and a sense of intellectual control seem to vanish in a maze of connotation. 
Metaphor used in this way is a potent element in an intense expression of 
a single viewpoint~ but is not characteristic of the mixed attitudes and 
complex treatment of experience assooiated with metaphysical poetry. I 
wish to re-emphasize that there is no clear-cut qualitative difference 
between the work of the modern metaphysical poets under discussion in 
this paper and that of a number of other comtemporary poets. The meta-
physical elements are simply quantitatively most important in the verse 
of seven English and American poets named in Chapter I as the chief modern 
metaphysicals. There are a number of metaphysical~ uses of metaphor in 
the work of other twentieth century poets. such as "Landscape as a Nude ll 
from MacLeish's "Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City," but the employment 
of metaphysical metaphor is quantitatively and conSistently most important 
in the work of the seven poets named. 
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froT'" Donr'(:; r s to r't " \.:.iOO 
;j iT! CG I ct1:1 con-rr:·i r> to trta"i; lIol~.r rOOl~lC, 
-',';}1ECre, wity the:I ,<uirE; of '::{l:i,,'-;~' fo::- E:V~1~,Cr0, 
I stle'.ll -ce rnHC'le tIl::/" :\lsi::}"...v:1j 1's I COTi'tC 
:;: tur:c the Il!strr:::r'ent l>3re a:~ thu (core, 
~"nd wb;d~ I lliUS t doe th':m, -Lhi!'J:e hero before. 
~':hils~:, m;,T :eh:rsi ti&-llS b~r tl~8:.r lOi.Tc. S.re ,(':rO"NYLE: 
C(H3!T~o,:~ra} <hn ~'''S, etTIe I tl~e ir :i<:t :)(, Vd.10 1 i Em) 
F1o.-t; on this beei, that ;';" they', n8-~' be sho':me 
TlYJ.t t!Lic r\~i 30uth-'~':c~;t j:i:,;c;c,"f,tcrie 
Ff)l' f'rctur: febris, by th~se c irei),:s to die, 
I .~]o:;, th~~t in tl~c;GG str;~i-:_.s, J s':](; !r!;,- ·:;(~S~~; 
li'or ti10U<h t~bej r cu rrEl.!l"G[! :7eol( .retur.nt; ~~:o 2101::0 , 
-~~11~·~t S;'lFII r-'~·.T ~·;·e~3t bl1r-'~' rre? ~·'..S ..... est enc:! _~~asiJ 
Ir_ a J. J :'19. (,i D::l. p1: (:::!lxl I 1;.rn. one) D.rE.' 0"18 ~ 
So (~()2._th doth t01)ch the i{eSnrl"ectiorc. 
Throtl "hot~".:; the pOeY1 the c1evelof!:ent of lY!9taphor C9peE(~S u:;on s. 
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east meet on all maps, his death touches his resurrection. In a similar 
metaphorical identification he identifies his death and resurrection 
with the "South-west discoverie." 
!he psychological metaphor characteristic of modern metaphysical 
poetry can be seen to advantage in a passage from Eliot's "The Love 
Son of J. Alfred Prufrock," a poem in which the psychological method 
of progression is clearly developeda 
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-
panes. 
The yollow smoke that rubs its muzzle on the window 
panes 
Licked its tongue into the corners of the evening, 
Lingered upon the pools that stand in drains, 
Let fall upon its back the soot that falls from 
Chinnneys. 
Slipped by the terrace~ made a sudden leap, 
And seeing that it was a soft October night. 
Curled once about the house, and fell asleep. 
It is quite true that the poet'e comparison of the fog with a huge. 
dirty mongrel seems quite apt, as both may be found in the evenings in 
streets and passageways, curled outside the doors of well-lighted houses 
shut against them. But it is obvious that he has no concern with a 
logical point-by-point comparison of the two, and merely uses the yellow 
fog and the sooty dog because of their psychological connotating of 
diE gust and of the petty insignificance of modern life. It will be 
noted that there is no actual mention of the dog nor identification 
of the tenor, the fog, and the vehicle, the dog. It is probably more 
correct to describe both as metaphorical vehicles to which the poetts 
mood serves as tenor. 
Just as Donne sought to clothe theological and logical abstractions 
in physical images appealing more sharply to the reader's imagination • 
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Eliot is here seeking to express the complex subtl~ties of a particular 
state of mind in richly connotative figures~ employing what he te~s 
an "objective correlative." In fact metaphysical metaphor and Eliot's 
device of the objective correlative are closely related~ but the poet 
himself emphasizes the psychological elements inherent in the latter. 
In his essay entitled "Ha.mlet"~ he explains that "the only way of ex-
pressing emotion in the fo~ of art is by finding an tlobjecti va cor-
relati ve; It in other words~ a set of objects, a situation~ a chain of 
events which shall be the formula of that particular emotion, such that 
when the external facts~ which must terminate in sensory eXPerience~ are 
gi ven, the emotion is immediately evoked." 1 
In the passage quoted above the fog itself may be considered as an 
objective correlative of the petty, sluggish spirit of our age~ and the 
dog may be interpret~d as representative of a tameness and domesticity-
particularly the nondescript mongrel, a paraSite on human SOCiety. The 
figure apparently carried considerable power as a psychological sJ~bol 
for the poet who, lii:e Shakespeare, seems to show a dislike for the breed. 
In "The Waste Land" substituting a dog for John Webster's wolf, he warns: 
Oh keep the Dog far hence~ that's friend to men-
Dogs apparently represented for Eliot the forces of living death~ as 
opposed, for instance to the wolf of Webster's play or to the ~.ger of 
Eliot's "Gerontion." 
A further examinaticn of the use of metaphor in seventeenth century 
and modern metaphysical verse will show that despite numerous variations 
these two main types, logical and psychological, represent cwo baSically 
different viewpoints. 
1. Eliot~ T. S., Selected Essays, pp. 124-25 
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s chm::e. for in3tance, is constrtJcted around 8, use 01' tho lode::',l 
in 1.~r Sicl:neSG6s:" 
I bles ::'6 thee .. Lore .. boc:;,llse I G • .,{),: 
ll!, ~n' thy tress .. vrh::'ch in 8 .. -i\';.~ 
To thee both frui t and order OW. 
·:;'ht.~ 'i; 0 tee n 1'0 r ceoI' hi cI dl3 n Cllh :.ta.: 
C&T:. b18.s1; my frui t, or briri2: me E;~Ek 
'~ihile the inclosure is thine l~ill!:. 
Irclose 1"":8 st:.ll for fear I ST;\HT, 
3e t· me 1"8.. ther sharp and T!1.RT 
Then let me Vfant thy h::mr'i arC: i.HT. 
Vihen thou doe t .Tree. tel" jud"T;erts i.;;i'J:~Rg, 
Anc: vrHh thy knife but pro.EO anG l),Alf.c,;, 
~~Y'n frnitfnl trees more fruitful .ri~~. 
Snch cut:in"'8 rather heal than R.i.::lW 
:12:.6 snchoe"'innir:; s tOtl.C11 their ~iD. 
the {'oet is a tree in Coc 's 0'8.~cLm. J:i'ror:: thi8 pren:.i.sE' the ;:-isco i:l: ex-
tended lc~jc8.11~' throt:~:h five si;erj,as, 1'lith ref:::renc':3 to the row of 
trees, the:ir fruit, the inc1osure, ann ,~he r:n.u:.inC kn:ife. The pOCiln .. 
wj-lj.ch is ir.C01:cei 'v-ab] e wi thod: the mC'-;;'''I~hor, is c;l;:air. an eJ:tendeci ex-
lJosition (If !?, cor:1Fscrjs0l1 fllnd8iInentall~.r exterior to the ':.loot's mind. 
There is c,nother t~lFe of essentially lo~.c::'l mctllpr,or. often 
founr) et its best ir, the sonnets of Sh2.kespcs,re anc~ oth':3r ::Elizo.bethEJ1s .. 
in wi-o.ch the ::)0 cd; does rot Quite proeNed to the bold. cOlJ';l'lete 5.den·li-
illuGi;r8.i:ior!. of thi::: rmixeG. netf~phor, I quo':;e SheJ:espear8's 87i:h som:et: 
- ( 
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Fare,','ellJ thee Ei.r·~; too dear for r::y posse, ill", 
At'd 1ike e:r,('u'h thou h201'i'St thy estimate: 
The chf,.rt(~r of thy v,orth ::'i ves thee re] e8.~ j r-:; 
ry bon~s in th~ec are all Ceterrnir~te. 
For hov: do I hole' th.tee bu~ b~r the;,/ oT~H,ti:r.,~? 
And for that riches ,,,here :i.s )'1]~' des8rvi:J.['"? 
The cause of this fair'.:ii't in me is "a:'l:tiY1[;, 
.nne, so m;r t:"utent h"~ck a',ai!1 :is swervin:'. 
Thyself thou ~'8vcsL, thy own '\,,-orth then not l::nm',inr;, 
0:;:- 17;0, to v{hom thou ,'-avest it, else mistal:ini."; 
So thoy freEct ,""ift, UDen mis'~rison,,:rov"ir~c-, 
COT'18S rlCW10 H "8.in, on betl:er jucL-men t ma.kino:. 
Thus hr,ve I hEeO thee, as c. dr,:,am doth flatb3r, 
In s1eep a k5n:-:-, bu'::, wakin:-:: no such n:atter. 
The poet is here clearly c1efin::'lF his anorous reL'.ti01~S in the 
tec:l1nieal te ::T:'S of finanne, tal:ir~: pleE'<snre i.::1 exte!lcl i r..p the elaoorf, te 
fi,'Cll!'e for its oym sake. This type of rr.et8.phor is f'ounc~ in a nomj,'lex 
develor;-,ent ir. a nUlJ1.b'r of Jorme riec':,c, such 0.8 liThe BxtaSie," "A 
Lectm',e UDOll the She. dow ," and "LCl\T8S Pro'~res s,", but in the more fully 
based on this t~rc)G of mets.phor vvr,ieh usually onlJr refers to the vehicle 
in its treat~ent of the tenor. 
use of' sc'Veni;eent}: century elemen'Ss in c.. ty;cicelly moc'ern fashion. In 
fact Hrs. Tiylie h2,S presenteci in her four-sonr.et rieee, It!', Red C8.!1)ot 
for 8he11e:l," one of the rc.ost intere[,tin' and ele..boreate extendec. m'3ta-
phors foun6 in either sevent:ocnth century or r::2odern mete.physiestl VGrse. 
The fi[;ure of the red ce.rr)et renains throutShont the Doem as a slender 
uE:if;<,rinr threui, a sYTi,bol of the reDl theT'1e of the work--Mrs. ~iylic's 
c1e:sj re to expresE; her adr.:-.irt,tion of l"ercy Bysshe Shelley <-md pa:r hirr; 
horna:.'e. The sequence beeins: 
r 
I 
Belt this is nothinG; an eccentric ,401:0, 
Tho s lende 1," patchwork of a yenr 
:';;'11'11,,: into muc1dines,;, lil:e Halei~h's clcak, 
To 8.3l: the honour of yop!' ste~'), 1':1:' dear. 
YOllr pc.th is rirted on the {i trnos phere 
Forever as B. flar]e aCai:,:,s t the smoke 
Of obscur(-< vis:i c'·n, and I Dust invoke 
Your na'tl]£\l'?hli ty to na1:G it clear_ 
If I m~,r'ht srread soft words like liYir,-:rrre.ss 
Lfli( s"lootb. beneatr. the hea'v:" wh~)els of Th:e; 
If I r}:i 'ht Ie-cos') the rivi,T of a rh~'me 
Or buile', a ~S.Velqent O1r~ of'-ole <me. ~:le,Gs 
Proyjdin? Heaven I'or you to 1'1'3.11<:: upon, 
I t wOllld be vrell; it vTOulc be better cone. 
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In the sec0nd sonnc3t she cor,tinnos to suo"est an associ&tio21 be-
tween the ro,T ano her poetry .. with the ce.~'pet in its actual ar.t([ sym-
holical sense intended as homa;e. She "I'abricutos" Janr::uap:e froll 
sFirit and "braio.s into speeoh.theairy I'ilal<.en"t.:::: of love J.nrJ ]-,2.'I;e." 
In the thL'c. sOl"nct; she discu" :es tLe colc,r dond oesj,on of this carpet 
and her verse, sneal'~in- of the t2clent~ she has to offer in tribute: 
I he.ve the ~~rOD8r scarlet of m.Y veinG, 
'lhe clean involvAd 1"; 1'ec1s io1':, of my y,ind ••• 
In. -1che lasT. sonnet the j::oet declares sh() "Jlil] lay dO'l:n her Cfll"pet, 
rlh",re you nay pause, and pass, and n0"3r stay. 
She then considers tte carpet as a lor~Y rod,a yir.:ich le.J.cs Shell~T l::x.ist 
the rich c,nd chanr;inr' la.nc.scape wh1ch is her r::oe try. The peen concludes: 
Here are the shocks 01' rlaize, the honey &nd oil, 
TI1e fruits like haMrest rr;o(;ns, the fabulous land .. 
The c::l[st8.1 hills, the veiled prisnatic plain; 
And you will corne, and ~r01J, v;ill not remair ... , 
Nor leave a trace alcn' tho dlc.ed sand. 
So preser:tJ.y you 'will be cone anCl C:O::le; 
Here t s a stran,'le ro,.c1 for yon to \\'alk UDon. 
Al thou[~h the es seDtia lly seventoenth centm;r device of the e:A"teYl(:ec: 
Ini3tsnlJor is c8.rl'ico to an extreme not o:::'ten founc' in ("adier netp<:hysical 
ls.tionshil) between tenor anC vehicle. 
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There is a va':ueness s,bovt "both as the poet'" rn~.nd shifts 1e.n::t::id1y 
fron on6 ima::e ,-,-nd concepti on to ano -I-;her. In the fi 1'8 t S OYme t, for 
iI'f.,tancc, the "carpet", the vGh~cle of the metaphor, becon:es closely 
associclted in ra :'d sueces~,ion 'Ir,rith "an eccentric joke," "Ralei,,,h cloak," 
rold s.nd :;lass," anci Heaven. The poe;;: /?lso often depends for i i;s ef-
fee+; upon pS~Tcholc'ic~;.l cor.r;ctc.t:1.on, as :1.r. the cOl"l,cletely j 110c·i<~G.l 
meta].:::b.or :::.t the conclusion of the s'':\cor~cJ. sonnet: 
I v'lou16. unrol] the rounclcd moon and sun 
And knit them Uf' for you to lii8.lk upcn 
* * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥ + * * * * * * * * 
sat,jr5.c or ironic viG17point. Eoc.t often, 'Ji' cc,urse, tL.ere is a y,i:xfure 
of tlillse functions. 
lr.e,:E..r:l'.ors conve;'l5.!:.~', 8. se~1S8 of mood, such .. s the fo~ fi~~Ui'o in 
"Prufrock,n seem to have tr·ej.r roots in the connot8.tivG inB,c"::;ry of 
n:'net·c3nth ccn-(;ul":." :C;w·:l.iGh rC''11antic poetry ana i:n French symbolist 
verse. Tne sYl"bolists r use of netaphor to express a state of rr.ind 
can be studie0. ir: "Hecitation Grisatre," a sonnet written by Jules 
LaforZl1e, with whose work Eliot WI;;.S quite l'ad.liar. I guote: 
Sous Ie ciel pluvieuy noy,{ de brur,es sales, 
De-vant L' Ocean ble'r'e, assis sur un 1l()t, 
Sevl, loir- de tout, je son "e, au clapotis du flot,. 
Dans Ie concert hU1·:I::.nt des novrantes rafal :cs. 
C .. , h 1'" .. .:l 1 rl,Yllere eO.eve ee, alnlS que l~es C8.i7& 9S, 
Les va,,:u:)s se toraant arri vent au. G~alor; 
....::t crol~lel1t a 1':'.'38 pieds avpc de low's sanc'l.cts 
;lt1' 6w'orte 10. t;,'urr:eni:e a.ux haleinoss bruts.1Gs. 
I ( 
, 
I 
I 
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l"artout Ie r;r,,'.~c ciel Cris I leorouillarcl et la mol', 
R.ien aye l' affolem8nt des vents balayB-nt l' air. 
PIU8 d'r.eu:res. plus d f hUrnaines, et solit..aire, norm!_ 
Je reste 1&, perdu dans l'ho:rizon lointaine 
2~t son~8 que I' GsnS.ce est sa.ns borne. 88,113 t)Orr6, 
:-~t qu~.7 Ie ~:'erres nt aurA. jaT:1C' .. is ••• ~ja.mais c,_e rin. 
horses adds a nO'se of fard:".stic unr,:ality to the poem th:.::.t hei"hi:;e~s 
the m:)cd of medii;,,,tior1 and c~ej'~ctior.., J.nd prerares the nay for tr.e rather 
mystic conclusion i;]' the sestet. This fi"'ure, fairly viell develot:'ec1 in 
the second quatr8.in, apr,ears al to~,:ether as a. [roduct of the loet 's char:~'inG 
choloicEd. p.loi:;t:q;hor utilized to evoke a rerticulai' ~r'cQ. There are :many 
piecC':')s like VI's. ,~rlie 's "1'IfJ.rr.eles3 SOEr:," in Y1Lich the 10:-:ic is cO~;l,:,l(-;tel~r 
ItT bee-crt is cold anc' weather-worn, 
A r:l1.:sical f:!.nd hollo,/ shell: 
""he vrir:cs 11(;\V8 blown it like a hor!" ... 
The wavos hf~ve r'1.u:" it like Lt belJ.. 
'11e 1'lS.YSS have whirled it ro:.tnc1 ,c\no ronnc, 
The winos hs.ve ,';ern i~ th5.i. ~!Y10 fine: 
It is altiT I3 T.:tth sir:,:::il1:' sounc1 
'\ihose Voi co is that? It js not J:1.ine. 
And there is tho effective synaesthesia in a T'leta~;horica1 naGsae frc>1:1 
the sa.rGe' noct' s "Vi 8n:nese "ii'al tz. " 
HOVi fullin,";' fallin~;, feet}""r after feather, 
The Ti111sic spreads a .softness on ;,;he ~rounc; 
rov: for an instant 11/e are h0.1ci to"2ther 
~iido.en wi thin. a swir<:in:: ~ist of sour,d • 
.A, Doer', fiDed -:;ith the cor;nres;:;ecl .. cor~ . Ylotativo ]'Jetu~,'hor2 charo.c-
t::ris t:;. c of Dod,)r:c nete.physics.l [oot!;" DarticnJ.D.rJy -;:;h8 Soutr,is m verse, 
in IbnsoJ:, 's ',iell 1--:nown 'JlSpoctral Levers. t! 
t 
'\ 
I. 
t 
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refir~ed to arrocLl to the [O',rtistic t8.st0S of a sODhi::;tjcateo twentieth 
century Southern ;-ent12r~en intensely concerned v!ith nuances 01' l'1oad 
ane. tone. I quote: 
By njyht th"y hauntod ,e'. thic.1:nt ofc:"TTil Y:'isi:, 
1.s au t of. i; h,=, strc,n"o ;-round s'::;ro.n"e1y' conG -co.;irth, 
::~lse 'b:ro inl'1f',cuhtte an'ejs fallen OT1 earth. 
Lov,,'r8 they kn81.' the~; "))'e,, but Tih:' urlClaspo(\, W:1kissed? 
'ilh;:' shcFld two lov'rs '0 frozen asunder in fear? 
~~ncl :.'ot the~r '1;31"0" they '1';:,,1"0. 
Cv,3r the shl'ockU:J'" of fJ.n A?ril blossom 
Fer thril"in" finc-ere touchoc his (}l,1icl: ,.ith cere; 
of llii:tny QGliC2.te :-'O[:i:.ur0s she C5',8t f:c snarf,; 
]:·ut :f.'OY' S 11 the reel hoc: rtoee.j:;.n:; in the palo bos 0,,:. 
Eel' face o.s of cunrdnr'ly ti::w'cur,)c1 i vo17 
1,e.S ha rCl with an e. "'on;",. 
;3 torr.ed :;y the Ii ti.le batteri 0 2 of an ~i):ril Yl.i,,:1:t 
}t .. ssiO!'late ~0}nr triG es~;;ene0 of t::c:' ,: .... i f?IG., 
,:h(')l'ld. the "'C:,etrG.ble walls of ~;h, ,;ruy'h:1ir.:" rris0Y) yield? 
IIT'de: L:: t~"C7 T".8.d !Y;oon, f~.!1d ~,1U:;t I surrendor all? 
Ii' :1(':' 1)ut S,,3 it~ :=};c,ll.H 
i:..l1ct M\"~stur::_nt_~ lar'-_:el~~ to th.(~~ V'J~r:l TI-:oon OI."} ~I:'~S t;er, 
1.'::.r:cin;: his steps and Hi5.sl::'n :::he jV:Jila'lt ,'.Tass, 
l,-nd ·cehoadSn·' S01':'0 field flo"..',.:.;rs that r..::..d cone to l)aSS" 
fl,e l~,ad reduc"d his tri:'Juts,rj,"8 '::'aster, 
Ii'"'!.c. not ccnsiderati ~:ns pinch,~:d his heart 
Tj::l.i'j ';;l~r for his art. 
!I.i\r: I reali.n" with the SD.F of 11.nril like 2, (ru:cJ::e,rd? 
Ble:.;sed ii3 he -ella : .. tal-:ethcl';is rich.:;", t of cities i 
3')~ it is GO sts.:irlless t110 sack \'Tere ~. thousand ri ti(:s; 
This is th2,t m2,rl:le :rort.~'7.ss not to be conquered, 
13St i',s vrl-.ite peace in thc~ black fl&me turn i;o tinner 
And an nnutter8.bl'3 cinder." 
The:r l-;'-,st mo once :in .hpril, in the mist. 
Uo otr_or seE',SOI:. is it, when Cll'2 vlalks anc' cUsco,\/Grs. 
,]\,0 clncl in thl;) 3he.p'c of' 9,r:."elf',. o0in:: Crectr€,l layers. 
T:::-e.i Ih,- a "lory of moon-,-'olc1 "'-hd amethyst, 
~111o ·touch '(.heir quick i'in';,',rs like a bire 
'1111ose son s shull n:ver bs l'eard. 
-72-
;1 
The mctGphors and 
othor fi~:ures in "::"pGctr:?,l Lov reI! achieve 9. VL~:ri cloy of ef:::ects, but 
an(~ far less obvious them in nost of tho v:or-k of Donne, Ii.9rccrt, a:::ld 
otl:.e r seven tee':lth ccntUl'";i r:cta l'hysi c~,ls • 
of the poer:' is sustained 'oJ ~he strcm:l;y connotCtJ~i ve quc.l:i -cy of (:',vo 
V1or:!:: th0,-C the~T :lr<:; scarcely noted Q~; r'le-:::(\rh:T3~c::'1 deviC3s. In the first., 
the }.cv~rs are y::.:0seni:ed r:l~: Zhosts or' sp:id,ts. ~~8nscn r)fers to the pair 
as "tl'm in:maculat'3 l')~;::rs" 02',',[, 1l:;lf) clad in the sh'l.pe 02 9..n:"oJ,3, b'3in,o: 
lL'e. 
in .:~"n~ e}1 2. s , ... .... " 
\ , 
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c onto .':t 
und '0 r:, to ()c: 
mAt~~(.ori0·.11y as A kind of CO~10n deno~in~tor to haIry ~GsociatG the 
i:: their no-:'!',:.:r O.:C 
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* * ~ * ~ * * ¥ • * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * 
~l.S "he lau;~'hed I W'cS 8.W?r3 of b:3CO:rnilV i:'1vol v'3d 
i!1 her lau"h-:~3r and ~)~)in; C'. p:,-rt 01' ~i. c, ",pti:, hal' 
tGtr~~1 ~1Grd on. 17," aocident;[1,l stars 1l1i,,!:;.~. a i.;al:31J.t 
-74 .. 
for CJ,uad:dlle. I w:',r; dr:3.wnin b;r short o'as)!s, in-
haled at :;f).chmow:mt::,ry r8COV';1';f.t lost; fin9.11y i::J. 
ths ::1~:\.rk caverns Qf he!" thro3.-t, bru:i.:3'9d I'JY the 
riinJ.'>;3 of unsC}::m T1l..13cl:-;s. r·!1 elderly ,',ai t:;r iii th 
t,r0}u"blill~'~ h~t'(l~_S .... ·i~~}.S !:..u:.. . ri:3c11~1 fJI)r·~:;~(:in.~ u ::?i~a\: c"'-nd 
NU ~~G che C'1~ed c),oth ov'or t:'ld 1"),8 t::" rT3,)U iron -table, 
S~171'":::-!.'~": "'If t}1f3 It3J~:r ~'\::1.r ""'8~1.tl~::r'Gn "';viGh ':'0 -t~).1(e 
th(l·~ .. :r te'-~ i:~ t]1f~ ·~->n.!"'(1G:n, if "1.;118 J;~.d;T ~~nd v'cntlO?;811 
"I:1:.;:3h -;~:) :;:~l_8 ·ch,:;ir tc:'( ~.~:, t}l'.-~ -·~~rl·l811 ••• " I decidej. 
-th~,'; ::'1.0 Ghr:, 3h:,'.l:i::J."· of h"r bl",:?;",sts coull oe ST;c);:,:c?d. 
:3 J:Y19 01" tllC: fr2<-:r:l8rl~CS ot t~:·l:~ :l:L+';~3r~100n t:'~.,(_Y·r:,,'l~ "be 001-
1~3ctod, Z~nc. I conc,Jlltr~:~-:.:;~d :y(,r a tt;G21ti '"):::1 .. ;: t~l c·:tr,-:;f~)l.­
s n ~Jt'21 t.::' ...; 0 ~~:~~ is :rn(l .• 
\ 
I ~ 
I 
1 
I 
I ' 
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feclil1" of sympathy it C0117erS. The poo';'::; sexual-psycholo'):: .. l COYl-
soci2..t:i.c:m of the wO:::J2-n's te:;th Ilith "e.cciCl3nt;v..l smrs with a tal:m-c for 
relutio~Ghip to ti09 sna snaC8. 
Tht'.. t nj.:cht vli1sn :io~r be "an 
Onl" nfvt'i'tY.;eI3t veil,]s to Clus.h 
'1/9 '.18.1 ted for t~le !:'h:.sh 
Of T'10r':.ir'~ I~; 13vol1Dci1r~1 • 
. 'Sut ~.'lor:'~ii~~' let us r0.~3S 
~nn day by day relief 
Out ~;rGYI his nervous 1 at:: ,':11; 
Grm7S credulous of 1'88.00 
As ~ile by mile is s~on 
1:0 ·~reS1)s..ss~3r'3 reDro2.ch 
· . 
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to lc'.r8. 
is of 001.:1'S8 iT' h:i.'h ooptr9.st to tr..e 
:::"1)0 o.'~ loiC,tl yrctc,nhor dGscribil-,," c, reL:ci'sj;jr in terms GJ:-:;ernol to 
I, 
f" 
thou L.rt 
*" * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * ¥ * * • * ~ * * * 
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incJvsive in r..::.i::u1"'c~ is a distinct chE\J"ac:;'ricti~ of r::odcrr: T".eta-
fully ire the next cha r.:t'3r. l~n inc:enious, v,: 1'7l deft use 01' this element 
is i'ol.~n<l in RC.l1S0T''.'S "Gooc: Sh:' ns:" 
}'leot sh:'.'!"s encol.:n~;crin;· on the L.i:·h S'3DS 
,iro sl'(~8.k, 8.T'_d unto et~'rnit;y C:;h- T"C--
These hailed e~ch other, poised on the 10u6 S''.r'G 
C.r." 01"le or Iv~·S. Grunc~!'s TueS(_~~ly' t~3\: ... S, 
1(01'" t1"'il~T'.ed one 3(O,i1 to ~)a~>5'le the orivir::' Dreeze • 
. ;~ rlac::~roon absor-;:,Jed heir e.r)()J~~on; 
his hue Vl8.S f~.shy, bu ': 8.n eff('ct of ocoan; 
:tho~/ e:!=ch[;;.r~ ... ~ecl +Jle nautical tec~nlicG.li tics. 
It l';'LG ol~l;..- a not>ir:.:~~ or" SCl# ~~'YI"'-ri tlll:S -t:;hn~7 F(.·.rt.sdj 
",-1'18:;." they sai180, most cE:rtE..inly 'tounrt for port, 
;.)0 seaForthy, one fol t tJie;' could reot sin1:; 
:;::,till thUG lias 8. -cro::o1' shook 'dW!'l, I shou 1(1 th]_ rk--
EeHutU\11 tir:b;rs :lit fo" storr'!;v s:rcrt 
"~nc, 5.'".to )1·iserl~r rnercr:':-:2,t hulks convorted. 
, ; 
-vrLe 
The ('oet's s::.tirical use 
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r,]2.kes it serve the double pu:-~;ose of ~)oir..tj-r:,~ out siyr,nlta.nAcusl~l B.: 
the shins .. Tlhile seer"lir," only to jycHe.::.tc tho sir:ilarjty. l'h6 com-
usually Y;ith such c. senti'rJer.tol 8.V::roD.Gh e.S it foune, for 8;·,8.",ple .. h: 
satire--8nc the very ex-nz of the roar:: lis in th'3 (~if;::;inilc:rjt;v betwoen 
these cO~11d-1)e lovers whicl: &1'e so ronrssent8.'dve of the decad,;;nt 
Sou~hern society of 'eJhleh ±hey are a part. Only one oth'3r fimure ir:tsr-
rtF'ts tl:8 8ytensiol': of the shir oor:cojt as ir a tYrieel comr)ressed" 
1. lacaroon absorbed all her emotion. 
it dos cri bes so neatly the quality and qua::-rti ty of tho L\,o~r IS emoti on, 
but beceuso it o.lso SW'<l:-9S';;S her busi1;v nittllin,.,. a nflcD.rOO'l r'ver· her 
In "Ninter Re:rr:embo1'ed, II a solf-satirje:? 1 ~~ansol'.· poem teer.·in:s 
wi th a !w3taph:rsic:::.l eo!'::lexi ty. the roct close1:;' identii'ies the effcc"c 
e1aborc.tir..' UlJon th(~ met;eq:hor I'iith a nice dolieacy. The fbn; s-t-:).nza 
poem concludes: 
Dear love, th'),:e fin;'·2rs that had l:novrn ~TOU:r touch, 
.i1.),:'c1. tied our separate forces first 'co."'ether, 
'\lere ten poor ic'ij ot fine'rs not woC'th much, 
Ten frozen narsni 1::'8 han'~in:~ in the weather. 
It. is che,ractoristic of' Ransone's st:,rle than in th.ese closi!1.'· sel1'-
sa tiri cal lines. Yihere tl:'>.e lan.'~u8.[~e a Jlr'ea 1's nost "unnoe ti c" anei. a. Ii tl.le 
r 
) 
I 
! 
1 
) 
I 
1 
I 
" I' 
, 
\ 
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ridiculOUG # he is re2Llly I'lost tender :;..nd s 8 rious. A :edr\ tile f'L'u:ce 
is of course cO!r;~letely illo"ical, but its use in the context of t~e 
deenly-i'el t htlrili~'. 
I 
Ttl','!: j s no co tmtry for ole'. !''.on. The younc~ 
In one another's arm~), lnrc~s ir °J1_;:? trees, 
--Those d;rhig cenerations--at their car'L:, 
The s s.l:" on-fa lIs # the nackerel-cr01'ided seas, 
Finh, flesh, or fowl, cor:nenci all SU;l":c,'r Ion'" 
~ih£~ te1T .jr is -00 ;.o"l~ Jell" ·00 rD." ...:t 11(.. di!:·s. 
C':l'cl'~llt in t,he."i:; sensual I'l:18ic all n'Jqlect 
1:01ccu'.ents of nD.s"ein'- int811ect. 
II 
An Etc"Ot:' ~~ian is Dut a rc.lt:r;'f tJ:i':".~, 
A tat';ered cont u')or a stiek, t::0.1ess 
'::;onl clo.~,~ its n[J,T'6:J 8.r.c Sj.:l~, louder Si,l~' 
Jar ov"r:." tati,rT i::l i':" :",or':-,~,l dress, 
HoI' is t.r'.ore sin!,~il-L~ sch,y.,] Dut st:ud;!jre 
},r·O:rl~J.\8n::s of i-::;s OVin ma(~rlif'ic.';Y1Ce; 
Jl.nd ~;hero:fore I hay::; s,.;.iled. the, ::;eC:tS l~,nG come 
To the holy ci 'bJ ofl3yzHntiu,"1. 
COl,tirJ·jn: this self-incIusive ironic attitude in the 1'01:1",1.1'';:'" 
stanz~'.s ~ tr.:.G sa '~os of 
r;!~)sters" of his soul, ano. thai:; lle be c'otl;.ered "ir:iJo the artifice. of 
eternity." In cO;lcJ.usion bo fu:"thor elabr:>retes 11J.'on his c'c;sil"G for 
hv'ortant not because of thejr lcw:ic or aptness, but ra-c:hsroecc\use 
OJ" their wryly h'J.norous, ironic co:.,noi:;~'.tions. 
-ao-
This is soem a::: the a "iL-' poet IH:::em: hinself to "a tattered coat 
Uporl 'Cc stic1:", and s;.:c)t;,l:s of hib sonl clar in': its b'l:"lds" taldn'~ 
_<fin in III-.. C08-'!:;", Yeats ,";ives 8, caustic" satiric tl'Jist to a 
for .::ihelleyt ft 
I m~,de m:r son;,: a con t 
COiTsrGd Vvi th Gnbroideri8s 
Out of old ::n: r t 1r!olcgies 
FroT,1 heel to throRt ; 
.J~Jt tnp fool2 C~l,l~':ht :\, t, 
':;ore ~,t i1': tho 1'.'orlel IS e:-es 
;~S ,f;ho:-::h they'd YTrr'1.v-ht it. 
Son':, JJ;lt ther;, 1;31-6 i i; J 
For th<3:re's more e!lt::;rpr:!.se 
Ir: 'imlk:i n:' rakod. 
~"s::;[~ilthe IIT1'uo Church" in iderti,fyi!l,- it by iru)lietction v6th the 
shu'_ ish" bro8.d-bc.c1:u('t hiT'popotanHs. In poer: :X::XX :from ".Foemo n .Hc1en 
-:ives n bi tin(~ pon:'", to hi 3 i T']1";30 :'18 he o.sl:s metflphor5.r:c.lly for a 
-81-
of "the lair's quincy" and the "coward's stance." And Tate in "The 
Paradigm," quoted in the last chapter, remarked that the hate of the 
former loveES who now freeze the air with their ill-feeling is an 
"ignorant paradigm", inferring that the pair are like ignorant pupils 
who, declining and conjugating erroneously, make mistakes that must 
not be taken too seriously. 
~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
other metaphysical devices such as paradox, antithesis and word-
play, show a line of development closely paralleling that of metaphor. 
These figures are used much less frequently in the twentieth century 
than in the seventeenth, but again the stylistic changes in the modern 
devices indi.cate a shift from a logical to a more psychological view-
point as, for instance, in a tendency for the older antithesis to be 
supplanted by a new type of antithesis which depends for its effect 
upon contrasts of mood rather than logical jUEttapqsition •• 
This can be sean clearly in comparing some of the verse of Donne 
and Crashaw with that of modern metaphysical poets. In a few lines, 
for example, from Donne's IlGood Friday, 1613, "Riding Westward," 
there is found a powerful, concentrated use of antithesis, paradox and 
the pun in which the devices are employed with strict logic to accentuate 
the intellectual and emotional content of the passage. 
Hence islt, that I am carryed towards the West 
This day, when my soules forme bends toward the East. 
There I should see a Sun, by rising set, 
And by that setting endlesse day beget. 
Or again the luminous contrasts of "Crucifying," one of seven sonnets 
in Donne's ItLa Corona" sequence in which some of the poetls most 
beautiful and striking metaphysical word-play is foundl 
f 
" 
I 
l 
j;r 7~i 1'0. C 1 ,) S e ::(~e:? ( i r ,", th e ~~: cr:i .~r C..;..' r:~', 1:, 
:110,"(" ff'.~.th irl sorle, CDI.'i.e i.n so:'::e be"t.'.t, 
I\I,,;y", -:.:h~, .:.: ":real,:!'? sy;ir~~-:-:0 ~'l(iw:1.r0, nr .. o~t···OU8, h<·:.tc; 
I.l~. 7"; 0'~~'r C-;,.f.t·8C·~~5 {~,'!-~t J~!~.rl.:i- to }-J_~-", r(~~:r:, 
!3nt O:h~ Th,::: 1,"01":::' t "',J. r'? ~ ·:O~ _I~, tbe:' ;~}~ ~ 1 8.r ,.: e:--~ ~~, 
;'.1 ~,,~)' ;.:~ ;"H.', (-, 0, 1JYlt c ~~ i"1. '.-:" it:i ·'e. C111:3\ te , 
r.~;u':";".rli'1 s0!.f'e-li:-f:~~3 :t ... ~_f5. .. j_-'::,/ 4:,' ,~\ 8-(:9_1'1, 
~·J~v~.r to Ct.!: j_~~ch, l/oe" ":;rl>,:'rG o Otld'2!:",r:,ceJ l:.ed 
Jecr:=:s his c~",';r:;~ cro~:so, 1"/:; th '-,[;.i:'1.8" y.::·t b~;'" ,.-:'1.1'1(: r::,," 
',)'}--:e:n it bOCc1"G ]"li~.~, 1::"·: ;;·.l)St :Jo·:.:~r() r;or·~ ·~-:c Cle. 
]~(yt..~ tbC\'·.t :···.r·~:: ] ift'7~~ l.~-.!, clrClYi noc to -th9(~ ~ 
SllCh li':J'?' 1~31. ~~ del;), 
t!~;,- :'lco(~.f rl~r c~r:.'" covl? 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE TREATMENT OF EXPERIENCE 
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CHAPTER IV s TEE TR"E..I\.TMENT OF Kl{PERlf;JI!CE 
The basic raison d'etre for good ~oetry is probably the expression 
of some ~ype of human experience. In the last tw~ chapters, treating 
poetic progression and metaphysical devices, I enmined poetic elements 
which are a vital" organic ps.rt of tl1~.S expression. In this oha:;?ter I 
sl'Ul.l1 oonsider the characteristics of tho treatment of human experience 
in seventeenth and twentieth century metaph:!sicel poetry. A poet must 
almost inevitably treat experience from so~e special approach, SOIl'S 
particular "angle." I am in.f;E'rested in finding whe:c aspeots of an ex-
perience--its dominant emotional structure, its confliots, or its 
connotativo overtones--are emphasized. I wish to show weather the poet 
is ooncernecl with presenting fran1d:r the oomplexity of an experience or 
with concentrating on I'l. seleotiTe facet of the vast and varied material 
of experience. 
:3rieflJ, metaphysical poets from Shakespeare, the a:norous sonneteer. 
to Auden, the ard"3nt leftist, haTe tended tc wri ~E: witt. a complexity and 
sense for subtle contradictions thatGc'2t~_fied to their maturE' grasp of 
human experienoe in its many-sided aspects. In the work of these poets 
there is 'Jsually a fusion of the intellectual and the emotional, the 
"poetio" and the "unpoetic," approbation and satire. There is a full 
realization that there are usually at !east -bwo possibilities, two ways 
of life, two ways of viewing a relatbnship or an e:h.'1'erience. There is 
often, part1.c 1.;,larly in the verse of the modern metaph:rsicals, .'t self-
critioism. It :'!last of oourse be noted that such a oomplex, integrated 
mode of expres8ion is not a qu.ality possessed exolusively by the meta-
physical poets, although it is oharacteristic of their -Hork in both the 
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uther sc}1Qols, emcil as the neo-
classic, 1'or:a.ntic 01'1 ictorian, have c6.1'1'ie<1 to a lli:;h pinnacle of 
so, 'out or: (;l. closer e~a~iDation 
1. .J.. si:;'~il:\:r C~):'~}:~\lt3.,,;~it:f 0.'( e~,~1"ori~:Jrtce i.J.:r-.(~ i:,:-b).r·:.~ 0/ C-' "1;tit'.16'3S is fot1.;.:.Q 
i ~~~. a 1'l1l} ~~J8 r (I f ;8r~Dr;::. ~'ld t r;.;') .. D r~:~3, pf:~rt jJ;';" l;'~;, rl>" ill >: i8 8 t ~;!. ~ irl ·.··s of re Ii '-'-
tor'- 'lF3-i~:1-cl-13e:< iro;_"l> t~':-·.-~:, frGc~u,::nitl~:;' SE1.tj.:.riz'3S t~;_e ,o};"iJ12~r CO~.lC8~<~ioYJ. 
O~~· a:n e\re!~·t, c;.rLier;.l€:".rl;/ ,-,~ s:.;p'3rr~s.t·,lral ev:::,:o.- t. Il'~lis er_~oc 0a"~ins \'lj.th 
1f r::ihe c.:n':ol .L!..1)]~e2 .. rirl:' to the .311epl1.erds, Ii 1634, !) .. rlcl r3 r~l'2tr,S reaeli_08 i ts j')~~-~h 
~)oir2.t ·.,~_·c:ll u~:LcJ.a~-! (?~J:~d '~\.T'3, If IGoL. uther 6tc}:ill.·~S SLOV{~.21- th(;:~se ratrliar meul-
pn::.Tsir£t}. nl'1(:~J.1c'.ct'Jristics :=lre Hi~}lCj_St lJr~~.vil: thc; ~·,·-orle:r :/~~'i.fir:.(·'er.'3 :froT'l trle 
'1\31:;-)le, 1635; rl ~'L11e lj'3ut> of t~ e ·v~~_r· :r~,q 11,=~)9; !ili.?~e ·;el1,~~~:l,.(~j.-·~-·' ()f )1:. r,T011!:' 
·:~he ··~';l<:.'ti.st,fi IG40, E1.rld. H~JJ.-:e .l.Ylr:Gl ;'~.rti:l:'· J..'ro::: t_(OOi~lS alJQ ~~~~is _~::1~.:~ll~r, 
1(:41. 11 s=!.";:i.ilp.r sorio-co'-·~~ic c..rJ roach is seen i·,l "?3J':1'iJl\}_!1cLtt::~ !·~7.rt1101o'·~ical 
:)?l~!_ .. 2tirl.=, lt~~~~8 J3.1~'0 of /.~8.L"~··r·,o(~G," lC:jS. ..:18113 a'f.)\:::a.(·~.J -~,() ~a a ,O[:)35.-0ili~i-
~:).:... t . '~e~. 1-,..'} r:;:J···.d i~ " .• c:.s j 'r'l"~. 1u e DC 3d ·;J;t,. .uO~( 11.e. .;8rt:~ i:·ll~ - J,~ :.:,3r9 8.. 1'"-3 :-:;as:~ e s ~L}~~i lari ties 
i'(: ·~~'Gir -;~;re:'..-c~-.:C;~1~t~3 of e:,,"<,eri"-=:;~'lC8, ~Al·G}lQ1.J< .. ;h .·{J}~·l~nr~l":c -~ i:"l. J is ·r.'~_ t ::~.,~:=~ iro~Cl:" 
:,:0..8 ,'01'0 rc;. ti();~.2.1 2. ·~~c. :.ocJern-;;iL;,aec1 t}](OI.n 1)0)1'1.0. ~:'c js c.lso i·:noc'll1 t;-;S\ t ,::;ir 
JO;J.S G~%n.tij~~ .~U~T'-·ens, (1:j9G-ICj,~rl), f·<::..r.·o~)S J..},-~·(~C11 ·~·OGt (;LllCl diJ,','lor ~c ar~d a 
elose fricP.d of jjo:":"~'8J ·trei.n31a~~8d .r~ar:,:i of .Jorplets noe:-~:=~ i~1ta -:-:·1:tGJ1 .• ;'~is 
traIlslatiol1 of t}-l8 . ..l"'n ~ish :)oet's 7~3r3e J.O S~) -OS\..;(l. to Lay;:; t11:1\',<3~tred in 
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characteristic of the verse of Marvell. In a very oft-quoted passage--
'which is probably' vrorth quoting again--Eliot elaborates in a slightly 
different dpproach upon t!1is same metaphysical concern for the complexity 
of experience, 
'Vf.hen a poet's 2::ind is perfectly equipped for its 
work .. it is constar:tly arn.al"anating disparate ex-
perience; the ordinary !uan' s o:c}erience is chao-
tic, irregular, fragmentary. The latter falls in 
love, or reads Spinoza, and these two experiences 
have nothing to do with eaC:l other, or with the 
noise of the type1Nri tel' or t~~e snell o? cooking; 
in the mind of the poet t:lese experiences are al-
ways forming new wholes.2 
It is probably the freshness, the frau}:ness, and the completeness of 
these "new wholes" that concerns Eliot nost as poet and critic. De-
claring that poets should be simultaneousl/ both great psychologists 
and rreat masters of d:'ction, he explaiJ1.s thGy must look into the cere-
bral cortex, the nervous system, and tlie digestive tracts, and then form 
a precise and sharply cOl1lr.lunica.ble ver'baJ. pe:btern projecting their ex-
. 3 per~ence. 
Occasiona.ll.{ in metaphysical verse there are indications of a 
belief in this more complex view of life. In "Of the Pro'"ress of the 
Soule" Donne wri t~s of Elizabeth DruryJ 
rie understood 
hoI' b:" her sight; her pure and eloquent blood 
Spoke in her cheeks, and so distinctly wrought 
Tha.t one might almost say her body thought. 
Again in Yeats' l!Crazy Jane Talks lTith the Bishop; II 
'Fair and foul are near of kin, 
And fair needs roul~" I cried. 
1. Eliot, T.S.~ 8elected Essays, pp. 252 
2. Ibid., p. 24'1---- -_ .. _-
3. :rbici ... pp. 249-50 
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The piece continues: 
'A woman can l)e proud and stiff 
,;Vnen on love intent; 
But Lo{e has ~)itched his mansion in 
::"he place of excrement,; 
For nothi.ng can be sole or vlhole 
Th~t has not been rent.' 
A similar serio-comic tone is eX!lressed in Mrs. 'ny-lie's "Let No 
Charitable Hope." 
Now let no charitable hope 
COl1fuse my mind with images 
Of eagle and of antelope: 
I am in nature none of these. 
I vras, being human, born alone; 
I am, 'being woman, hard beset; 
I live be squeezing from a sobone 
The little nourishment I get. 
In masks outrageous and austere 
The :rears go by in single I' He; 
But none has merited my fear, 
And none has qOLd te escaped my snile. 
The poet sa:"s in substance that life is fundamentally serious" but 
that its aus!:;er:i:bJ is relieved by a perception of the conic a.."1d 
ironic lurking behind the serious a:::J.d tragic. 
in~ile this poetic complexity and sincere endeavor by poets to 
reveal many aspects of an experience is tJ'Pical of both seventeenth 
and twentieth century metaphysical poetry, the treatment of experience--
as should be expected--is fundafnentally different. iiJhile the cater,ories" 
"lop:ical" and "psycholoS-ical,1I are perhaps not literaU;{ applicable in 
this discussion" the significant and distinct characteristics of ex-
perielltial interpretation in both l.)eriods do correspond basically to a 
logical-psyc:101ogical polarity. 1 shall cO~lsider these ~cey differences 
brieflyo 
JI 
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-ClOY! i~~ c.ctio:_:., . .:-.~-'c:_ uis.!.-;in:.~~1is;~8:J O,:;tj3811. eta~"':h-,-,sical V-erS0 \,·:}'iC~1 8e81.:s 
-t-J0 ut t=tj' ,;~'tC:~ <~O fe·3:.i.:(J.""·s t::~I' .~.l'lt :;ll,]ct',~[. ... l c :j:~jG :.:;r1".c·sicT .. S aT:c. ... , ro-
c,artie >OC-Gr';-, tla :;-tfLlf-~"ja~.i" action L~;ro~~!iLli:'l!~ i$iD_::' rastir:.:.:' l~.ces for -018 
f'selin. s to ~~.'·~itD.te ·t;~:e,{:lselvc:s.H "··j.\;-iJ1~' tJ:e d5.scussio:n c~ ps:/cholo·':ico .. l 
tur:'J." ;,.id COl~tr::'..3ts ·:. .. H3}laV~iorist (::]etl:~.pI1~'Ts~_Cttl) 'Ter,':]'·] -~,:1.G> associationj.st; 
(rclj;:::.d;ic) '~O,)tr:'-. (P9. 28(i-Jl) 
..... s:i.:-1il~r -Gl~lets]_s is :·-,OSl-l~eu ')Y' ~jliot i:J. :i'Pr;:i6itiorJ. a.n.d t"he TXI.dividual 
'.i.'.:tlel1t. 1f ii..:..;oe·~r:~, is ~cn"~~ ~'- tll:rnill'" loose 0::,; 8:,ot~i.o::!" bu.':'; (:.11 e;r>C':.ps ~(ror.r; 
el:~otio~; it is ~· .. ot t:.1G e:-c>r(3s'sion at (:}erG;)!.:lality·, Gut; ~l'l esc:':"'E:e fro:ri 
nersonL.lit;y. J"::rlt, ').!: eourse, o:11~,- (;~lOS'~'-' 1}>'-J 11D."\T. >.'8rsoLz:~lit:/" ,J.]'I,C. 8~'lO­
"cion. - ~no-\'J ·.;~-[-:..t ~Lt .ao.rs -(;8 -~f/(l2.lt 1J 0 escn-'. ~~ (r0]'1 t~18~.;. ,i l~ei t~-~er _?al1S0~"'1 
nor F.Jl:i.ot, ;t01'i8"\78r, eO:1si.c,.er JGJ~G .iOt.;}~c~.vioris·-cff ~,.r~,d il8..s[~;)ciatio:,v:,i~)-ttl 
an"proacllGS ir: 1"'31;> t:io.,· +;0 '~}lG f..:.is t:i.J.:. 'UiS~LjJ.l·· c:~(). }~:·"cteris tics OI' ~ :,;VGll-
';'z;errt:-: cc:~~-cur>' ~:....r;lt "["~O~i ern 1."1.~' ta n~n~ls i(;a ~L v"crs e. 
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On the other :r~nd, poetic tone seems to :~rovr from the ~oet' s attitudes, 
as expressed directly or indirectly in the poem, toward the reader and 
toward the eleIr.ents of ex.perience being treated in the poem, whether he 
has a role in the poem or merel~ ... seen~s· to a:;Jproach the poetic material 
objecti vel;y-. 
:'\nile a pla:!ful wit rese:'lbling tr.at cf the seventeenth century 
so;-netimes sparkles afainst the ··sual1y so:.evrhat more somber dress of 
modern verse, a romantic irony, spring~ng larr~e1y from the work of 
the ~·rench s~yrnbo!ists and other nineteenth century romantics, is one 
of the most distinct characteristics of i..i'te:".tieth century metaphysical 
poetrye As wit seems related organically to the seventeenth century 
logical structures, this iron~{ seems sini1a.rly related to twentieth 
century pS~:lchologic91 and romantic forms r:tS it often sug~gests a men"Gal 
state of indecision or vacillation, into which no log:ical order has 
been introduced. Thisodern irony ofte,l becoLles almost synonymous 
with the rather unstable emotional attitude of the "disillusi:.med 
intellectual t! of the twentietl century "1-;e.s,ce land" who self-pj. tyingly 
turns in upon hi!i1self. While this use of irony adds almost inuneasurably 
to the sensitiveness and com:?lRteness of the ?oet's account, j.t basically 
indicates a rejection of life, or perhaps an amused, cynice.l tolerance 
of liPe that dallies with the s tuff of hmnan eyperience. 
In brief, metaphysical poetrJT--and. :indeed most poetry--in the 
seventeenth and twentieth centuries s}OY,S an exceptional subtlety 
and complexity in its projection of h'LLrtan e::)crience, but t'·is ex-
pression 1:ec8mes Lndamentally different in the 90sitive, boldly emo-
tiona1" vJitt~T verse of the sevel1teent:: c6nt:ry lO'.nd in the rather nega-
tive, inhibited, subjective and ironic poetry of the ;odern period. 
These characteristics may be brou;~ht out more clear1;)' in an examina-
tion of two basically similar poems treating a poet's wooing of his 
r ,< 
i 
tt 
.i.8.a ~[e ;)ut 1'!orld enou'll, a!~d tiile, 
~'Lis co;'ness, ild;" -"ere :.0 cr:L:1e, 
.. e \"()1.1.1d sit C:OTT!1, al-:d ·;.~rl··~i1:1~1.: ~d~'icL 
To ~-.. ro..l.k" <'i~6. ~.;6_SS Ollr 10"'78'8 Ca2". 
:i1J.·LO'i} ";J:" t!'lO Il:.(·;,~L~u'"2- 'f\ll::e;3 t side 
31~o1)_1(~ r ~3t rt.1bies fine.: I ~:/" ti_:3 "cide 
or =iUl,1'.Jer ;cId cor:::)laL'i. I ':;0 nId 
l.J:o"\le :Y"OU -'cell ~~'\ .. ~8.' S i .. ;31'or3 t}'LO :.1.:1000., 
~'.nd ;"01.1 should, if :,-on pl,.38,;:;0, refuse 
i.rill the cor.nrers iOYl of tlJe J'e~.;G; 
.~ v<;;G·:.a'Jle 10','0 sl1oi)lci TOW 
Vast~r thar.. eT:liJircjG and or3 slm:; 
:1.:'.1 l~undreQ ;"ears should Co to pr,-~ :;_se 
illi}le e:~es, a~QL, 011 tb;/ <-'I"!rGhsar) c~c.ze; 
T .. ro hl1l1Cl red to adore eac h or'cas t, 
~:.~i:: -ZJ tLirt.. t:1ousa ncl to t~l'::3 rGG t; 
.ii.-:'l ~::·.0 2.t lsast to eV"JT2.' :t)art, 
t~j.1d the last a~'e shoulc;, sLon :-01.1T 'leart. 
~-I'or, l~:.d~;-" ~ au ccser\To t~,_is s-GD.te, 
.0',' ',W1'..ld .c love at lo,/cr :'0. te. 
Jut at !~(~'. "'..;acl: I al'r,a:./s iles;.r 
'J:~:Je IS 'wincao chariot ;mrr;,ci::l~; r,eur, 
_cue. :,roncior a:;.}:)r:dore us lie 
~')eS(3rts of' vast (3ter]~:i.~!~. 
T1(';" lJe8.1J.-G:,"'" ~~~:::J..l1 110 :_~ore :JG fOU1.:d, 
or, iy~ "tl1Y i.-_~ar.-Jl'3 1/i.:"1, .. l t, 8~~8..J.l 801.1.110 
_ ~r ecl1oin._~ SO'(~C.: tllG!l -~clorL1S s1o .. .:J.ll try" 
il~.la t lone; preserved vj_r.~ :i.::~.:!_ t:,-·, 
_~~ld our (~Ua~rlt llonor tur11 to dust, 
'.J1.C .:_nt.o ~ls:-:.es 8,ll'~lY lust: 
~lle /rc. ... vo's 2. fi:ce 8.r:(: ::ri'\.;-c.te :-1.3.001 
:~l..:: t ].10::JG, I thinl: J (~O ·c !_cre e:-.1bra co. 
0"'..- ~~~'~·.l.er<L'ure, ~,;vb.iio tl""..e ~-'·OE·l;}-lful l.ue 
,Ji (;f5 Oi., th:- sLiE like .;;or:ci·<: de\i. 
;_2'10. n1lile tll~c '.li11i:1..- S 01)1 +;rans~,ires 
... :..-G Ov(]I-:,;T ~-J'oro '.:JitL. ir.l.stB.:'J.t fir!3f3, 
:01"/ let us SI~lort us Tl~~il3 -~-,re ~'f:\~, 
.· .... 2:1Q ~'~o\:·:" =-i~-ce 8.~ ~()r~yj~~S Jirc~G of pre:r 
_';:.!- t:,er &. t once our ti,';e devour, 
1'1!.a:~~ lan.;' .. :"'.is}l in : _is slo1v-c>fl:?ed pOl!ler. 
Let 1.1.S roll all o,u~ scren,~:·tl~ ami all 
Ciur s"(.'.rG0t:t:~3SS 1J~~' i:1..!vo o:n.G ~)c111J 
.J.·~::::d ·teD"r ot~r rl~~:as1}r':Js 'i,.rit ~ ~o·!l:h strii'8, 
:.!:]lro:l~;ll tLe irO:t1 [~ates of life; 
~111UG, t]lOU~~~. -::,-0 cctllnOt :·~a~.:e our SUll 
0tt:~:lG S till, ~tet -\/i6 1.i 11 1~a1:e l~i= r:..:~ .• 
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coalesce so s1)ccessfully as in tris piece, ai:ld it is eas;, to find here 
what E 1:. ot in his essay, "Andrew Harvell," alluded to as "tough reasonable-
ness beneath a slight lyric grace." 
This "tough reasonableness" is s'-en in some measure jn the strict, 
syllo:-istic loCic of the l)Oem' s organization andprogression. In his 
premises, the !"oet tells of his love ';:,-ic~l he would like. to cultivate 
and express throurhout the world for all time, but he hears !I'l'ime's 
winged. chariot" and recalls that :~othil1g lies ahead but "deserts of vast 
eternity." Therefore, he concludes, lot ,'.s love while we may and roll 
all our strength and sweetness "up into one ball." The poet is faced 
with the "problem" of enjoying the full measure of i'ds abundant love--
considering the J:1..arror limits of a mortal life span and the coyness of 
mortal women--and presumably solves the enigma in overcoraing his mistress's 
objections in a forceful appeal to a carpe diem philosophy in the closing 
stanza. 
Indeed the cogent logic of this organizational structure und(~ubted-
ly contributes to the deeply-felt emotione,l power of the poem and to 
the compellinf~ conviction of the poet's appeal. A dynamic directness 
characterizes i,=arvell' s address to his Llist::-·css as he refers to a love 
tr.at takes on heroic proportions e.s he alludes to all lands and all-es, 
and as he makes a frank plea for sensual pleasure. :':ie mentions unabasbed 
his ovm "lust," and there is an ahnost ruthless vitality found throughout 
the la.st stanza as }~e spea'(s of the 'li:1stant fires" at every pore, of 
"amorous birds of prey" de-v-ouril:g time, a:::ld pleads for pleasures torn 
'Iwith ro'-'.gh strife!! from the hard, 1.1nyielding exigenoies of life. Par-
ticularly significant is the fact that the piece ends on a note of OD-
tin;ism and acceptance as the poet rids i'imsel£' of his longinr:s in pre-
senting the forceful logic of his plea ,send in emrisioning a cOrD.:[llstely 
\ 
f \ 
satisfying amorous triumph. Needless to sa~,r, the inhibited modern 
poet usually does not foresee a similo.r success. 
The intense seriousness of the :;.::oet's appeal is accented by the 
wi tty levity and teas"Lng irony in references t~ the worms that will 
destroy "that long preserved virginityll and tc the fine privacy of the 
grave--where none embrace. There is also a certain tongue-in-cheek 
humor in the allusions to his coy mistress's "willin?: soul, It and to 
his own "lust. II ':tore fertile wit is seen in the references to the 
"veget8ble love, II the brilliant metaphors of "Time's winged chariot" 
and the "c~eserts of ·vast eternity,11 and the closing conceit on the sun~ 
as well as in the exa'·fSerated gallantries of the first stanza. This 
use of wit and lifht satire increases the sense of convincing reality 
con .. veyed by the piece and provides a broader, more sympathetic basis 
for communication. 
A quite different, twentieth century cult~~e is seen reflected 
in a poem about a modern poet-wooer, Ransom's tlTriur:lph." 
Athens, a fragile kingdom by the foam, 
Assumed the stranger's yoke; but then behold how meek 
Those 'mbred Caesars grew, 1';ho spent their fruits of Rome 
For eYer after, tr:!ing to be Greek. 
I too shook out my locks like cne born royal; 
For she dissolved in tears and said my barbarous name, 
And took my oath, she was so piteous s.nd loyal: 
Vote the young Caesar triumph, spread his famel 
But oh, I find my captive vv8.s not caught. 
It was her empty house that fell llefore my legions; 
Of where her soul inLabits I have conquered naught; 
It is so far from these my Ra:ma.n regions. 
This little poem ot" exquisite subtlety is constructed around two 
interlocking psychological m"taphors de')endil1.g much more for their 
success rpon a delicate web of connotation than upon a logical pattern. 
Althougr. it is im.personal in tone~ it is interesting as one of the few 
first-person poems vrritten by Ransom. In 0.Gscr:1.bing his relationship 
with his beloved~ the poet deals in his house-occupant metaphor with 
II' 
the philoso.hical relation of the body and soul, and again with the 
historical relationship of Rome and 8reoce--indeed an am_'le share of 
metaphysical intellectualism for one three-stanza love lyric. 
There is no attempt to resolve a :9roblem~ and if the Goet really 
feels very deeply about t is matter~ he is reluctant to express his grief 
in a very forthright fashjon. The piece is not characterized by a con-
vincing deep emotion and a call to action~ but by a ver~; sensitive net-
work of subjectivism centering around the contrasting connotatioLcS of 
Greece and Home, the poem's mood of rather apathetic resignation~ and 
its tone of self-inclusive irony. The relaticnship l:etween the two 
lovers is no':' stated so directly as in "To His Coy Eistress"--but much 
more compl'?telye As Rome conquered '-reece and was ~ret unable to under-
stand the spirit of her art and mores~ so hore the poet posseases the 
cody of his mistr€lss~ but cannot feel t~J.nt he to'J.ches her sO\ll' with 
his own. She is as LtheYls~ a "fragile lcin.o:dom bi the foam~" and it is 
interesting to note the delicate connotations of "foam~" as opposed to 
those of S1..'cb words as "ocean II or "sea." The poet's Roman occ,":: pa tion 
is referred to in allus ions to the "str:'nger' s yoke~" "barbarous name," 
legions~ Caes8.r~ triumph and fome. '.rhe so'.l· of ~is msstress has fled, 
however, and now occupies a home vmich he Crulll0t conquer because it is 
so far from his "l=(oman regions~" so far removed from his less spiritual, 
less sensitive way of life. i;~Tith a culthT9.ted drawing room taste, the 
poet seems to dall~T with his feelings and to leave much unsaid. The 
reader is impressed by a mood of numb hopelessness suffusing the poet's 
meditations from the first lines to the end of the piece. 
The self-conscious, ironic tone ,[Thicr: contribut~s a variety and 
complexity to t}'e texture of the poem is €'ten more apparent. An atti-
tude of tongue-in-cheek good humor is of COl:rse found in "To His Coy 
'\ \ 
" 
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of :-.is : !istress, lilc0 II, ;'rs.ile J:in,::6cc: b~r the foaL," '·:~'-o, Hao ri ""cous 
and. 10;)'(01.1," ';,-:"0 ftcli8sob:od in teal~s.l ,:'-u(; sc.i6 >is "·~:;.rDc,rous n8.~:.;e.1I 
Tl18 poet, like a sOl)hiE;i;ic~~teC: conversa tioEalist, see:-s reall~' ;-lore 
concernoc, .... /i tll the '-,anner in i-;l'i al.. he turns a ,['0 li srced phras e in rela t-
:;::lex c.'.ne;. robust, 'creat:lont of e:xerie::.ce, ~i.s in Donne's "i:,. -,a1edictiol":.: 
In the neo-ale.ssic Deriod 8T':otion "liiaS pro-
jected y,i t! a 'rand sweep and si'r:plici ty and. an a tte:,pt ,las often ;':;ade 
i 
t 
./ 
occasi: 
teentl ce:::.tt1r~( concern for t::e :: nott:' co::-.::le~:i ties oj:' GXl'eriej~ce -[;0-
a stjrr5.n::.: up of i'-eelin 'S rather thU:l 8. ~;ol'e (,irec-c c2.t'cul'tic Ep:~roc.ch 
pr2ssio"s to 'ot so:,et>in;: Hoff }::i.s c: est, II so to speal:, exists in 
Goe GOl~le tl1e bodias :"~"..~-3~)t 
uFl-.'oJ:: a tl1.ar21:el:;'sse arr~;.~lt, 
YGare :f.-~ot to tC8.cl: t~'12 '~~,-:;s t 
tL.c trutl1 sLall ~"':Ie tll~t 1r:',rr~~r::.t: 
:}oe S 2.j~ee :,: r~0GDs J:'l}St (ie, 
.1:1.,' -Gc ':~~.G eOl.11't it ;10'l18s, 
8 .. ~l(, shill-3S :ilco rott~'L;- -;.-OOl~, 
,-,a~;- to t:\'3 c}-"~_rc\ it 2~-_01':8S 
-' n ts 'OO(~ J C..YH.} c"'.o th riO 0 O(~. 
J:.J':' C>u.re>:. ~;":'-_'f 0o~_'!rt r8 j .;J.;', 
tl'c~:"; i >Ofe -~>_G:: "t.!o c> <~J:_o lie. 
~'GIJ_ ..:.~ot8]Y:j[-j.t:-·s t~~!.3~~:- li'ie 
c~eJ~:lll __ ~ 'b:- ot)-~_ers t:,.c-cioTI, 
:0 t 1,;ved unlos s t: e; !~ i ve, 
~_).o-c strol~:~~ buJe b~/ af~.'ectioD .• 
If ..:~otel1te_tGS re "1:.-, 
~:i vo ,.-'otentu t8S the lie., etc. 
It is seell in 
~:'OllC. T;O~:.:S'\'!l, "~"I}iic~-~ -.. ·(.~'l11d. 'sJc :lG.V'3 t:~:"3i :';USbU~lcl die, 
...:·~,J.ld ::""et co!:.pla,5_n tst 02.' : .j.s ~.Ir88"t jeulos:i.e; 
If sYfclr.e -.-l'i t~l o::-so~:, }-lee lC-~,r ir~. }"lis 10..s1,.l ::cc:, 
c 0 \.~'2 rod, 
Dro.:~lil1~~; l:is ~r~~[\.t}l, ~:'j~8 t}1ic~',: e.lld sLort, 0_3 car_~. 
~':;8 ::li:-,"lJl::::st 8rOC\:3tir..{ .~ ~.'!_si ti2..~.·' ... 
::-:e8..(::' ' .. ·it;-c lOs.tltso:-:e yo::itil1:~ to Srue 
;.=-is nOt~lJ out 0:' one' ell, ii:to 3. :,e.ew, 
::-C .. c.c (~.88.i--'8 Y:i-c~:_ l~:is l~oor2 ~:ir: .. (r~·~cl3 >:.o· .• li:2,~~ CI':!_,3S, 
=:Gz:,_j.:'·l ~.-:it> ~~01, ~'Oci,<r:t(~ teo..1"ss, ~~3a-c Ie, ~J.ciJG, 
Th.ou. 1'!o'~_lc: 'st y:ot -~'.'et3rG, but joll;-·, f2.y.~d frolic>-Ej 
__ .s c SJ.[l~<;e, ·i,~;-::.ic~·· to ~-',Orr(Y:i ~):'"ol)lG 'oe i'rGG; 
J_'et '~<I'eep 'st t:101.'_, '~)ha~2 t:·cou se.:st ~,:i'r' }~J.11\ erl~...­
~j~·!D.llur:J . is o"'~"r:)e 6e2 .. t11., l~Ge.rcs-~a~::e jealo\,1,s::'e. 
T!'1Cl"O is a ':)reG:: \',-;1ere C})'OSG2~. ~~'G[}.rls ~o s'well l 
~:'n.e ~?e~-.~cra, :-.. er el8~'I0""~ri:n_ to:··<~17.·~ GotlJ (t",0~_1. 
·.~~.0se, .::;,~l(= ':,:1<3 "loriot!s =:rC)1_-~ol:'~or:,~, >er G:lj.l~. 
~~~: L'~~~ ~~s t~~~/.:~~:~(~~2 ~i-;1~2;~O-;~':~;l;~~ -Jotv.e~i8 
c= 0-(; oZ' tVJO IJo~r6i";3, b;.:~3 t·.~,-o Loves the 118S ~~S ) 
,:)i.:~ccecds [l bovnd leGS se~, but ::-I~t tr.cine ~~)1"e 
30;:"1.0 :!~Sl[l.J:ld :"'1010s }l:l::- sca~tered -!.j~13.r0 c;.escr::·· 
.~ ,.ne:. ,;e. il ill:- Jco-::n::l.r'c:_s Ler ~Ylc~j.C~, i:~L th;) t "trIa:' 
.:)]:.<1.11 at Lcr j:'&..ir ~~-:;J.f:~rt:;.e:'· ·'·D .. ~TeI1 5t~'..J~; 
~}"'oP'_':- t:::erJce tl'le clirrer!t ~9 th2,'" i~ilot Ll€~d3, 
~-et ore tl10V. be -~:~1'3re tl~Lot;. ~-i'::r~lds-'s 'U8 e:";l;J8.:- f d, 
·.·.j~"}_Ol1 sL.f.l t 1)"V"\o:n anot~~:el.~ ~~O:r8S-t set, 
.. }:.8~"'f; l':1~n;;~ ,)tipY;l..z .. e~:, c_1J.d -- () _~-:·Gr~:;}lc.~r gC1J. 
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1he s-Gcete::o:::.t; 0":: deep feelin s ar.d. ;:e:r:;al tur:10il is ::::?yr::;icnlarl~7 
GI: .. t8 ve:i( r18, c011tr2vr~Tes :.-~e::;t ill one: 
1::."co.::s ta?:c~; nm,a t;n'all~: hatll b8~~Ott 
~- cons taEt habit; tLa tr.LeE i liJ:)uld ~lot 
J: ch;'Y:.,:;e in vanes, 8.),(: ::"n dov')-\::.iCP$. 
"~s ~il1~~_:orous is n~.- co,~l::;ri tiona 
,.\,1.3 r~:,- pro P11~-~i.:e LO"l're.t and. ~;.:~; so one .Lorgo tt : 
..• s riulin,'l:- C: ::'3 te:1per'c:_, coll~ c,rG hott, 
... :"'8 prE\'~···irl;~, 6.8 :,~ute; c~s ~Lnfir2.ite, as :!:.orle. 
2: cl~lrst ~.o-t ·ViC1·J >e&l.:er. :.1"'e8·CerlLa:~~; 8.1:"':: -Lo (~_D..~~," 
In ~>·rc',.~i·ers, ~rlc~ :l'l[~tterin:'~ 3~::;e8.cl:..es I c01}rt :~od: 
" 
• .. 
\ 
10 ~ ~orrO"fN i c.:.u3.~:e "il:~ til trUG feuro oil' is rod. 
:..; 0 ~~.~~.;- de-I,rop t fi ~ts CO?·: e c.l.td ~: .. :o ::IT.-a:; 
Li~=G 8.. .I'P. .. l~t[~S ti q ue l.'!.£:~ue; sv. ... ·o i;ili3.. t :lere 
71":.oso are :-.::! :::,~:;st G.a:.'e!3, ·:.ILe21 I sr:.a:ce viitr.'. feare. 
I strl'c:: tile oC)ar(~, e.YlC} 01':"(, _~o .~rc,; 
I '0 iLl. 8."8l'occ6. 
. ,... 
pJ..1.:.,3 • 
. L.:(~OSC ~~:..) j~;ie -,-'.ril:de~ hS l~::"'~_'e us s"LC'rf.~. 
cllall· I ~e still i!' sui t·{ 
1.:.1.':8 I :no Lar.'.:;st QU';:; e, t::8rn 
To let '-.8 "81auci, aYle. ".at }':)s-[;o1'e 
.. ~:,[,t I hc.ve lost ';,'i th corciiall f'nut? 
i: :re1'sonal. 
.•. 11 
" li,G.ori , 
:such 
verse 
or~ a 
, .. :,.0 loved in niser:-, 
But h~.d ':.:r,~e,t :~lG8.sure ",;it" 2. lc~d 
,.hat i. loved bodil:.-. 
~··\lil'l~~:~ll(~j: i)ro; ~ l:is ar}r.~S }. la;):~..:I1ed 
J.1 0 t~:ilL: ~. is P8.0Sio:-~ rnlch 
1.:8 fa:r:eiec.1. t~l.8.t I ~~,~a"'f\Te t'. sov.l 
iJic1 but our -:Jodie::; touc}-~, 
-"lid 1a1.:.::;11c0. u::~o:n llis -oroCtet to tLinl: 
Joa~t :).,\re ·Qee.st as mlle{'_ 
s~;rcn:~th of rersonc.1it: of' the Jor~e pieces quoted ",:Jove • 
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.(t '_1 Ool vj,G is t;;- '-~. i1 eVG:n:i.r.;::: 
and intense 8l'.otiGl1al qualiti:;s of t',:; 3eVG~cte0::1tl cent"lr:i verse s.noted: 
.:::; tOrJl,GG b:r the little OU tteri8S of an .... pril :ni -:.ht 
j."if..SSiO?lf:l..te :)8irt~~ the csse1lce or t~;e 1"iielc:_, 
S h.o···'lc. thl') te;'~·8·srt~.b18 T.'P.lls of t~· e crl.~I.201ir."~J pris o:c. y-ielci'i 
LEe: ()~l:,eL u]: Ler tre:..:..::n:re to -';;0 '::-'irs t cIa-,ciorous J::ni.::,ht? 
II 'j:.l.is is the ;,:c.d ::2~oon, ar'G. ::,us t i. S1}rre:--lc~er c.ll? 
If 11<3 ~cut ['oS:': it.., I s}-lall. u 
\ 
.1 
I ' 
I 
I '. 
I 
1 
I 
\ 
for 
-'- v 
.! .L 
..L :;_ 
, , 
-VIle 
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l: .. is 
;",1ic:~illson tW6ntietL 
eler:'2nt in the ~'oetr~' of the 01'8 .• it is of' course closely :.:1.ssocictec1 
.J 
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uf' the scrawled l"aT~e jon Itil.. . alec~:~ctio-
istress." ~l. v3.riet;:c- 01 
teenti] conbJ.r;---8. c:: is ti::c.ct car': of' t};E~ 2.-8. 
'[f! is 
_ .ar;.-: ot"'.-G -~~}~is :(1:3.3., Li::'C ~.~~;t:-C~,. ir.!.. t~ is 
.. _01"[ little t- c.t v:l:ich ileop cen:c1st :;'.8 is; 
It sucl='d ?-_~G L'irst, ar~,~ ~.~.OT~· ;3V,C:.C t12-ee, 
~.:,~6 in t>.is flea our '~liO bloods nin,~~)ed be. 
~10'L1 l;:noi.<j 'st t~:;'l·~ t~ is call1lot be sc-tic1 
.... .,. sirl, Tior sl~~l-G, r:.cr·loss o.[·--.aidor:.Le,~cl; 
~-8t t~L:i.S enjo:,."s ~~eloro it 1:.700" 
"_LC :£..::per'd, G1':011s wit~·_ blooe :'.ad.e 01- two, 
-,._1"l(~ t~ .is, ~.~I~ .. s, j.s "";ore t>a;~. TTC \'to~.~lc1 do. 
C sta;;, '[~hree lives in 0'18 fle8. S'l'~, 
.. ::-81"'0 ~,;8 al: .. ost, ~.:·G?--. ~ ore t:'Ft~ ".:.~.rr=_ec. :3·.re. 
';:~is rIGa is :"'or~ c~r.:.G I, ,J.11cl tl-:is 
:"'1J..r . ~::.~ J."ri.&G0 ;Jec;. s.nG. ~.-:tJ.rria~'e te.' .... :)le is; 
:110~:'~:~l ~:ar3 'lts Grv ..(~c.e, n::.:( ~.-O1.~~ ;::8 f ra :·~.et 
...... ]1cl cloist':)r'( :~.D. tl1(?Se li"\riI: ~-'~:::_lls c:' !~~?t. 
~::. o~-~G:> .. :76e =-:.a}.,:e :-0'_1 8.]J'~ "GO ~ .. il1 :::18 ~ 
]Je'~ :lot to -;;:~c..t;, sC}.f-:-~llrc~Gr :..:.c2l~e~l ;)6, 
_.l.:1(,_ sacriJ.e·;;(~: tl-!.ree Si2..1S irl l:il:~in.: ~.:;l~roe. 
,,~'~orGin c'))··ld ·~-;~.is ;'-'1-3£'. =~t::tlt:>;" :,:8, 
.I:,~C9·- "'; :Ll:l -S:: ::~t dro;. ~~ .. -~. ic~'! i-e s;.:~C:·:I( .:;ro~~ <:;; .. Ot3 
-~-a'~~ -G:;ov~ trit"~~-'-~~l>'si;, i:J&~:_~tet t~J:l'~ t··~ou 
.... ··'i:i.1dts .. ;~ ~coJ_~ -cJ-:~-s01:: r:.O~ ::3 t:~e YJea].-er ~~O'l:}. 
rj~:i_s tr~_~e. ;-,~ 8}-: lst;\,rn ~10'.I ~~~_ls8 fears ~e: 
(.T'ust SC ~IJ:Cl1 }'~.oP.or, 1'::~e:;: -:";~·.i.Ol~ :"ielc~rs";; "CO ;"'.3, 
-.j.l1 ":"!8.ste, as t>is ~leo.'s CCf'.tl-:. -GJo~c l:tfe tr(Y: t::G3. 
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tmi tes the serions--if not quite the s~:j;J.i::::o--am: t}'8 riclicl'lo1J.s. ,-ov,-
:21es, 
.:uch oi' tl:e TeOerl'S c'isti:lcth-e a::)80.' li0s i;:) its livel~', sDontanCo1.ls 
~;oocl spiri ts--so diff'erel:t fro':] the li terar:,' ~"recio:}srj:3ss 0::'" )';nch ::10(101'n 
I 
! I 
I'd t~: spri::;htly St:r'rj.ses as, at first, the fusion of the lovers' "01000 
poet's flexible loCic an even stronger ar,'Ul'1Cmt for t~is union. Quch is 
the nature of S07enteellth oentllry 1vit in 'which the i,:::ea of the inherently 
poetic nElS,ns vir'(;l,lall~! noti:ir..,:;, and t!10 poet's esser:tic.lly intel10ctual 
"" 
, 
') 
I • 
• 
0:: s a-vcn s 0 ~.l:le ts • 
JD~l ~iT~~~?~~ to ~ 11 ·t~:)31. t ",vi 11 is rli.r~ll: 
1':1~~.t 8.11 l;'ic'; ~:" In:;'~is is [.lJ.sY:;r~'Tf; Gre 
.:~ .. ic=: cr .... l:l~ot Gi.n ,:.:...:(~c. :r.)t ,21.11 Si~::1S T-:':.~Gt 'J9? .. r, 
d, icll CB..l"llJO-C die, ~" (j"t r~an::t.ot Cl"::.t1.8C l)uJ(; (~ic, 
.wO .::'~d.t]liCo'd ",ir ;iil, :"ie 1.(',;" hh'se:Lf to lie 
I 1" .. rris O~1 i:l t·:l:;{ .{C); -:'J; ~~ .. r~d t;-_OU": _ lle t;l:.ere 
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A'.n 'Ct;.!:8 T':O sin. ;1, or t;'; ou it :;i ·;:e. ;Tet he 11 i I!O',l.r. 
TaJ.:e:1 :.~-·r.Jr~ t:'~ence, flesh, ~~j:r;.ic:··r deat~hrs i'orce ~.la~.; trJr. 
_~ro o~- tl:o npller3s ti~~l"-3 YJ:':~S cro8.."i:;::?(, tLou 
d;::'.S t i:l llis l~i116, 1,-,!l:.0 :,;3 ~:l:T ;:;. or.. ~1¥:c.(~ o=,"ot>'Gr, 
.i/~·.O~"1 t:'.OlJ. cO)J.cei-v'st, ~(l~·lCGj.-v""C:; ~~eD.., t:_01l :-:~rt llOVI 
_j~~'l~l.i e.J_.:erl;3 !t~aJ=er' a:L1Cl t11~l ?:.;.t~_:crts :-~10t110r; 
,i,~lOU 1st Ii t in dar~:. and Si-lUi..-t I st La littl'3 rOOm 
cloister'd in th-," (~,]ar ";omb. _< ___ ~ __ ~. __ ~'4 • ____ _ 
The chL';}f 
-:-1, .~ 
v ... .Lv co. '--lex e:~cuse :"~or 
'\ 
, ( 
! 
I 
\, 
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l'''C:J..C: c,r f .s c~-:o~:i. 0:: 
GorO:,1':;,11 
10, icc..~, 
orGsrin;' his t'i'1':L1. 
Ja ~=,ur ·3 SO~t -v'Jtt."C'3rs f'r0"ctull S;~t~ t &..J.ve-.. ~.:, 
= t:·~ou -_)It, if ~L cO·~1.1d dra~1 ~.~.~;- ~;iai~l,3s J 
J.ll"-ru:.~~): 'C'1~':~3S iTJ~,atiun, I sho:~"!.ld tl10·:.~ alla~/. 
Cl-r~~Gf jrou~)' .. -~ to iJ.1..1J::ucrs e~l.:lr..ot ~oc so f~.Lerce, 
J?or, Le t~~,~c;s it, -~:;l:.Qt .2ot;;erG i-t in. ·V'drse. 
i:ns -c.::.nce,· ca:-;. oe of lo~;icC;,l, 
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use n .. '.-:it; in the -(;"\,0 c()l1turiss CaL be fur"c:.·lGr illustrated in a CO;:1-
~rG • 
")ro(~l:c 1vhoS8 ctrea.,<8 so ::r(;;:;.,.i~, so ·.-·~ood, 
/'.S loved, "k·.S ho:r::.ol1red, co's ,; .:.'1006: 
.J:OS3 :;8..1~~:~es.t tl1Js . -t~GC.s d'!.J"elJ~ 1}.pO:::, 
ore "3>[;.}:, t>eir 01·.~r. elicol1.; 
-~C:2"'e (.it 18~~.~;t:-L, 118..t": ,'~18~sl~;' fop.nd 
,,- (i t:.i ,)t; ~'{". S ;~r.t,~·:e iJ.:'1Qer ~.~r O~ '11(:.; 
.... c~a~.:1';~~ilG lr .. is lO"\TGd ~js~r:_~.":C:·'; 1:011 dr~,r 
~~1'3 ~J~:;e~; ~·i:~.t}~ ..!cheir ~~enrCG Burr1:,'. 
'c
11::.e two ::tre e-
cn.e 
~ 
I 
of 
oc. ro:~;t ~'-on if~ ··~O:..~~I-.~,' dSP,-clj 
~··l~.L ;)1 S~3J _J,~d sen.u ;'.""OL: 8\;;.:28l·, }'~02-~8 t'J ,':\J(' 
If :. Ot:, 8~re or11:\ 016: 
• ;O(~ c~'re ;ovr colcl, 
.!.) . 
.Lv in 
01' t1'.o oe -:.::i tter cold .. ·:'ic;' ";)i:1.clS th:3 (~eacl. 
controlleti lo~o oi 
G 6}18:J 0 .... 
, 0 
. , 
-'-~ 
t:;Le 
lo c' 
- '-' 
II '.1.'0 ,: Ceu in the 
~Ol1113 r S 
ill. i 1;8 
rs:.--
;;08n, 
" . 
C8'\Tl ce in is the '('un on !leold, II 
'ested 0:' deser:;ed G.t icl-
20etic iron;,;", TThich 
I , anCG~, so to s~eak, 
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irojJ.~7" , 
~:"~-.,,.C('.·.','.''\!_I'''''.·l·' (""'~-::-"."." .. "",.,._ .• :-1 A.",C"-I ..~,' '0"1.','.,.' "_. ·,_,1 •.. ·,Cll,_~ ." .. :;,.1 ',0 'l' C '~'·''''C~ ",'';:~ '")'rr~ ,-le'l7'].' "''''8 u<'ecl 
_.... _ v _ ..., _ _ ...., ' .... } _..I.. ~ ~ ........ ~ _ ,J<.... .J .... ~ ... 4. _ .!... v,·.. V ~. " '-".... u 
l:~~;[\]_---;-O(~:-;7~~·~c-rj~ties- i-i.av~~--~li~s-;lls73e:··'-~~~~~J;j~-~-iio·~~-,--8.1 t}1.o-;-Gh 
so~ 1·3t;:. ~es 3::~:~"IJ.'J~·in.-~ -!:;1l(~ ter--' so t- ;;;, t it ij~C~L-16.8S t:-28 GOl1.CCF)t of 
vlit ~.S T:el~ .• 
I •. :'. ~)ie~ ::~rds, e)::~·lair.~:l~r:~-_~ ~L,:,:·:-",t i- ~l:plse3 ~-.e.~,r '!'3 or,~;2..T_iz.·'~r· ~)~. 0'::-
C~L"J . .',.si'Jll or ir.:.cl··~~:;i'~:1 (t:'.:.e j_ro~:ic ~·-_:e-G:;.o;j.), C"S~~;"~r'GS 't}"~9.t tl-.lis irQllic 
ne(i~J.ilibr:'r:~-.! of 0') ased i.~jrulC'3,sil ~-19.:.- ,J8 t>e a,_ r(YI}11G-~-12~1J. 0:2 -'cl~e 
-.os.!c vr; ... lui.:'.ol,:: 8.'~st!~Gti·c e:cJGri(~.llC3S.ft (-Ir·i·'·1c~"':1,~s 0:£";-'1 ita ·, ... -4.r""- [Jri._·~_-i_~_::'_s .. ~:~& 
pp. 247-2.::3.) - ~-:::: .... --, - ,.; -- -=-.~~ -_." 
G:_3a12t~.: .,-~',roo~:s ~'.:\S follo~.'led ~ .. ic::{~_rdGrs 18~d '::vl~,C~ .,J~.·,"'h.~si;~{3(' she 
i _·'.:or"c,,),,l"' C e ol' ;:,,~1 ff ::. r011i C C OJ.":-ce': .,~ ... : 1..:;,. t i ,~~,:i.u i.~': c:" r~:;::i. s ti c 8:~' -,rG S S i o:n" .: \tG}l 
·.7~i-cil1 a::'1 :::8 _a::, ft~.~o-~es for ~J.. ~"{G\li S 3d, =_is ";'~or:/' of ~'n,"lis b_ 1.'0 etr~', I. Yl11i c11 
ioil'L"cS ou-~ tl-~G ·~·--.c.~or ar~PG&ral:CGS irl "';l1;_.'~lis:_ li~t8rS:..-:~1J.r,:; '.;1' j_rortc con.-
l;:ras-Cs. ( . .'o(,cr:,1 .,-o··.~-::;r~,' .::l.iJ( -'cile ~'rs..G.i·:;:ion). 
i-vor .) 2.~:.·S-8"1;3 -rt~~-~rc --~b"'o- ·:irol1:--ie-s-~t·s:-: '.'~?i:;_ -::;:'let:ea =-1.. ._;..~ ·t~~,J It dou;Jle 
~-:.::'O 0 cl • H 
CClli.'U8<3C.: ·-~~.~:.::'·l~=:i.ll 2.!1.(!. in(~aeisi:J!~, aT:cl SD.~,- :8 :ts -C~-~t:~'0 ':-:, oe~ 
::GCC[3.:::.r:- ~ro:.~:_c !fSp.;Jtl ... ~··_c-Gio:;.J.Q!t -. ::l()r~ ~=:'-:·rGssi}_-~. :j_:-·'lC3~'_~'. 
a:-;c~ ~~~~-5.~c_~ .. ' H '.3.1e .. -4:-;:' cri:~-:'01,:,-Cc~1 Jcl-:aol in ~ oC:;Jrl:. __ -oG·;::;r:;·,'1 
( r ·' "l' -'-" 'T].' SY" ~. .1-.,.. V~1.. V I. ..... 
'-"-1 ,'- -:~'\'"'"" 
,'J::- (.)-UtJej 
j 
\ 
is 
O J> J. 
also l'o'mC'. 
lovell 
[1.,':) 
to 
1'10"0,61'S int':mded for 
ro~ .8.~tics. 
of 
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relL,v8 f~)r 
ic~·. l~e cO:1cras ts '·is 
IYl the 
GL.urC}l-
inclusive 
;"orrr~ ill 
is, 
} 0 ~.'lnl1."~r::r ~~c~~'~jrati:)~~s tr"·3~1.(~_ t~lee d8"\dJJ.; 
_~:le VOiC{j 1 I~e8..r t:-:is ~:;s-s8i::J.~' :·"~i.~_·>t ~-.ra..s heard 
I11 ~~ I.~ci8r:t c~~a~, <; b:; e_.~pe ro:. ... ~;.ncl c lOl,'7Yl: 
.,;.-'crl".8 .. s -1.;LG self-sar:le [3or4; tr£L -t fOtlrlQ. D. ~-.c. ell 
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~~~ro:-1:b. -t;Le saG. L.eart of _-£.u·~l-.:., ,,:.v:-:G).I, ;3 :1.01: for _'J7J\3" 
:):-:.0 s ·t()OC~ ill tears t..1.i ,iC'~. JC»J c..lien C0r:r1.; 
~5.3 3i..J<e tl,·:·.':~ oft-i::;=·~.·:.t3S l~atl: 
C:·~.c~r~J'd l[:\.,~:~LC c~~se~.:;~·-Cs, OPG:_-~i11 Oil ·s}c .i.'ca:~1 
(j1" ·~)'3ri lou::,) seas, 11"1 fJ.·-:jT.~T 1[:;":1c.f3 i""'0rlorl1. 
~~10rlorl1. 1 -t;] :3 \:Br. :':orci is li~ce 8. :)811 
:"'0 toll Y';i3 Gac}: :t'ro:--, -t~;ee -co ;;,~- sole s311 
.. d:"LeuJ t~~G J.;~rlc~;;- ca:rJ.l1o:~ e: .. G2'.-C so "1,;eIl 
.,:..) ::;'_8 : . .::> i::.. .. J:td to do, t=~;C'Ji-l1l.rl(~· elf • 
• ~c1ie'l 1 aciie1.t 1 Jell: !;la:n:tive a:Jthe- £':c..ces 
_ c. ;~; t ti.~~e 1l00. r : ".3:3.0. 01-"/S J 0 "',,:--8:C- tl'·.e .s;~ j.l:. s trC::::'-'l, 
:.:r: t~~'~'G >.il i.-si~~:.G; c .. nd. l~O',,; ttis 1)~.1ri3d (~an"<' 
i r:. t>'8 ·1,.:::;~-i-j I.,'a ~1'3=, - " It::"c~ ;~~s : 
-<"·Tt.:) i-I::; b. -vision" or 8- ·~~;,~:.l:=i}1:: 6roa~.? 
=·J.ad is that T,usic:--.Jo I T.a~~e C)r sleel'? 
in che vision of "':ocsllrce _'ea;xtJ in 
-116 ... 
"1 
1 Jl3-:~J.O( of, ro 0 rc3:;ioll.-'-
CO~·:~.1ots.ti vc tlleir use of irol1~T are c10se1;' interre1:?tad 
esca'tJ~s~·. 
~:oE;l 1 ~,:::lel ! ell 9~';~el:ds Ie s 0100:' es daI:S la lwi t •.• 
'-:, ~ 1->'; s"r l'~s .L"ell]·11-'-'-s S'~11S ~no.; • ... os,., ""] ·,~.l"-'e· 
... :J v '-- !;A" ... , '-'" VJ ._ .. '-~ V "_",, I. __ .1.. I., C . __ ,-, _ ..... 'v_ ....
o souve:lirs, chantez 1 tout.~on or'::;;l.eil s 'en:.::'nit~ 
~~t j e !~1e sells. re ::,ris de a :~-·r;:.c-,:6e an.ertn:-:1e • 
.t':"b.! C8S voi)~ dD.Y1S 1.8.. rU:L.t ch_an~f~Ylt =Toell -·oell 
=~I,,"}T"o:rtent de L"l naf qui If':"-bas, s'ilh1Lline. 
']n si tellc.re, liE si doux re'yrocLe 32.ter:1.el 
"'I' '" ' ,.lIe r=:Ol1 COller tror .S0l'l.L e Ol~eye ((a,lS :iu ',Joitrine ••• 
1. L.08.. ts eo,:;'-) lains l:lis :~:leaslJ.re in ti.:i.: ironic lTler,~in: of con'cro..s ti!l:'.; 
i;pulses in .'~ Son;:; of Or osi tes,!I (ecl:;,rin; Lis lov9 £'01' IIsad :C8.0GS 
ir: fHir weather,!! "ini'ant :r;ls.yinC nitL a skul1,tr Ilserpel:ts in rec~ 
l~oses 1~.-; s",; D" " "'tc 
.. _ " ......... t..J._ "'w~, _~ __ • 
2. _c.rtlIJ.o,.h $ ,r'arD.asse at ';;~'l·ii)olis;. 0, E 50-1900, p. 1/1], 
I • 
. ~ 
I 
I 
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'" .8t j' tlcoute lont-:te;Ts las 010(;;_8s clh:LiS J.. nui t .•• 
<Te suis 1& p&ri& ce 1a f&!1i11e ~m'l£,ine~ 
A qni Ie ve:r:t apr~orte e:(l SOT' sale rldt:_i t 
:La roi.;~l!:;.:lte r8:':eur c" l;,ne i'Ste loir:b_iLB. 
jne iroI',-ic oor.tras ts in t~;is :iecG C.re r:;o~'e vi()le;:/:;--fel'l_~ 'JS f •• ore 
i1: & m:::::,:)cr of' V2.riLtions. 
in t~e closin~ ~G.SSB. as oi~ 
S 0[1 II ••• II '1'i 11 
"" '" c" "-'0 11\ ~ .J.,J '-'\..; • I 
r A 
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:._e 1Ji ti2shir.s olf as an 01.1.tcas t frO;l .ankiYld--flla j:B.ria u.e h fa: ,j lIe 
che 
, , 
"Cne pact IS 
:.ulf-past three, 
'l11 1e laL~:.1 s ~)ll-:tered, 
::'1~e la,-- - t::lltterec1 ~~..-. tb,8 (::~'.r}:. 
~;~~~.e lQ~:.1 ~:~ i ~1.~:~:_:n.e(1 : 
u ~_:~G I:».r6. cl-.. e ~:lO 0:;:'1, 
LP", l"(-}lG :'.16 .:~:)..rC:e iJ.. UC'~":I:a r-' .. ~·:.cr".:lG, 
3i1e Yr:~1.1<:s 8. feo"blc e?"9, 
::)118 s,,~ilos i:;:"1t,) cor:ners 
·3l-J.e G-~:.oo<:J:s c}:e :~B.~_r ()i- cL.e ;~~r.;:t):~. 
~~-:e ~:.o011 :~.s.s lost ~_er --G:~I)l-:" • 
.t.! .. ·r;·~··~sb.ec~-r,)u~G s·.,~,~~l:_·,~-.:o:c crac>:G ~ er ir~c~1, 
·.:~er :.::;.;';.u ·[;'iists a 131' rose, 
l'Lat sU8~.ls of L.USt and Gcill 06 GOIO:;'llG, 
,';11e ::..;,:; 8..l01'::.e 
.... j th c.,11 Cehs old noc·~urnal Sl;iE':'_ls 
T>at cross ane. cross across her ::;rain. ll 
)J:.e re~ ".i::'lis C8]1Ce cC~.·~GS 
:~i' s:J.nle8s [:1'::" ;-;eri'.1.-i 1r~s 
;-~j1_d O~.:3t ill ere"vices, 
':)on-
---:--'-. -.---- •• -.-. --.----.----.• , .'_'0 '-.'._.-7'.' _ ..• - ••.. -.-...•. - .. --.• ---.•.. l~ ~-'. ~ art::J1.o ""t·Jrites: !'u:'L?1ceri te a~:.;~oisse et iro~ ic, j~.JliloG0l.)llic e-s 
~8.~"~illeri3, crc.,,~·~c.es i:-~~.::. "-:;s at r,:J;--OS c~ f8,,:~ ~o"G, C f 33t C.o ces co::~.-~~r?,.;::;t'.jS 
p3~0tL1ei ql)tes~ i'e.ite ~c r)oesie c~e Jl)_~I.-.}G L2.for,~1.)_e.n (_"-artJ.:no, r., 
OJ). ci -t:. , 
.! 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
) . 
0:!:Glls of cLe:3tr:nts ill :;),:e streets 
.,l,.~C E(;~-.'.c~l~.; ~]~-,,:e~;_ls ::':.1 s}'uttere6 rO(")?'~t,S, 
_;.n( ci'.r)ttcs il'. corri(~ors 
~_,d Go(~l:t;&..il sr1ells in oars. 
~l~'e said, 
!lour 0 f clod:, 
~'};e =I_it;": le .L"-<: srrs- cis c. rir~·· o:n C~'_8 s·;~a.j.r. 
o· .. 1:r:.1:; • 
(1'1~e ~C( :is o'~~e:':; -\;_~e "L r 'O·;,'--.J2°- :81"' : .. c'.fl s or: -;~~~·3 "":"8.11, 
;11: con1' " '02::; ~.';, tb3 uoor. ~·n3:·\:_,r:., f'or life. H 
""~-h ce 0:2 ,OQ3rn , . " .LIle. 
"liot, \[G.. - UC l~.'· s er~s 0 t~ e of 
, , 
'=::10 life13GcYL;SS of ":odore) life 
ore concerL'ed ',i:ii): t",) street Ii [,'f; tLs.:-- \,it: -clie 1100:l, i.~;18 foet ~,cts 
j;QUr,!::11,-(; ':!~,tL 1'0 f'eelin for ti 
cuttin. t"l'!ist of iron:- is at t11:: 00:,'.0 Inc i or. nl] ere ilJj, tt G. 'jj, tte 1', S e 11'-
"nd 
" 1 S! :0 ....... 8 • 
1 
I ~ tie OC~i3rn , . :)our~ __ :eQlS :,,0 feelin s.'I, ,,;11 
Secl!lS to ~e recreG.tiE in r:: .. ther sl1.sr:Gct ~uarters ':,3 .. t1- SOLe V/()'cell of r2.ther 
{ 
) 
I 
i 
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'l'he foetI s e. t-ti tudes aro,e~: features 
of these ['oo.s--
is oft .'.1_ 
G~~-i.·ect. 
otf-.er '_oe .0. 
Ii; i3 1~,se6, i'or i!lst2 .. 11.ce, to Ht-t;ai11 a vcr:'~ ef:iectiv\...; fGr~~t of 
-cc; ti:~0 lo.:'l(~ of t>c livin:: on ;.11 .)ou1s I 
.orto.c;.1 s .t- 8 ii'r~; t I cSl11. 
_:'Lc.ne-,' "eLe s,,,'eet e:-:tre:':i t;,. o.C ;:rhi0 
j_l}~~~~·c t S c8~l18d ~~·13. torLic lOiF3, 
_:..r:d ·L.>:.:J.~::- to St_iC}' a -;')ite'>' oi" ·-:~' .. s~;j.on. ".Jr,):.: ___ ),(j 
*-~·o·cLill CO", ,l( l;r~.i.~~_ ~:.i:'l, H·::.JI~ .. ~-_is lz~ .. d:,T a~.eQ, 
~_l~o(~Te for :.is loys. 
-,'[orcs -1.-.~3re ·!Jn~c ~~·h.'~::;·i.:.::;d area th; 
CDC c10C\.r jiope f;l.ad 1:'8: 
The i:.cler:ency 
,:1' that or the ne:ct vIL ter -''loc'ld De dee.. tl. 
'::''':[0 -'ctou::"::' .. ts "ere so 'b~3C U',) I ',:0\110. j:ot; tell 
.Jr. .. etl1er of IlGr or ,·i·od !ie ~,:ho1·.;1~..!c tL2 }.~ost, 
-,-'vt thil'; tl la t :: is,i n6 's 8:"e, 
. le;~ turned p;)"vw.rc, on one sale ina, e fell;' 
~~r:d -c]~at '-~ sli:.:'l~"-t co~·:· ·ar!.io~n_a!:;lo 
. Ed -;:i tl' C:i vir'.i t~r, 
:,D,ct so lit the -";'01: 
J:T1>;81~se ·(~ir~'.c;~.lot,~s Ilouse 
:I'l-~e .:;lcle pr0:",}].S8C t~S, 
it se·2:-:8(, a [-~oll1.-fish s-:::;~·r~ ~i.~.,~' 
.OS t, 
'" ;"O"J' 1 
.... '-' 10.1 •• i~. 
The noer.~ a t·t;ains 
a c:uiet Cepth Lec2.:.se t}-,e foet fra: Ll~' e:'.l',res-;es his own l;c~lf-sYT''-lJe.. thetic, 
},nlf-shtiric attitude tOl/lore Lie.: i'rioEd's idiosYEcrasies sno. i:consic-Lel:.-
e.n0 a l'Ol1otra tir:'-,'~ 5.ron;r and sa tiro as 'i8 e.~~·2c; ;":1.S tO~l' ue-in-chee1;: com-
is of co::rse set 2.;·8,inst Yeats's own Y,O!::ol:' icliom. .i''3rlJa "s iT: soy:'e re-
sr;ec ,s the :::ost iri",·,'ort2.rt feature of the paS;39.c;e 0.1':; t}~8 toral effects 
"'(,'Ill )~. 
1. ·Yee.-cs' s rsfGre~:.c~-s--t-~-;ia ~l- t eo: pa~i~;l~B.-~l~-[}:,;st7~~~;~~:-~~;;t I1G ~:'D~S 
J.·2.:-.-~il:.ar ·t·,,~5_t:_ ;~h~:~l:cs:::e£'~r:-)fs all~1s5.011 i~.1 [lis 86~)r~ SOY1D.e-c to iitl~{~.":v afft\~lG 
f~nilifl.r ';>ost ll VJ.. icll y,:L:htl:.' !t:':1J:~ledfl a sllperstitio1)s rival. <'ho 
attitl':dec of the roets tOYi8.rd t:'eir z:;cC'8::otric 2.eque.int2,Lces c:.r2 si;-j.lar 
in OOUl poem;. 
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I I 
/ 
Drevior,sJ.~ referred to i1' illustration of ps;cholooical ;roressiolll 
&nc:. tendor:-:.css, non-satir.ical and :ron-seY'tinental, and 3"e1; Hit" 8.. touch 
r 
totlP.rc ilis frien6, a \iie\!noir~t that was po.rtl:r se"c;iric. ,:.:,) t in the 
I 
I aEd the ne:l0r~' of' the vi tf,l, encr~:e'cic :~i ttle ~~irl. Cit sinilar anti-Gl'cesis 
is .~ deeD 
qlliet sen.se oJ:' c~ra;:,:oc':( is suzcestec. throll;}, the f)oet IS use 0:[' o:Jliql.18 
uuders'i;ate',lent and a restrained, a1!'lost iJI'personal tonal aDpro8.ch. lliis 
tlle obs:",rver C01.'ld Dot !:;a)=e the "brmvn stud:,a vor;:' seriously. I!lCecc'. 
little ::;irl and ller live 1:, -;'It'l.?S, finQs it di:r."1'icult to cmprehend her 
<iea tL. fl'Ol"01.:m stur ':".,,,· ",'·'t-,nr.'l"sj"(1S 0."'(' 're~r~s j"10r _ ut./, ...... ..., _ _ _ ~ -,,,:.,, .n .. r.,::; _ • perhaps it 
ane; mnlaturo.1Lossj the lc~tter, natv.raL:~ess and 0::.S8. 
I I 
I 
I 
, I 
I 
I 
tellsely·. 
I l1:::'T? ~:otG(':~h8. t ~·ii t ar:.d irony are tfiG cl:ief elel:t3:nts contrii:;llting; 
!:oe-'cr., • .L 'Jointed 
o f tl~e cent;l.~.ri :;3 
I quote the Donne t:·iece: 
Jlasted T:itll Si(,:rls h.Dd surrouYlc1ed Y;ith tears, 
:~i tL!::r I cone to s ee;~ the s prin:~, 
i: .. JJ.d ~:·.t l.:-:l I:.ins 6:.'0S, a~ld 2.t t",iY1e ee.rs, 
'~ecoi\PJ stlcll b2.o1:. ... 8 ~.S e~_sG cu.ra ::vGr:/t~·;_=-~~,,_,,; 
1:31.1.t 0, self-traitor, I do ·D1'ill~: 
~1Je spid0.lr love, 'T:.~>. ich trc~r .. svbstD.r~~~i~~-t8s [\ 11, 
./l.:~d C2,.11 CO:1":YSr"t r-l,a~:).11£l to :~:a 11; 
~J.2~lC3 -G:~~~'.t t}lis ';",le .. ce ;:::"C,.:;- ~~horov .: l:r 8e t1'.a~1,,·}~tl 
::_lrp0 Ij8..rs:~dise, :L L&,re tr.'.6 f)er~'81J.t bro~:l,~-~lt. 
I :.[\'/81'e 7:holes o:~'er I'or r.e tl:.~.·t; ":ir~ter did 
::er:i(:):t the::lcry of t: is !,lace, 
~~nd ths. tar r3. VG fros t did forbid 
111ee trees to la u"h U!lct :.0 c:: :_!c to :T 1'a ce ; 
~~~ut t}-.a~c I :;la~r no-4:; tLis dis2~~r8.ce 
.-~l~c~ure.t l~or leavG t~~.is .::2.rl~.ey!., LOi/e, let t~G 
;::';OY:le we~1seless "'-liece of ,,-,_ is ~~lace :,)8: 
~ aLe ~:.S L 1JQndrtd:e so I !.1U;' .~:rov.r ~,ere, 
Or 2. stone fOl'nts.ir; 1Yee~in:_ 011t 'lY ~rear. 
~li ~IJer ':.'i ~;l- crystal v:i.:?.::"s, ::"overs, co:-:tG, 
..::~r:c. tc.1-~G :::~ .. tccrs, -,-y' ic:: 21.re lO"TletS ,:vi.:'le" 
.h1d '1;1';" :'our -',is tres s I te[,rs ['. t hone, 
:Oor all "re 1:3.1;oe -cLat taste :-;o-G ~LJ.S·G li:ce .::L:e • 
. LIas 1 i1e8..rts do l~.ot in 3Z.T GS shi!".:.e, 
Lor car.. ~'01i nore jUC~:81;JO}na!.".ls °C:!OJ1::hts 'i:nJ tears, 
J ~. 
/ 
L£,i'or,'ue's 
Le 'oct 
ro:i.::.t 
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'It.8.~:' U:';' Ler sl:D..(:.o'."J "\;l:(~, t S~le "~'Je~'. rs. 
() ne:-;'-/0rS0 Se7~, '.;l .. dre :i1011G is tr1v~,0 ~Jl..'i.t ::>~;'le, 
,tho's t>erG:i.'crG -true :..-e0(-:·'~1_~se >Gr trv.tL ]:ilJ.s ~:~e. 
fI' '08"1 ,'c''''' "'l" r l)e" "11(1 ~ I " 1..1. (~, '': \J ,:~. • ....~ .... 
~-1-
.1. l.t 
dy ,i ht.1. 
s e r=- O'L~S l~~--t~~,L t 
of' ~Lot, 
1. .Poo"cic· i ;~J"i1:'; -c~:~:--;~ -11ic~!~~s~~~' ;:~ -r-:;- J;U:1C::<:.~~;-t2¥-i ly:--~-o-}~~~:-"o-3el..".-· ~r;~·}::-;l~-· -{~~:~~1' l.~'S­
lc"tec!. . .. ~ C~":::~_C8.J. i,,7~~.C~,'·! is (':>2.ract8ri8t~_cu~1~."y· narro~-.:- C?l',d S)~cJ"tjf)i'i..ra, ~,:~. ile 
aT' iro'r!.ic an r08"c:~ i ':=-li·:.:s [1:"': j_!:--.'.cj_1.·~~)ic;'!·l of cO;1tr::~stir~" viGv:roi:rlts. 
c;'r..ical a tti tn6e, Lo'w':;"·,.:er, r-,9_?' bo a}l, i:-_ orta.:rrt: elaTJ8:;:)t iY'! a co:'<, le:;~~, 
iroJ~ic co:crcer~\~~lc~t::on of 2:.'~~-;!9riG~lce. 
"I " 
I , 
/ 
~ 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
i 
I 
, 
! 
Irony 8.ssunes a Lluch are L-!Y")OrtaI1t functioll l 1", 0\,10ve 1', in such 
Loden: love :'oe,1']s as ~liot's "The Love .sone: of ~T. ~'cl~'reo frufrocJ:: lI and 
"l'ortrait of a Le.dy," a piece about the p&rtin,; of two could-be lovers 
cauGht in the illiibitions and sterilit;y oftodern life. I quote the 
closinz lines: 
tI:,erhc,~)s ;IOU can writ3 toue. II 
: .~~T self-p03SGssior.l i;l~:tr·'3s -lJ.P for 9. seeor.l.u; 
:~'his is as .L ]-:.ad r2cl:o;led. 
1'rfhave been Ylond3rl11:~~ froqu0:~.tl~j of late 
("-'1t O"'A 'Oi~'''' 11' .; 11 s "';::v"r :--CIO'" ",vt'r !/";'r' t )' \ __ , '_. I.A~, ...I~-,.!. __ ..r.. ... c ... _ _.>'_' '.J -'_ ...... r. I. .. \. .....,,,,.',-".0 /I 
.n1~r T,;e l~~."\Te ~>ot r; e\rel:-:~ 06 i:1-GO ::lriej1.(~s. Ii 
I fa·31 li::e one Tlf.:.O S ~,iJ.en, t:..J:J.c'. tl~r!li11~~ ~}:all re:-:ar;.-: 
Suddenly, his e::pression i::l a ~~:lass. 
~_~,~' salf'-possGssi:,)"G :-.~utter8: -~'{~; are r3all:Y' i-2 t~le cic~rk. 
H~I'or Gv::;rf00dy said so, all Ol1r frior:ds l 
The/ all were sure our f2elin:~s l'101.;ld r,;31ate 
So closel:,l I myself ean harc;I:r 1.mderstanc.1 • 
dO ~~T1St le8~ve it r.or; -co i's.ta. 
YO'.' nLi.l ;;lrite, 'it :).n;' r;;.te. 
j:cr:"2'j'S it 1.s: ot too late. 
~ 3;:· .. ~;:.11 s5_t l"ier·:3, ser-;,;ri~<~ tG2~ ~t~J .rri·J:'ltls. ~i 
.,\.n.( I ~nus t borrovJ 8-\Tal~>:- c[-!.a::'.:~'i:n,~~ S:la pG 
1:: 0 fil1d expr,(~sJion ••• (~,.;' ... r:.ce" da:~:.cE~ 
~_j_\:8 ~1.. dt"\l~.C~.j~L· :;e~lr, 
;Jr::,'" li~::r3 8. ;··ar:co·L,;, c·~"1.(:l.t-G(:}r li~=8 :3.]] ";1. ';;. 
L.st "P3 ta:::e t=".lG , ..:\.ir, i~l ~i.. ~o-j:.3..C ,0 tr:.-:..nce--
if~ .:ell J'l.l1Ct -.;;~at 
_·i.:t'te:r:noo:n rre:: 
~~1()1"11(~. (:'j_0 arLO. 
U.~ld SLI0}:':>~, (3\~e2.li~-l?: =·0 1101r1 and rosc:;; 
13~ .. "\re :~·ie sitti11;2 pen :L:.l }u~,,:Jd 
CO;-~Ll:_: donn c'~~)OVe the houset02s; 
JOlJ,j-~f'nl, lor 8. '/i)',ile 
.-ot ,':noniT' -,r;hf,t to feel or if :c undersi.:;;?-nd 
-to~,lc~ ;3J.le l:ot ~1a"\'e t}1e 0. c·:.'tC\ ?~.-t;.:~~-:e, aX tc :-- ::~ 11 ? 
I:;r 1'::'3th'3r ,'lise or i'oolisl', -~l,Y'd" or -c:)O soon ••• 
T
'
ds ~~;nsie is sncc8s;;ful -:;i tl: a fld:-h'f fe.lll! 
:.,·or; ~~:.L:l t ~.ve "G2.11~ «2 d:-i:l~~--
~\.n,:, 5]ou1o I }Lve t 1w ri Lt to s_:ile? 
ironic struct~re. 
·'i1.1::: .. 1 i.~·i '3 c 
F' .j..' 
.c nne ,,], on 
are 
/ 
( " ' '; ., ..... ._ ~ l.L, 
J 
I I 
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ot:i.-ir8. tier 
relief ~nd ~~ the 
.,.,L 
... ' L). V 
:t1.C'· 
~liot 
.. 
:Ls 
over-
oftSD • "I· ~)rO eGOQJ.~::<= 
'C .J'zS t·, 01)._ to.:: oE 
l' .1-, OJ ,;;. ~.,.l.'. - ,~tr k 0 i: s i c~.l VGrSe, 
I) I 
'.1 " 
/' 
, l 
• I 
~1 I~ 
i , 
of lii'e. 
:lind. 
i"s:i.Li:;s i::l.to ';>} ,u'cional and irrte lL3ct~),(;),1 co,.~·licts. ":,1 thou "Jl in (;1 is 
fully than Ll sevent'Jenth centulj' ',iorl;:~ the E:oclern yoet frequantly ex-
roe try 1JBua,ll~' 
,!~ -., -
.oet tJ =_U 
Sor~eti: ....... 0..) 
III c~ iffere21t periods the '""oet ern-
eacr~ L.if:i:·er0:~t t~rpe e:~preS3-
I .. 
t:~is in Lind _" <")":--, .!c ........ v...-
-I 
(. I 
I I 
CHAPTER V 
SOCIAL VIEWPOINTS 
l~r or L-1dir8ctl;r, ex, ress toward t}leir societ,Y anci a,:e SO,~le attitudo3 
.. sica 1 roe t-a~v'--
1),Se of a . ' lro;~;,- j, rather 
'l''L3S0 
funetiol1S of' the ',locler:~l poet's discatisfn,ction wi th conteT1:'orc.:i"'Y 
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, as i~ldic:~'~ -bsd, 
00C~~S 6isease~. 
l' 
r 
I 
CCi] t'1r-v' 1. 0_ ~ i cal-i :,I.(:~i viC ,~~0..1 vi 3·~·l ;~IO i~"1 t: 
__ "_ .:.:.-..!. _ __ ;..... "." ...... __ ...... T ..... _~., .... -..--__ • __ • _____ .... __ 
c5.~lal ,_'robl1J:-:: fe~o·i._J 
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o"\:rc. :~s 
, . 
-.)OOG is 
I~~.G tT.f(,"T.:..ti·3 ·t~~ C(Yll tv r'i i 'S~ -0;' 010 "i C~· 1 _r. 0 C·~ .:\} '\T~L 3~~: , :o:i_~~:'c I ."".l..S -i.:;:.Le ::J ~:rver.l-
__ __ .• _'. _____ ...... _. J_. ,_ .: .;/~~l. ___ ;; ... _ :--~_~ __ ~_-:. __ _ 
I::; j. \:7:_,3 coli ve s 
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;1:~O 1;" V;Jr::>G ,;'Y'.d a1:os t [;<11 ot 
a 'joe. :.t:l-
1.8 is \JriG:~.n- oi 
Jl18 appeal of 
1:1. '., ,! i .>il-C~;;'.31.1-G ... .:.. s..,~or01JS 
.e in 
nost v.i. i:;;:.l fet~'~ur8 of these poe::3 is the.No-l:; 's 'rojectio:n of !"is ovm 
v"t:.18di c'cio2} corc~rned ~itj re-
L. sicr,l or , .. 8n11" .... 1. 
cJ~earl:,~ a:xJ.i~jited ill. 
.,.s >:inc.'Y.s ~jo'>r civil ·::-'ro:Ll .. 
°Le!.l"-· r,)"c·~5.or.-·L::":J ~"';1d 801"13 --:!.1.::~t-·L1:'1ed, 
-r~-::~.l;}.ct)c~, n:a-G~-_c?,.-sd b:'.- la'!:iless "c ,)il, 
.;ill \7elcor:3 to -G~.-,.J c,i:.8,Jr:~.L'Jr~ s-·cr,'~-l,.l'1(::. 
r. • 'ri~·~c.J -:,i>OSG 'CO~:-'_,-;r<;, l;ot t1l1(~Gr;.)·:.::;oo6, 
·~te·G :~;r-,:,"~~"e::-; c·, "leVI :e81ici~t-;:.\, 
.itr~6_ 8.1i~:;~·l, se-.ils c:o':le1s-tic "ood: 
enCG, fJC;,C;L ·~~o e"~'.cil, SUC~l aliGllS, y.~e. 
IflJ.:..-;,t t:·:e, eciC ... , 1:£.3 'cL.e ot,~-~:,;I·'S S1..~ll, 
.~~c:':Ll..Jtic's c:1f.;;.r-cer, S>'S"G6 .. 'S eo):e; 
.!.!oe~Gc i·L.~ its Sl":E~::!_, t~ .. 0 "'v'J,;,,_J-~uGrij.l.· 01:'8, 
ieeos \.}cre 
r quote: 
, , 
.!-~~~os UIHlt11l1b.31\a(, i.~or it ~~':~~l1 
On :~i,_:~ri.: : ... ~'~ll~ ,i~e:.'.t ~"<lt~r:.,·: ~'!·O~_ ·!.;~_3 sonrCG 
·:"'f li:"'ll"c 'C: .. 9-.-C Ii t d~).r~·~ ?"'S .i.~ flec1: 
.,'O!1C1er of dtl11 c:.s·t;:ror.o~ .. :Grs. 
"'0 ~i0r~(:>3:C tj,~e;-::. to us 1 t T:~·~8 
_,'.:1'" _.~ir8..cle r.'::.~~ ci.~il:/ :2ooc~--
'.l~j:l.!.:~t c..:."..rL:20:3G i.'led 'chru'll.:l d\..~r~_~_3G~.l~183~ 
_ ... ::il. orl(J.18Gs .~:L 'l-.:.t tlle ct0vr1;: ~~Ur8UeQ: 
o ",r!:)nc~er t: ,811, i"or \78 ~;,[td l)o~,;nd 
LO"'J'G' 3 ::,'::.-3 tCl'7', t:~G::'t st:':.ll 1Jl-::s-;-:,er:'c, 
i.G :s:ij S u'0s -t;a11C 0 lOT<.: ~.i.. n {'ro s f)J"~'.(J s s b 0 UllcJ 
i:.:l.t ~n,~C: ir:d:;0 lova's c..CC;i~G::lt • 
..:· ... ~~u:: ~,. :; # : il:e tL.e i~~l':or2.!l C. ~i n~lrri :rs, 
~~11.s~':~.c>:od t; .. G careless t3Hr-cll +'0 ~ .ea 1) 
lor ~" .. i ;::rvJ(?< s our ~_~c,s C _:rec~.ol},S 0:'83; 
"jurll'r; ~;-)o:_~~ors -ue3-~~ ,"ray~c:tC1.~r ~'or i~:~s :i 
"c:l(J iO::- l;>e:i.r s ';"<o.C·';d·l: l,ovels t'~rev: 
-:)01'l~1 :'-,~on',::.",".r.ol'~.ts of ~'·,ol)18r ..!ci~ ~~e. 
., -. . , ' 
:~.~O·;:i ",i_':":"t'Tj · .. <_ ..... ;}.~l·j.·l~ :';;. ·:;~~Js~:.~ ... ere 
.e bl"'c;,~'~ i~~~·.eC:, l:i~,_O dE-.ll"r UJ. 811 ·~os -GForlGCl 
·.~::O~;l0Ci e -CllC"_-t, POV; J:)',:.' ~ .. s too ,_-~e:?r, 
~_s ~;ou~c~~"'" fan:-; f:l.r.c,. tar~~J.i ;jhGC~. -\TGS t 
"'~er:lilld tl:.G ~.1::lGt;rrJl :';a~Ji:r-l1.{'-G ~~'.r~ 0, 
J:-'or 'ut c.r:.\.1 ·j8.cj;, ].o·c :J1)~";Gt~~~ .. CG i.J-Ct;::;<;e. 
, .• J '.d ~: o:,-,-r:J 1 S:3 :;r:·3u... l) i :-:, O~~l t C Oi~S e ;_1"(-; 
:.0,ic.t ;".11 'Lmto Oi,.~.r (·~t? .. rd0Jl Gt~tte 
I~)f iY1EOC8}1CO ~·::""U illT!.oe8I!.t; 
~::..ll(·i ~:',.ll Oll eas:-- tiJ:l,3 rOvisci 
r~l:;.,-'.t~ j OT'.r, unCGo.rQc~, ~_""\cr-(;1J.r"7~::v}d t·l~ri::s, 
i:lo ::. .. ~ .. i()", sOl}"~l"lt :~():~ -t~J.(3/l ·~11;.0r~ ~.·;e J.o"\tec1, 
_3 ~~ro11 'GO -1c.',:e !\":t.:;net ye.'3..rn.s. 
Ci' _ ... ~.;ser.'.r S ".01'\3 ilL t:.:.G DiG:~t, 
-,"_11G .L~c...rj_()c~, of' fri:JncJ_s, t~f.le ·,~8.=_iCt3S 
Ir ' ..L 
.. ~ .( __ u 
O"T _, I. 
st,:;:l.in, lil::e s~-·~o~,.:e, 
~].lc~;rol.1s, >0'/1 Clcid., 
"~OY.r r'.)~.lc. fles: orl t~ _8 sut-:'1!.68r .~'ro1,1s 
... ::1.11 rot e(L,,'rOSG -Gl'6 8s·~;·,.·be O~~-· :'---.C}l. 
~{j.n0. ~,,--,,r~_3ct, 'L~iti'lin, tLG j_1T . .rC\rci sore 
Ci~ ~'31i"' .~;~ -:~ ua:L,,:-.:;).'S f .. ·C ·che ~J8J:~.e, 
'';011-::;e:.-~ t c,~' OVer:, 10"'"\1"",:; 'L'0 bora 
,.' 
.v, 
--.;0 '.:ec.~<:'-'-C8S ~";Gco~.G Olll"' s -~~r8j.l:~~tl , 
i.y'~(,. s':~l"'Grl~·t;ll COJ::i."t~G3(~, CCL'I' but· rejGct 
Its 08JCCt, so t~_a l~ -:;: :J. t lel~.-.'-G>_, 
~--Gc~_l.n:· [;..:(1(: s:1)':;:-:r·.iSG, 0a(!}I, Gt~ .. ei-- ir:.fect. 
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'",r C.08G -0:U:; ;":01"'16 onr r~_.li~'1 l"c_ .... l:~c·~;, 
Or ~s Ol.r .a~in: ~aQu~ s:oi12d 
Jut ~"'.T -~;~le ,le..ss r f~u:1.Y;OC-l <.~8:~IGct ~ 
~~l~~e ·· .. ur::_'.~~t~L l,Jar- ~',':~e rt; 'cl~,~ "1."51-Lci ..... .:.:~;s 'L;~~ e\..., 
Cr "~att(;r .l..ul· t:.'3 ·-.:eS"G-:)::"-C vlL.ore 
.J~J.~,.·t~ CC~_:.l l,ur 'v~rclle .~:"l~st 1,-,s: .. ru1.eCL. 
C' .L~:.:li:n-"-o~:~L'! (,.: J.0.J.CG co .• "OS8C1. 
:4i v~ .. ~"r~ . ~~' \:i-r "'6o}'-~ \:~:j.le~·l 01)r- rG:~ r-~. 
,:?S 1 ul·~~;.:L·i;-i'1.!1~L e.i"'(l i,Oi.! ~_-:~ O}?1.-·o~ell 
, "' .. ' 
1, ') c-. (,:; .. ..1..21 
80811 - -5 'c1, l:~ .. rl~icular in t:j.0 
, . 
••• . 't 
inde'.;8:1.6011Cf3 
1:i n,:0 on. 
II The3-ood-: 'o1'1'011:!l 
:ossess one ':101'JJ; 
-1;:)9-
is one. 
~! 
I 
I 
:.11S0 G. 
pOG:.1. 
to ::'11e other' 3 C 
:081 LoLnt to 
Arc l:e out j-'irro1' to the 1701'1d~' 
Cr G.ose; the ';1orld our ruirc reflsr;+, 
Or lS o~-:r ~:~~:.'n) :';e2 .. l~.~~::;- s;?8ilc0 
u-G tl e 'las~: f flf.',~.rr~( (C:L'oct? 
t 1-1~ .1._' •• ' fi rs os -p, rcc 
! . 
J 
to 
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.'-.1. ... 0 
".lJv 
earlier J.. L. 
~ l "0 
• .) .. L ,. 
I , 
I 
i 
·1 I 
• 
I 
i 
yn~·-~G!1 oil : ·:od~JrJ'1. s-ter:Lli t:f. 
1':0110 -:;ris -';ic 
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:.'or :i i~ 
'~'t,<3 C o-n C l us i or 0:;:' t;j-,e ,'oor is t QT::.cie r 1 v 
t;j, vr:; i1" to lIe ctual 
1" " .. ;) ~.Gce, :·.3 
r 
f ;1 
1 
'1 
t 
I 
.{ 
I 
j 
i .. 
," 
is 
~!:h.e J~.11_rle(·; In::''\.i' t'Lers t!:"'.~; ~· .. 7.nc ~".'~'~~_: ore-.".-8c1, 
t'r : r-? ~~~~.;8r l-'o}-- t}"'e ~'es t-ci t \.'j·~oro 
.:l-J.G~.-: CO:1.P l:3T" i.r:i.rtv.e first 'j2,3}'rr-:~~,rec1<l 
of 
rotest 
rJ. -I..;-:'.L e . t3 ~/. _-:. ... 
ttlro. 
1:ith tj~eir lovu8.ffc.irs. ;liot's 11.!.:'ortra it 
"OS1; 01' ::.02;;ne's 
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. ..(.-. 
.J_ .L '01; 
OT'_ re-
"', n 
.Jll e. it 
-1-14-
>S is i t.s roo-cs, 
I 
( 
I 
. . 
O~jG~-:;'S:":,:i.O~: 
, 
il",!, ' . i 
i:::1c] t.:din 
~e~~"l-;rieG J'! -~,.,..ins ~G i~Yl:2r ~.t!~c1 ol~ter 
.... :. t s -fJe .. Jced j_~.1"ter\'"[..ls is fe~l tl~re ; 
__ : Cl 01-,' S h 11 8i'6];'.'.- ')n thes e 
;;~l~G ~3t:.c1cJer1 r9.il~ or lclS-{:.iil r ', )e~·.c2·;· 
~'or':'ribGr.'.~ Here V,;,:',J1 to tr:,-
..... ··pi]:·:st t>e i:-'.;;·:)rJ·1.·.~·~i-o~[c e~.··A 
!:oc- :.~ .. ···'l~·r ·~;G.ic.~ ~'J":. ~tl'·~. teL'¥rs, -i:;li'3 C .. 1.:_i~ 
.':'l.ll.c~ r:..)u(:; • .Iric1·"c; r;..7~~cl i";·'ui~_)-:-'[;;.,}l.t ~nostrj.l 
ot}~j.:r!. -so do ~)lrC to 100L: r'.oi,]18. 
,"J.t i:r.~ .. )~)~]l''''G9~~. 'c>:G::e Ii-v- ~_~ tIle ·~o~;-~l.~ 
·' .. a <:Cll tJ-E. t, -~}~e..t :·,'·or~_ .. ~:f;';'~,,: . ':':. r.Lo;p <' •• 'i i~}2: 
f21:.8 re s tre~·'~E: ("JT C O1'.:e8 Gas i3S ~~~, 
~dlUPfc~:·J. it S8:5:,: s+ern, li,~8.8 S0 r.)P. co~,~'r:.::sc:::e(:. 
C-O;7Gr c. la"trto, refusil1.r .. ·~ns·L1'6r, 
It 1'.5_11 role8.f;e t:ie ill-fed-riso,10r 
:ct -,:ill do Y'l1.rc'er or 'jo(:r8_:-
:i'or e~_ ·l~~<j.er ·;.'a.r-t-;;.",- 8(l"JJ.cl.ll:,T, 
~"it-;J.(::.:i·,'·= f:.t l,-.G';~ -co c.t cl058 1 iss 
I~~ ~.; .i11 dUIli ·l--:r tC k ,- ~lle' s s o~'-:j c·.o.v;.;.J.~.ce, 
._-0 10YL'ocl for, 'i'Ven ir'. l;,~X'.:_c:on, 
'.}i"\/eJ}. lop" SiLiC8, >E.;.C. jt but _,:l'jO·V;iP. 
. , 
T>2.ar, trJ.OU:·~}l t~'le ni -'l~,t is ;.-'one., 
:~~1.e L~:rG2.Y:; s ti II 118. urrcs tocLa.:,-
'2h::. t 'OrOL t us to e. roor:, 
:jC.'l8r})Ot~S, loft;:- as 
rai l'-l[7.;i te :r:~':irus, 
.. !!c' crO":!l~~8d i·r_ -[;1"8 "'10 or:! 
"ere beds, ,\>-:'L -,Ie iJ' one 
In G. :"'ur corner la~:·. 
\" l1r ";/ '.isr}(:;rs Ylol':~e 110 clocl<:~s, 
G >:5 ssccl a~:Jd I yv8.s -lad 
.':: Gvcl":\"!~._il:: ;;op did, 
Inch:L'i:'ercnt to those 
iLl" :.e.irs or~ 8"";J-er:"" boo, 
.rc·'s ro'.'::~d Be.c;, rd:l'er's nec.~s. 
~31ert :0,,1:(~ -\,Ta:_~vGl:; ~~i.d. 
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